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The common brushtail possum is an introduced species that, over the last 150 years, has caused significant
damage to New Zealand’s native flora and fauna. Moreover, brushtail possums are one of the major wildlife
reservoirs of bovine tuberculosis, and are thought to be one of the main vectors of the disease to cattle.
In this thesis, we analyse data, collected by Dr Dan Tompkins and his team at Manaaki Whenua - Landcare
Research, detailing the interactions between 4 groups of approximately 40 possums over a 6 month period.
Further, a strain of Bovine TB was deliberately introduced into the population, and the occurrence of secondary
infections were observed.
We construct an individual-based model that models the movements of and interactions between a group of
individuals, and produce probabilistic results about the frequency and duration of their interactions. From
this individual-based model, we construct networks representing these possum populations, weighted with the
frequency of contact between individuals.
After presenting a stochastic transmission model for the simulation of an epidemic on a weighted network, we
use this transmission model, coupled with the weighted contact networks mentioned above, to simulate bovine
tuberculosis epidemics spreading through a possum population.
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New Zealand has remained geographically isolated throughout most of its history [Cooper and Millener,
1993] and, until the introduction of humans, the only land mammals present were three species of bat [King,
1990]. Humans arrived in New Zealand in two distinct waves; the Māori around 1250-1300CE [Lowe, 2008]
and Europeans in 1769 [Liu et al., 1999]. The introduction of humanity to New Zealand, in particular the
Europeans, resulted in a parallel introduction of invasive species. The Europeans, accidentally or deliberately,
have been responsible for the introduction and establishment of hundreds of invasive species, including land
mammals [Veitch and Clout, 2001]. This introduction of invasive animal species has had a devastating effect
on New Zealand’s native ecosystems. The invasive species not only compete with native species for food and
space, but many are also predators of them [McLennan et al., 1996, Innes et al., 2010].
The research in this thesis centres around a specific invasive pest, the common brushtail possum (Trichosurus
vulpecula), a marsupial of Australian origin that numbered approximately 30 million in New Zealand in 2009
[Warburton et al., 2009]. Aside from the possums’ negative effects on native fauna and flora, they impact
sectors of the New Zealand economy including the dairy industry, by spreading bovine tuberculosis to cattle
[Nugent et al., 2015]. The motivation of the research undertaken in this thesis is to aid ongoing efforts
by various organisations to reduce the negative effects of possums in New Zealand. These efforts include
programs to reduce or remove possums from an area, or to eradicate bovine tuberculosis from their population.
Models are presented that inform on not only the movements of and contacts between possums, but also the
intraspecies spread of disease.
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1.1 Objectives
In this thesis we develop a mathematical model to accurately predict the social structure and contact
distribution of common brushtail possum populations. We use an individual-based model, where individuals
in our population move around in their environment on a lattice structure, and use the model to produce
not only results about the distribution of contacts between individuals, but also a weighted contact network
representing the population. We use contact data generated from a real-world possum population [Rouco
et al., 2018] to parameterise our model, and compare binary and weighted network characteristics, between
networks produced from the model and produced from the contact data.
An epidemic model that simulates the spread of a bovine tuberculosis infection through a possum population is
then developed. Using a Gillespie algorithm with parameters obtained from literature, we simulate epidemics
on the aforementioned weighted contact networks and compare the model with data collected on real-world
bovine tuberculosis infections in the same possum populations as our individual-based model.
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1.2 Literature Review
This thesis brings together ideas and techniques from both ecology and mathematics. As such, it is necessary
to give an overview of the relevant parts of both areas.
1.2.1 Ecological Background
Invasion ecology uses a broad range of terminology to refer to species that are introduced to an environment
(be it a country, area or ecosystem) that they did not originate from [Colautti and MacIsaac, 2004, Valéry
et al., 2008]. We refer to these species as non-native. For millennia, humans have been responsible for many
of the introductions and establishments of non-native species to new ecosystems [Mack et al., 2000]. However,
their introduction can be natural and/or human-driven, illustrated in the example of the Douglas fir tree
(Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca), which due to the interaction of factors including human disturbance and
climatic variation have been encroaching on the grasslands adjacent to their originating area [Bai et al., 2004].
Invasive alien species are defined as the subset of the non-native species that have a negative effect on the
ecosystems, habitats, and native populations of the environments that they invade [Pejchar and Mooney, 2009].
The severity of these negative effects vary, and in addition to negative ecological and economic effects they
bring, invasive species can be responsible for the spread of disease [Conn, 2014]. There are cases of invasive
species who also provide neutral or even positive effects, but overall the invasion of non-native species has
been ranked as the second greatest cause of species endangerment and extinction, behind habitat destruction
[Levine and D’Antonio, 2003, Pejchar and Mooney, 2009].
Preventative measures are currently, and have been in the past, used to stop the establishment of new invasive
species. For those invasive species who are already in a location, control measures have been used and are in
use, in an effort to remove or reduce their populations. However, these measures are expensive, potentially
damaging to the native ecosystem, and may unfortunately be unsuccessful. We discuss this in greater detail
in the section titled “The effects of invasive species on native ecosystems”, and in further detail focusing
on common brushtail possums in New Zealand in the section titled “Control measures of possums in New
Zealand”.
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Introduction of invasive species to native ecosystems
There are a variety of different routes through which invasive species are introduced to new environments.
Many of these routes are human-driven and can be a result of aspects of global infrastructure including the
international transport of goods, migration of humans between distant locations, in addition to agriculture or
even leisure activities [Perrings et al., 2005, Meyerson and Mooney, 2007, Anderson et al., 2014].
For example, as a centre of international trade and destination for travel over the past centuries, Europe has
seen a variety of alien species become established and later invasive, alongside their corresponding negative
effects [Keller et al., 2011]. Over 10,000 alien species now established in Europe [Vilà et al., 2010]. Similarly,
for the 45 years up to 2005, commercial shipping has been implicated as the source of 60% of new introductions
of invasive species to the Great Lakes area of the United States [Horan and Lupi, 2005]. An infamous example
of introduction through trade is the zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha), which has been introduced from its
native habitat in the Caspian and Black Sea regions to new environments through avenues including sea trade
[Minchin et al., 2002]. The mussel arrived to North America in the ballast water of ships, and to European
countries including Ireland by travelling on the hulls of boats [Vitousek et al., 1996, Anderson et al., 2014].
The negative effects zebra mussels have on the countries they invade will be discussed in the section following
this one.
Species have been introduced as crops or livestock for the purposes of agriculture [Pimentel, 2011], or to
regions whose native flora and fauna would not be sufficient to sustain human populations [Pimentel, 2002].
The golden apple snail (Pomacea canaliculata) is a good illustrative example. Native to South America,
this mollusk was initially smuggled in Taiwan illegally in 1979/1980 [Naylor, 1996]. From there, it was then
introduced to other parts of Asia, including Japan in 1981, and the Philippines in 1982 [Naylor, 1996]. The
purpose of its introduction was cultivation as a high-protein food source for consumption domestically, and
export internationally [Halwart, 1994, Naylor, 1996]. However, whether accidentally or deliberately, the snail
became introduced to the native ecosystem, becoming an invasive pest [Halwart, 1994, Naylor, 1996]. In
addition to agricultural purposed, species have been introduced to regions, southern Africa for example, for
industries including timber [Le Maitre et al., 2011].
Leisure activities are responsible for 7% of freshwater introductions of invasive species, according to data from
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the pan-European project DAISIE (Delivering Alien Species Inventories for Europe) [Gallardo and Aldridge,
2013]. Anderson et al. (2014) gathered data, using questionnaire surveys, about cleaning regimes employed on
the equipment of anglers and canoeists in the United Kingdom. They found that not only did a significant
minority not clean their equipment between uses, but that this sometimes occurred when returning from
overseas. They highlighted in particular the threat of the salmon louse (Gyrodactylus salaris), which is a
bio-security threat to the United Kingdom, and could possibly be transported from Norway [Anderson et al.,
2014].
The effects of invasive species on native ecosystems
Invasive species by their nature have a negative effect on the ecosystems they invade [Pejchar and Mooney,
2009]. There are many ways in which invasive species negatively impress themselves upon an environment; a
common one is predation of and/or competition with native species. In the Unites States, 400 out of the 958
species listed by the ESA as endangered or threatened are there as a result of competition or predation by
non-native species [Pimentel, 2011]. In New Zealand, there are at least 12 species of well-established invasive
predatory mammals, many of whom were first introduced during European colonisation [McLennan, 2006].
Stoats (Mustela erminea), alongside the weasel and ferret were introduced to New Zealand towards the end
of the 1800s in order to control rabbit populations, and now rank amongst these aforementioned invasive
predatory mammals [King and Moody, 1982]. They have had a devastating effect on native New Zealand
fauna, birds in particular, being implicated in the reduction of Kaka (Nestor meridionalis) populations in
New Zealand [Wilson et al., 1998].
Ecological effects can also be observed after the introduction of invasive species. Zebra mussels for example,
whose introduction to North America and Western Europe was discussed in the previous section, have a
negative ecological impact on the countries the invade. For example, their redistribution of contaminants
in the water, including cadmium and organochlorine, have resulted in teratogenic effects in the eggs of the
tufted duck (Aythya fuligula) [Ludyanskiy et al., 1993]. The Seneca River in New York, United States has
seen a dramatic water quality changes since the introduction of the Zebra mussel [Effler et al., 1996]. These
changes have included a reduction in both dissolved oxygen levels and phytoplankton biomass, in addition to
a decrease in pH [Effler et al., 1996].
The introduction of an invasive species can also result in the spread of disease [Mooney et al., 2005]. A
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particular disease could be one already present in the environment, but that finds a new host in the invasive
species, or could be something brought to the new environment along with the invasive species [Searle et al.,
2016]. Mosquitoes are a prime example of this phenomenon. The invasive tiger mosquito Aedes albopictus has
been shown to be the main vector of Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) during Gabon’s 2007 outbreak [Paupy
et al., 2012]. Crayfish plague, caused by Aphanomyces astaci Schikora, affects crayfish populations globally,
though American crayfish are less susceptible. The spread of this plague from the United States to Europe in
the 1800s has been largely human-driven [Taugbøl et al., 1993].
Bovine tuberculosis, caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium bovis [Morris and Pfeiffer, 1995], is a long
standing epidemic in New Zealand, having been recognised as a problem for over 120 years [de Lisle, 1993]. The
complex system of interacting species that perpetuates the disease involves cattle, as well as wild populations
of deer, possums, ferrets and pigs [Nugent, 2011]. Due to the practice of removing infected herds once infection
is detected, thereby stopping transmission and spillover into other species, TB in cattle is typically caused
by possums [Nugent, 2011], though ferrets may also hold some responsibility [Ryan et al., 2006]. Possums
themselves cause infection spillover into deer, ferrets and pigs. However, due to their large home-range sizes,
comparative longevity, and ability to survive years whilst infected, deer have the potential to cause infection
to spill back into possum populations [Nugent, 2011].
Invasive species can have a negative economic impact of the environments they invade. This economic impact
can manifest in the form of effects on infrastructure. Zebra mussels, for example, have a destructive effect
on water treatment and hydro-electric facilities in the Unites States, where they foul intake pipes amongst
other equipment [Connelly et al., 2007]. Species invasions may also result in the reduction in usability of
economically productive areas. In Florida, United States, hydrilla (Hydrilla verticillata) infestations prevent
the use of lakes for recreational use [Pimentel et al., 2005]. Yellow star-thistle (Centaurea solsitialis L.), which
has invaded the rangelands of Idaho, United States, reduces these rangeland’s usability for animal grazing
[Julia et al., 2007].
Invasive species do not have solely negative effects. Investigation has been conducted into the possibility
of using invasive seaweeds, that are otherwise difficult to control or eradicate, as potential pharmaceutical
sources [Milledge et al., 2016], or as greener anti-fouling agents for aquatic ecosystems [Pinteus et al., 2020].
Furthermore, non-native species considered harmful to particular organisms are advantageous to other
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organisms. For example, many form the majority of agricultural production in some countries. In the United
States, 98% of the food system is produced by non-native species, both plant and animal [Pimentel, 2011]. In
New Zealand, whilst the European legume shrub Scotch broom has many negative effects, including preventing
new forest growth by smothering tree plantings, it has been shown to be beneficial to bee populations [Jarvis
et al., 2006].
Control measures have been used to control populations of invasive pests. An infamous example of the use of
chemical for invasive population control is the use of Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, also known as DDT.
Used as an insecticide, its devastating effects on ecosystems, including population declines in species such as
the bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) [Sharpe and Garcelon, 2005], weren’t realised until years after its
first use [Jarman and Ballschmiter, 2012].
Biocontrol agents are also a common control measure used. In 1993, Jolly defined a biocontrol agent as “the
use of one organism to reduce the population of another” [Jolly, 1993]. The use of biocontrol agents is not
novel, in New Zealand particularly, and has had devastating, unintended results. Stoats (Mustela erminea),
for example, were introduced to New Zealand for the purposes of controlling the rabbit population, but have
since become a significant invasive pest [Basse et al., 1999, Veale et al., 2012]. There are success stories
however, with the successful control of the mist flower in New Zealand through the introduction of the white
smut fungus and the gall fly [Barton et al., 2007].
Pathogens are also a viable source of biocontrol agents. A strain of rabbit haemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV1),
for example, was illegally introduced into New Zealand in 1997 by farmers, for the purpose of controlling the
wild rabbit population [Parkes et al., 2002, O’Hara, 2006]. RHDV1 has been an effective population control
for rabbits, and has been bolstered by the nationwide release of a Korean strain of the virus (RHDV1 K5)
was undertaken by government and local councils at 150 sites across the country in 2018 [Manaaki Whenua -
Landcare Research, 2016, Manaaki Whenua - Landcare Research, 2018, Howe, 2018]. Fertility manipulation
is another route. Infertile screwworms, made infertile through irradiation, were released over the island of
Curaçao, leading the insect’s decline [Carey, 2018].
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The common brushtail possum in New Zealand
The common brushtail possum is an arboreal marsupial native to northern, eastern, south-western, and central
Australia [Menkhorst et al., 2004]. A typical member of this species weighs 2–4 kilograms, and is of a similar
size to a cat [Clout and Ericksen, 2000].
Between 1837 and 1924, the importation of common brushtail possums to New Zealand from Australia by
European settlers took place on at least 35 separate occasions [Pracy, 1974, Clout and Ericksen, 2000], with
the majority occurring in the 1890s [Pracy, 1974]. The purpose of these importations was to farm the possums
for their fur [Batcheler and Cowan, 1988, Clout and Ericksen, 2000].
Liberation events, where imported or New Zealand-bred possums were set free (or liberated) into the
environment, took place at various sites across the country, starting in late 1850s [Pracy, 1974]. The
liberation of possums was carried out by government agencies, private individuals and organised groups called
Acclimatization Societies, with the goal of establishing a wild possum population for hunting and for profit
[Batcheler and Cowan, 1988, Clout and Ericksen, 2000]. Between 1865 and 1926, 127 recorded liberations took
place, with 19 of these made by government agencies [Clout and Ericksen, 2000]. The number of individuals
involved in each importation or liberation event is unclear or unknown [Pracy, 1974]. This practice was
completely prohibited from 1922, but was continued illegally by trappers until the 1980s [Clout and Ericksen,
2000, Department of Conservation, 2004].
In 1947, in response to scientific evidence of the impact of possums on native forests, the government officially
recognised them as a major pest, and introduced penalties for the possession or liberation of possums [Clout
and Ericksen, 2000]. Possums are now endemic to 95% of New Zealand [Sidhu et al., 2002], with the most
recent population estimate (in 2009) providing a figure of approximately 30 million [Warburton et al., 2009].
Possums are nocturnal, solitary animals that spend roughly 1% of their time in contact with other members
of their species [Day et al., 2000]. The majority of their day is spent in their dens, usually only leaving their
dens around 30 minutes after sunset [Cowan and Clout, 2000]. The exceptions to this are during illness or
winter, when a sick or starving possum may emerge in the afternoon in search of food [Cowan and Clout, 2000].
Time outside their dens is spent travelling, grooming, feeding, interacting, or sitting immobile [MacLennan,
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1984, Cowan and Clout, 2000]. When two possums do come into contact, their behaviour can be classified
into four categories: approach and leave, agonistic (where two possums fight), affiliative (where two possums
may form social bonds), and mating [Day et al., 2000].
The negative effect of possums on the ecosystem of New Zealand can be divided into three categories: their
effect on native vegetation, their effect on native animals, and the transmission of bovine tuberculosis to cattle
[Nugent, 1995, Landcare Research, 2000, Landcare Research, 2002].
Each day the possum population consumes, in total, 21,000 tonnes of foliage [Nugent, 1995]. This consumption
causes catastrophic dieback, as well as a change in the composition of forests through the consumption of
certain preferred species [Campbell et al., 1990, Nugent, 1995]. They may also have a negative effect by
inhibiting regeneration; however, the impact of possums on regeneration is not well understood [Campbell
et al., 1990]. Possums also threaten New Zealand’s native fauna. They not only compete with other species
for vegetation, but also predators of them. They kill or eat the eggs, chicks, and adults of at least six native
species, including kea, kōkako and kūkupa [Landcare Research, 2002].
Bovine tuberculosis in possums
Bovine tuberculosis (TB) is endemic to the common brushtail possum in New Zealand [Morris and Pfeiffer,
1995]. Possums are highly susceptible to the disease [Ramsey et al., 2009], and are the major wildlife reservoir
of TB in New Zealand [Landcare Research, 2000]. Since 1967, when bovine tuberculosis was first discovered
in New Zealand possums [Ekdahl et al., 1970], various areas in New Zealand have been designated as Vector
Risk Areas, meaning that TB is established in possum populations in that area. These areas constituted 7.51
million hectares (approximately 28% of New Zealand’s land area) in 2019 [OSPRI New Zealand (OSPRI),
2019].
Naturally-occurring bovine tuberculosis infection has been studied in New Zealand possums across the country,
for example by Brockie et al. in 1987, by Cooke et al. and by Pfeiffer et al., both in 1995. There are several
possible routes of TB infection in possums; transmission during mating, fighting, sequential den sharing,
and mother to pouch young transmission, however the exact mechanism is not well understood [Jackson
et al., 1995, Ramsey et al., 2009, Richardson, 2016]. Clinical signs of infection begin to show 2-3 months post
infection [Roberts, 1992, Corner et al., 2002]. Once clinical signs appear, possums typically die within 4-5
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months [Ramsey and Cowan, 2003].
The study of TB in possums has been conducted through both the monitoring of populations with already
established infections, and through the deliberate infection of individuals. In 1999, Cooke et al. examined
the differences between experimental and wild infections. They found that infecting possums through an
endo-bronchial route may not be the most appropriate method for studying the epidemiology of TB in possums,
as the pathogenesis was markedly different [Cooke et al., 1999]. Corner et al (2003) showed that infecting
possums via the conjunctiva produced symptoms more similar to wild infections than the previous intratracheal
inoculation. Whitford et al (2014) infected individuals percutaneously, in a previously TB-free population.
They demonstrated possibly the first case of TB transmission from experimentally infected possums, suggesting
that percutaneous infection improves on previous methods when examining TB transmission in the wild
[Whitford et al., 2014].
Possums are thought to be one of the main vectors in New Zealand of TB to cattle [Nugent et al., 2015].
Results from experiments performed by Paterson and Morris in 1995 showed that behaviour similar to that
of terminally ill possums attracts the attention of cattle, who approach and investigate the possums by
sniffing them, touching them with their noses, and licking them. These actions expose them to possible TB
infection [Paterson and Morris, 1995]. Infected cattle have to be slaughtered, hence the transmission of bovine
tuberculosis to cattle is a concern to the beef and dairy industries of New Zealand. In turn, TB transmission
to cattle can negatively impact New Zealand’s economy, as the dairy, meat and wool industries account for
a significant percentage of New Zealand’s export (approximately 61.5% of all exports in 2019 [Ministry for
Primary Industries, 2019]).
Control measures of possums in New Zealand
In an effort to mitigate the negative effects of the common brushtail possum’s presence in New Zealand, various
methods, including hunting and poisoning, have been used to reduce or eradicate the possum population, or
eradicate TB from the possum population. For example, a bounty system was run by the government between
1951 and 1961 that resulted in 1 million possums killed per annum in the late 1950s [Clout and Ericksen,
2000].
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To eradicate TB from New Zealand, the National Pest Management Strategy for Bovine Tuberculosis was
announced by the government in 1998 [Michael Hardie Boys, Governor-General, 2016]. Now named the
National Bovine Tuberculosis Pest Management Plan, the current strategy aims to eradicate TB from New
Zealand by 2055, having eradicated it from cattle and deer by 2026, and from possums by 2040 [Michael
Hardie Boys, Governor-General, 2005].
The agency managing this plan of nationwide eradication, TBfree New Zealand, is using various methods
of pest management to reduce or eradicate the possum population. By reducing the possum population
by approximately 70% and maintaining that level, TB in possums is predicted to die out within 5-10 years
[Landcare Research, 2000]. These methods include live capture and kill traps, as well as poisons such as
1080 and cyanide [Warburton and Livingstone, 2015, Byrom et al., 2016]. These methods are time and
cost intensive, requiring continual renewal and upkeep of resources [Jolly, 1993, Morgan and Hickling, 2000].
Additionally there is public opposition to the use of the poison 1080 for the control of pest populations, due
to concerns over factors including human safety and collateral damage to native species [Green and Rohan,
2012, Morriss et al., 2020].
Alternative, but not necessarily replacement, biological forms of possum population management are in
development or consideration. These include the use of vaccinations to disrupt fertility [Cowan, 2000] or to
provide immunity to TB. In 2009, Tompkins et al. showed that the use of the M. bovis Bacille Calmette-Guérin
(BCG) vaccine on possums had a significant effect on the incidence of TB in free-living possums. Further
experiments conducted in 2013 showed that protection of possums against TB can be provided through a
single dose of a BCG vaccine [Tompkins et al., 2013]. These methods would need less continual input or
intervention, but would require monitoring of their effectiveness [Jolly, 1993], and can be cost-effective, overall.
The research carried out in this thesis will aid in the development of control methods such as vaccination and
the use of biocontrol agents. By building models of the mechanisms of contact and disease spread in a possum
population, insight may be gained that could allow for the targeting of specific individuals for vaccination
or removal, in order to achieve the goals of nationwide TB eradication or possum population control more
efficiently. Furthermore, with appropriate adjustment of the models, they could be used for any invasive
species, which would be of much use to the Department of Conservation and its goal of a predator free New
Zealand in 2050 [Department of Conservation, 2020].
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1.2.2 Mathematical Background and Motivation
In this thesis, a variety of mathematical techniques are used. This section provides a brief overview of these
techniques, reviews literature that uses these techniques to approach problems similar to those we investigate.
Mathematical modelling of biological processes
A plethora of models have been developed to model a large range of biological processes (see [Gail and Boone,
1970, Lovely and Dahlquist, 1975, Johnsson et al., 1996, Hill and Häder, 1997, Haydon et al., 2008, Karaman
et al., 2016] and references therein). These models tackle activities occurring at different spatial scales, over a
variety of temporal scales.
An individual based model (IBM) is a particular class of model in which, rather than modelling a population
as a whole, be it of microscopic or macroscopic organisms, each individual is modelled separately. Of particular
relevance to this thesis is a specific family of IBMs, namely random walks. A random walk uses a sequence of
random vectors, drawn from a given distribution, to describe the movements of an individual through an area
over a specified time period.
Many different biological processes have been modelled using a random-walk framework. Karaman et al.
(2016), for instance, showed that a continuous-time random walk can allow for better differentiation between
severe and less-severe paediatric brain tumours, which in turn aids in non-invasive diagnosis. Johnsson et al.
(1996) investigated the effects of micro-gravity on the growth of garden cress roots, finding that the initial
stages of growth follow aspects of a random walk. Gail and Boone (1970) investigated the movements of
mouse fibroblasts. By comparing the fibroblast trajectories against random walk models they determined
that, given a large time-step, a random walk model was appropriate for modelling the movements of these
fibroblasts.
This is by no means the only instance of a random walk model being applied to cellular movement. Hill
and Häder (1997), for example, modelled tracks of algal cells, using a continuous-time (that is, the time
steps are non-discrete), correlated random walk. In a correlated random walk, the movements taken are
directed towards a particular location, for example a food source [Kareiva and Shigesada, 1983]. Lovely and
Dahlquist (1975) produced a three-dimensional random walk model for the movement of bacteria, with a view
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to comparing with data collected the preceding year on Escherichia coli.
The individual movements of animal species have also been modelled using a variety of random walk models.
For example, Haydon et al. (2008) fitted a random walk model to data collected on the behaviour of elk
(Cervus canadensis) who were trans-located to an area of Ontario, Canada, and tracked over a 4-year period.
From the data collected, the elks’ movements could be assigned to two different behavioural states, one when
they were occupying one particular area, or ‘camp’, and the other when they were ranging far from these
camps [Haydon et al., 2008]. Each behavioural state was modelled by a different random walk.
Rı́os-Uzeda et al. (2019) analysed three marsupial species in Brazil, finding that a specific type of random
walk, known as a Lévy flight or Lévy walk, was best at approximating their small-scale movements when
introduced to an unfamiliar environment. The application of random walk models extends beyond mammalian
species. Kareiva and Shigesada (1983) model the movements of butterflies (Pieris rapae and Battus philenor),
using correlated random walks. Findings from Sims et al. (2014), who analysed the tracks left behind by
Eocene-era worm-like animals, suggested that the movements of these foraging animals can be modelled using
Lévy walk-type models.
A major difference between the work conducted in this thesis and many of the studies that use random walk
models is the the form of the data used. Typically, the data collected has an explicit spatial component (see
[Kareiva and Shigesada, 1983, Haydon et al., 2008, Postlethwaite and Dennis, 2013, Reynolds et al., 2017] and
references therein). In Reynolds et al. (2017) for example, limpets Patella vulgata and Patella rustica were
tracked, forming a data-set of their explicit movements. In contrast, the data examined in this thesis consists
of contact records, and has no spatial component.
In this thesis, possum movements and contacts are modelled using an unbiased random walk on a square
lattice structure. Here, possums move one point on the lattice at a time, with no preference towards a
particular location. A contact occurs when two individuals occupy the same point on the lattice.
Modelling possum movement and contact using a random walk has precedence. Postlethwaite and Dennis
(2013) used a multiple-random walk. Here, possums’ movements can belong to one of three different behavioural
states, or types of behaviour. Each is expressed as a different random walk. However, their work differs from
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ours in three key areas. Firstly, individuals in our model remain in the same behavioural state throughout,
following the same random walk at all times. Secondly, the data used to verify their model is fundamentally
different to the data used in this thesis. Whereas our data consists of contact records between possums, with
no spatial information, the data set in Postlethwaite and Dennis consists solely of GPS tracking data, with no
contacts being recorded. This highlights the final difference, that their model, whilst producing results about
the movements of possums, outputs no information about the contacts between them.
James et al. (2017) provides a model that combines both the movements and contacts between possums in
the same populations that we study in this thesis. As with our model, it is assumes that individuals have
a fixed area in which they live, feed, and breed, known as the home-range, and that the centres of these
home-ranges are distributed according to some point process. The movements of possums are described using a
mean-reversion random walk, where possums’ movements tend towards the centre of their home-range. As the
distance from the centre increases, movements towards the home-range centre are more likely. By defining a
contact as two possums being within a threshold distance of one another, their model produces measures of the
time two individuals spend in contact, given the distance between home-range centres. Mathematical objects
called binary contact networks are produced to represent the possum populations, this will be expanded upon
in the next section.
To summarise, the model we produce will model the movements of possums, with no preference towards a
particular location or direction, unlike those of James et al. (2017) and Kareiva and Shigesada (1983), and
will follow the same random walk throughout. Like James et al. (2017), we produce measures that describe
the contacts between possums, but our model will focus on the likelihood of a contact occurring, rather than
the time spent in contact.
Network representations of social structure in a population
The underlying social structure of a population (assumed to be of size N) is an important tool when analysing
contacts or predicting disease spread, and can be represented using a network. A network consists of two sets:
one of points or vertices (also called nodes), and the other of links or edges between vertices. Although in a
real-world context a network can represent any number of different entities and their respective relationships,
in this thesis, the networks produced and used have vertices representing individual possums, and the edges
indicating that a contact has occurred between two individuals.
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Networks, created using empirical data sets of contacts between individuals, have been produced for populations
including bumble bee (Bombus impatiens) colonies in the case of Otterstatter and Thomson (2007), and
Tasmanian devils (Sarcophilus harrisii) in Hamede et al. (2009). Both of these studies produced networks
using explicit contact data gained from video-tracking and proximity collars respectively.
There are examples of empirical contact networks being produced from data on the explicit contacts between
possums (see [Corner et al., 2003b, Ji et al., 2005, Porphyre et al., 2008, James et al., 2017, Rouco et al.,
2018] and references therein). In a similar fashion to the data we use in this thesis, Ji et al. (2005) produced
contact networks of wild-living common brushtail possums from data collected by proximity loggers. Edges in
their networks exist if a contact was recorded during the study period. Indeed, the empirical contact data
we use has been used previously to produce contact networks. James et al. (2017) and Rouco et al. (2018)
produce contact networks from the same data set, with edges existing between pairs if there was at least one
contact between them during the study.
Although empirical contact networks of common brushtail possums have been produced before, not all have
been produced through the use of explicit contact data. In Corner et al. (2003), an edge exists between a pair
of possums if they share the same den at any point during the diurnal hours of the study. In addition to
the edge condition, Corner et al. (2003) also differ from the data set we discuss in Chapter 2, in the respect
that the possums studied were captive, meaning that their social structure is not necessarily the same as the
free-living possums we study here. Porphyre et al. (2008), on the other hand, produce networks of free-living
possums. Edges in the networks of Porphyre et al. (2008) exist pairs if either sequential trap use or trapping
in the activity range of another possum was documented, whereas edges in our empirical contact networks are
contingent on explicit contact.
Contact networks can also be produced from models. In these models, vertices represent individuals or entities,
and a condition for the existence of an edge is made explicit. For example, Wang and González (2009) produce
network models of human populations, where edges are determined by individual’s proximity to cell towers.
This approach differs to the networks from our models as, though edge existence is determined by proximity,
the proximity is to an external object, rather than to other individuals. Rolls et al. (2015) produce network
models of the contact structure of an American high school over a single day. Edges exist between vertices
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representing students, staff and other individuals if they were in close proximity to one another.
Network models of possums populations have also been produced. James et al. (2017) used results from their
mean-reversion random walk model (described in a previous section) to produce a contact network that model
the contact structure of the same possum population we study. However, whilst edges in our network models
exist contingent on a contact occurring, edges in the networks of James et al. (2017) exist if the estimated
total contact time exceeds a given threshold value.
However, by representing the social structure between individuals using only a binary network, the heterogeneity
of their contacts is not modelled. A solution is to assign to each edge a number, referred to as the edge weight,
forming a weighted network. These edge weights typically represent the strength of the contact. Many different
scenarios and contexts have been modelled using weighted networks. In Newman (2001), the heterogeneity of
collaboration between academics is represented by a weighted network, with edges weighted with the number
of papers two academics have collaborated on. Networks representing activities including transport have also
been modelled. Both Bagler (2008) and Barrat et al. (2004) model air traffic networks, creating networks air
transport data, weighting edges with measures indicating the level of traffic handled by airports.
Of relevance to the work done in this thesis is the use of weighted networks to represent the strength of
contacts between individuals in a population. Drewe et al. (2011) produce empirical weighted contact networks
from contact data. Edges are weighted by the number of contact events of a certain behaviour (grooming, for
example). Onnela et al. (2007) produce networks from mobile phone data, weighting edges in two ways: by
the total duration of calls, and total number of calls.
Compartmental Epidemic Models
First described in 1927 by Kermack and McKendrick, in compartmental epidemic models a population is
divided into disjoint groups, called compartments, according to their current epidemic status. Each stage of
the epidemic is represented by a single compartment, and members of a single compartment are assumed to
be at the same stage of the epidemic. Each individual is in one and only one compartment at any given time,
but can transition from one to another [Blackwood and Childs, 2018].
The most basic compartmental model has only two states; Susceptible, where individuals are not currently
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infected, and Infected. Susceptible individuals move to the Infected state at a given rate. As discussed in
McCallum et al. (2001), a variety of functions are used to describe this rate, typically involving a combination
of the numbers of Susceptible and Infected individuals. This model is referred to as an SI-model, and has been
used to model diseases including bovine tuberculosis in common brushtail possums [Roberts, 1996]. Diseases
including influenza have been modelled using an SIS-model, where individuals return to the Susceptible state
after recovering from a disease (see [Abouelkheir et al., 2017], for example). Introducing more states into
the model adds greater complexity. An SEI-model incorporates an Exposed compartment, where individuals
are infected but not yet infectious, and therefore unable to infect others. Models including the SIR-model
and SEIR-model build on the SI-model and SEI-model respectively by introducing the removal or recovery of
individuals, thereby creating a Removed state. Many more variations and expansions also exist (see [Bichara
et al., 2014, Thompson, 2016, Ehrhardt et al., 2019, Hackenberger, 2019] and references therein for examples).
Compartmental models have been used to model the spread of numerous diseases, infections, and epidemics;
across different species, different spatial scales, and over different time periods. We discuss the use of
compartmental models in this different scenarios in the paragraphs subsequent to this one.
This class of model has been used to model many of the major diseases that affect humanity (see [Ferguson et al.,
2003, Lekone and Finkenstädt, 2006, Hailegiorgis and Crooks, 2012, Blyuss, 2016, Getz et al., 2019, Ameri
and Cooper, 2019] and references therein). Various outbreaks of Ebola hemorrhagic fever in West Africa have
been modelled using SIR-models or their extensions. For example, Lekone and Finkenstädt (2006) developed
an SEIR-model for the 1995 outbreak in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, using a time-dependent
transmission rate which is initially constant, but decays exponentially after control measures are introduced.
The 2014–2015 outbreak of Ebola has also been modelled using compartmental models of various flavours
[Yang et al., 2015, Kucharski et al., 2015, Getz et al., 2019]. Kibona and Yang (2017) modelled the spread,
starting in 2016, of the Zika virus in Brazil.
Many bacterial diseases have also been modelled. Ameri and Cooper (2019), for example provide both a
classical and a network-based SEIR-model of whooping cough, caused by the bacterium Bordetella pertussis,
in Nebraska, United States. They used data consisting of weekly reports of whooping cough cases from 2000
to 2017, showing that the classical SEIR-model overestimated the number of people infected, whereas the
network model provided a closer estimate. Hailegiorgis and Crooks (2012) produced an SEIR-model, with
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additional external infection sources, for the spread of cholera in East African refugee camps. Blyuss (2016)
modelled meningococcal meningitis in Africa, with a carrier state of individual in lieu of exposed. Here,
carriers are able to transition to the removed state without first becoming infectious.
Compartmental epidemic models have even been used to inform about potential outbreaks. Ferguson et al.
(2003) investigated various compartmental models for smallpox spread following an bio-terrorist attack, as
well as the most appropriate control method to implement. Their conclusion was that no one model or control
method could be deemed the most appropriate. Instead, a variety of different compartmental epidemic models,
with different epidemic stages and control methods, should be used to prepare for a smallpox outbreak.
Epidemics in animal and plant species are also often studied using compartmental models (see [Roberts,
1996, Gilligan et al., 1997, Barlow, 2000, Keeling et al., 2001, Ferguson et al., 2001, Nielsen et al., 2007, Reynolds
et al., 2014] and references therein). Challenges not as apparent with human diseases appear when modelling
animal or plant populations, including contact tracing, the wider social contact network, and the estimation of
certain epidemic parameter values. Nielsen et al. (2007) estimated parameters for a Salmonella Dublin infection
in dairy calves, through the use of an SIR-model and real-world data about the calves’ infection statuses. The
spread of Foot and Mouth disease in the United Kingdom has been modelled using compartmental models in
both Keeling et al. (2001) and Ferguson et al. (2001). Reynolds et al. (2014) used an SEIR-model, informed
by empirical data, for the spread of influenza in swine herds, where each weekly stage in the swine production
process is represented by a separate set of SEIR compartments. They found that influenza was maintained in
the population through infectious piglets. Gilligan et al. (1997) produced an SIR-model of the stem canker
disease that affects potatoes, which included terms describing the effect of infected stems on the production of
new, susceptible stems, and of the increased resistance of stems to the disease.
There is precedent for using compartmental models to describe the spread of TB in a possum population.
For example, Barlow (1991a) describes an SEI-model, with birth and death rates, as well as pseudovertical
transmission from mother to offspring. In this model, the death rate is a combination of both density-dependent
(that is dependent on the population density) and density-independent terms. Roberts (1992) provides a
similar model, where instead the death rate is solely density-dependent. Roberts (1996) describes an SI-model,
where infection can occur through direct contact, indirect contamination or pseudovertical transmission.
Two types of population control, culling and vaccination, are also modelled. Subject to choice of parameter
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values, Roberts shows that culling the possum population to a low density is the most efficient method of TB
eradication.
These models are well-established, and some have been used to determine the appropriate course of action for
eliminating TB in New Zealand possums [Landcare Research, 2000]. However, they differ from the approach
we are taking in three key areas.
The first is the manner in which infection is assumed to spread. In Barlow (1991a), Roberts (1992), Roberts
(1996) and Barlow (2000), the rate at which susceptible individuals become infected is expressed in terms of
the product of the proportions of susceptible and infectious individuals. There is some variation. In Roberts
(1996), this rate also incorporates a density-dependent contact rate function. All of these models assume
population mixing is occurring, where each individual has the possibility of coming into contact with any
other. However, when looking at the contact data we have (see Chapter 2), it becomes clear that, in our case
at least, this assumption does not hold. There are more pairs of possums who never meet than those who do.
Therefore, in order to better model the situation, we need to incorporate an explicit contact structure. A
similar approach is given in Ramsey and Efford (2010). Here each possum is represented by a point in space
and the rate at which bovine tuberculosis infection is transmitted is given as a function of the Euclidean
distances between these points. As such, infection is unlikely to be transmitted between individuals living far
from each other.
The second key area in which our model differs to existing models is that of deterministic versus stochastic
approaches. Barlow (1991a), Roberts (1992), Roberts (1996) and Barlow (2000) all provide deterministic
models of TB spread through possum populations. Though Barlow (1993), providing an expansion on the
model of Barlow (1991a), incorporates a stochastic element of TB spread through migration, the majority of
the model is still deterministic. We instead employ a stochastic approach, as deterministic models are not
always appropriate for small communities like the populations we model [Britton, 2010].
The final key area is population dynamics. In most models, there is an assumption of birth, non-disease
related death, migration, and pseudovertical transmission. However, we do not incorporate these into the
model we produce. This is due to the comparatively short timescale we model, where these factors have little
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bearing on the results.
In this thesis, we employ an SEIR-model. This type of model was chosen because TB does have a latent period,
requiring the inclusion of an exposed compartment, and it is lethal to possums, thereby requiring us to model
the removal of individuals. As mentioned previously, we assume that the population is static, that is, there are
no births, migration, or non-disease related mortality. Further, we assume that the only infection transmission
route is through direct contact, no pseudovertical transmission nor indirect contamination. Finally, we use the
explicit contact structure of the population in order to model the epidemic. This in contrast to the previous
models, where although there was some contact heterogeneity modelled, it was not made explicit, nor was it
treated on an individual-level.
Epidemic models on networks
Many epidemic models, especially those concerned with large populations, use compartmental models with a
well-mixed assumption (see for example [Lekone and Finkenstädt, 2006, Ameri and Cooper, 2019] and references
therein). This assumption posits that each infectious individual has a chance to infect every susceptible
member of a population. However, this assumption often is not sufficient to capture the heterogeneity of the
contacts. Nor is it always realistic, as particular individuals in a population may not come into contact at any
point, preventing infection being directly transmitted between them. A solution to the shortcomings of the
well-mixed model is to use a network framework.
Modelling disease spread using a contact network, describing a population’s social structure, is a common
method (see Newman (2002) and Keeling and Eames (2005) for an overview). Incorporating the contact
network of a population allows for an epidemic model to utilise the explicit contact structure to better model
the spread of a disease. Many diseases of humans lend themselves to this approach. Examples include
Robineau et al. (2017). In this paper, an SI-model of the transmission of human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) is simulated on theoretical networks representing sexual contacts between men living in Paris, France,
in order to examine the effect of pre-exposure prophylaxis on the spread of HIV.
González-Parra et al. (2015) use random networks to model the spread of the influenza A virus (AH1N1)
virus in the Venezuelan state of Nueva Esparta. By fitting their SEIR-model to data collected on AH1N1
infections, they showed that, in comparison to a classical well-mixed compartmental model, theirs better
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replicates aspects of the data, including the irregularity of the data and the numbers of people infected
[González-Parra et al., 2015]. Similarly, Acedo et al. (2011) use random networks, alongside a compartmental
SIRS-model, where individuals can become susceptible even after recovering from a disease, to model the
spread of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV). They fit their model to hospital data collected on infections in
the Spanish region of Valencia during the years 2001 to 2004. Networks produced from empirical data have
also been used. In the cases of both Stehlé et al. (2011) and Takaguchi et al. (2013), interactions between
attendees at conferences and a Dublin gallery were collected using proximity detecting badges worn by people.
Dynamic (or non-static) empirical networks were then produced from these data sets and epidemic spread
simulated on them. In Stehlé et al. (2011), an SEIR-model was used, and in Takaguchi et al. (2013) an
SI-model was used.
Animal diseases have also been studied using a network lens (see [Craft et al., 2009, Drewe et al., 2011, Laager
et al., 2018, Wilson-Aggarwal et al., 2019] and references therein), however problems arise that are not
apparent when tackling human diseases, for example data collection. Wilson-Aggarwal et al. (2019) presents
a network epidemic model that shares many similarities with ours. They build contact networks of free
roaming, but owned, dog populations in Chad. Each of the 108 dogs were fitted with collars that had both
GPS and proximity logging capabilities. They simulated an SEIR-model on weighted contact networks, where
edges were weighted with the average number of seconds spent in contact. In addition, as a null model,
random networks were also used. The purpose of this was to demonstrate the necessity of including contact
information when modelling epidemics, especially rabies, which is present in the region of the study. There
are differences to the scenario we study and model. They collected no epidemic data and their study period
was less than one month.
Craft et al. (2009) modelled the disease dynamics of canine distemper virus (CDV) in Serengeti lions. They
built a network model representing lion prides and isolated individuals. They then simulated a CDV epidemic
on these networks and compared the results of a “geographically restricted subset...resembling the study
population”. Drewe et al. (2011) gives an SEIR-model of TB spread in meerkats. Simulations are carried
out on empirical weighted contact networks, and numbers of individuals in each compartment at each time
interval are compared with the real-world status of the meerkats. However, both of these studies only use
empirical contact networks, produced using data.
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A common problem faced when studying epidemic spread is the concept of missing data, be it caused by
missing individuals, missing links between those individuals [Ghani et al., 1998], or missing infections [Nishiura
et al., 2011]. This problem is especially relevant to the study of epidemic spread through a social network,
as the omission of data can cause the network structure to be different to that of the underlying network
[Kossinets, 2006, Smith and Moody, 2013].
As we will discuss in Chapter 2, there are unknown infection pathways in our empirical possum contact
networks, indicating the need to model ‘unseen’ (that is uncollared) possums. As such, we require a model
that produces networks representing theoretical possum populations that are similar to real-world populations
with respect to certain metrics, but also model individuals and contacts not recorded in the data. An approach
similar to the one we use is also used in Laager et al. (2018). They, like Wilson-Aggarwal et al. (2019),
present a model for the spread of rabies through dog populations in Chad. They have a spatially-explicit
contact network model that creates a social network that, when a subgraph is compared to the empirical
network, has a similar degree distribution. This social network includes ‘unseen’ dogs, but the method of
construction differs from ours. They add edges in their networks by sampling from Poisson distributions.
They go on to simulate an SEIR-model on the networks.
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1.3 Thesis structure
This thesis is split into six chapters. For each, apart from the current chapter, we give an overview of the
purpose, content and results.
Chapter 2: Data on common brushtail possum contacts and bovine tuberculosis infection
In this chapter, we describe two data sets, produced from a field study that was conducted by researchers at
Manaaki Whenua – Landcare Research. Possums in four different populations, living in the Orongorongo
Valley in New Zealand’s North Island, were trapped. Members of these trapped possums were fitted with
proximity loggers. Contact data was then collected on these collared possums. Concurrent to this, members
of each population were deliberately infected with bovine tuberculosis. Secondary infections subsequently
found were documented, and form the second data set.
We detail first our cleaning process for the data, removing corrupted or invalid records, in addition to daytime
records, as our later work produces models only of nocturnal behaviour, and errant or isolated records. From
our cleaned first data set, we produce binary networks, with vertices representing possums and edges between
pairs in contact, as well as measures of the length and importance of contacts between the possums.
Chapter 3: Using individual contacts to make weighted networks
In Chapter 3, we present the creation and implementation of a two-dimensional individual-based model for
possum movements and contacts. Each individual follows a random walk, and can come into contact with
others. From the model, measures of the length and importance of contacts can be produced, which have
analogous values in the empirical data. The contact measures we obtain from the model depend on the
distance between the individuals’ denning sites, and a parameter that determines the speed of an individual’s
spread through its environment.
We also detail three methods for producing collared populations of individuals. By using the empirical data,
we estimate the value of a parameter for our model, the diffusion coefficient, that then allows us to estimate
the home-range sizes of our individuals. Furthermore, we can also produce binary and weighted networks
representing model populations, and whose network characteristics are similar to those from the data.
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Chapter 4: A stochastic transmission model for the spread of an epidemic through a network
In Chapter 4, we present our stochastic transmission model. After detailing the model, we investigate the effect
of altering epidemic parameters, network characteristics and initial conditions on the outcome of epidemic
simulations.
Chapter 5: Fitting a stochastic transmission model for the spread of bovine tuberculosis
through a possum population to real-world data
We use the weighted contact networks from Chapter 3, alongside the stochastic transmission model of Chapter
4, to model the spread of bovine tuberculosis through a possum population. We then estimate transmission
coefficient, a parameter which relies heavily on the underlying network architecture for its determination.
Once we have estimates of our transmission coefficient, we simulate epidemics on our model networks and
compare results with the data set of primary and secondary infections, detailed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 6: Concluding remarks
In this chapter, we review our work, highlighting the main results and their implications. We also discuss the
limitations of the data sets we have, in addition to our models, and detail the scope of work that could be
conducted in the future.
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Chapter 2
Data on common brushtail possum
contacts and bovine tuberculosis
infection
2.1 Overview of the field study
The study was conducted over three field seasons (April to December 2012, August 2013 to February 2014,
and June 2014 to March 2015) by Dr Daniel Tompkins and his team at Manaaki Whenua – Landcare Research.
The aim of the study was to investigate home-range characteristics of common brushtail possums, including
the home-range size and overlap between individuals’ home-ranges. Individuals in four distinct populations
of possums were trapped, a subset of those were fitted with proximity logging radio-collars, which recorded
contacts between these individuals. Members of each collared sub-population were deliberately infected with
a strain of bovine tuberculosis (TB) that was different to the strains found naturally in the area, and the
spread of the strain through the population was monitored, with focus on the influence of factors including
population density and sex ratio. Social contact networks were constructed, to provide information about
population structure and TB disease spread.
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2.1.1 Study details
The study population of 313 distinct possums inhabited 1200 hectares of mixed beech-podocarp forest, in the
Orongorongo Valley on the North Island of New Zealand (41◦21′S 174◦58′E, Fig. 2.1). These possums did not
comprise the total possum population of the area. There were additional possums were also trapped, but
for whom no data was recorded. Additionally, other possums potentially inhabited the area but where never
interacted with. The study area was subdivided into four non-contiguous study sites, A, B, C, and D, running
north to south. There was a distance of 518 metre between sites A and B, 350 metre between B and C, and
50 metre between C and D. A hillside also separated sites C and D. Each site consisted of a 13 hectare square
grid of 100 baited traps, placed at 40 metre intervals. Grieve wire cage traps, of size 60 cm × 26 cm × 28 cm,
were used, with spring-assisted folding doors triggered by a pendulum bait hook.
(A) (B)
Figure 2.1: Location of the study sites. The white dot indicates the approximate location of the study
sites in the Orongorongo Valley in New Zealand’s North Island.
Maps of Aotearoa New Zealand. From Google Maps, by Google
(Fig. 2.1A, https://www.google.co.nz/maps/@-41.3129914,174.9049963,52417m/data=!3m1!1e3.
Fig. 2.1B, https://www.google.co.nz/maps/@-41.3789739,173.388883,1675639m/data=!3m1!1e3.)
Trapping sessions, lasting four consecutive nights, were conducted at regular intervals during the seasons.
On the first night, each trap was baited and set. Each subsequent night, traps were visited, sprung traps
were reset and previously trapped possums released. When first trapped, possums were anaesthetised and
tagged in one or both ears. Each ear-tag had a unique ID. Whenever a trap was sprung, the trap location and
ear-tag ID(s) of the trapped possum were recorded. During the first trapping sessions of each season, a subset
of adult possums on each site were collared with proximity loggers, designed to detect other collars within
a 1 metre distance, and record contacts between individuals. If a possum pair moved further than 1 metre
apart for longer than 1 second, the contact recording ended. Each collared possum had a unique identification
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number, the collar ID, in addition to their ear-tag ID. During subsequent trappings, loggers were checked to
ensure proper functionality, malfunctioning loggers replaced, and the data downloaded. The timeline of these
trapping sessions is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
During later trapping sessions, possums were anaesthetised, and inspected for existing TB infection. A
subgroup of the collared possums were injected subcutaneously with Mycobacterium bovis, the causative agent
of bovine tuberculosis. The populations were then monitored for secondary infections.
In Season 1, four possums on each site were experimentally infected in July 2012. However, on sites A and B,
seven of the eight possums unexpectedly died in the month following infection due to cold and wet weather,
and another was unable to be found again. This necessitated the infection of four extra individuals on both
sites in November 2012. Individuals in Season 1 were chosen dependent on their number of neighbours, the
number of possums they had made contact with up to that point. On sites A and C, possums designated
as ‘highly-social’, meaning that their number of neighbours were in the top 25% of those on the site, were
chosen. Conversely, possums on sites B and D were chosen from ‘low social’ individuals, those whose numbers
of neighbours were in the bottom 25%. In Seasons 2 and 3, twice as many individuals were infected, however
only two sites were used for each season (sites C and D in Season 2, and sites A and B in Season 3). Unlike in
Season 1, the individuals experimentally infected in Seasons 2 and 3 were not selected based on the number of
possums they made contact with. An illustration of the experimental infections, and subsequent secondary
infections detected is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Between Seasons 1 and 2, any possums trapped on sites C and D in January 2013, and any trapped on
sites A and B in April 2013 were euthanised. This process is henceforth referred to as depopulation. The
depopulation did not affect every individual trapped during the entirety of Season 1, so the populations in
Seasons 2 and 3 are a combination of possums from Season 1 and new possums. Following euthanisation, a
post-mortem examination was conducted to determine the TB status of each possum.
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Figure 2.2: An illustrated time-line of the trapping and collaring of possum populations. The
shaded areas indicate when individuals on that site were collared, with the three different colours referring to
the three different seasons. The green and purple dots indicate weeks during which trapping took place, with


















Figure 2.3: An illustration of the time-line of the observation of the transmission of bovine
tuberculosis in the possum populations. The blue shaded areas indicate when individuals on that site
were collared. The orange areas indicate the period of the study when deliberately infected individuals were
in the population. The green dots indicate the dates where the deliberate infections took place, with the
numbers above the dots indicating the number of individuals who were deliberately infected. The red dots
indicate dates where secondary infections were detected, with the numbers above the dots indicating the
number of secondary infections detected.
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2.2 Data of contacts between common brushtail possums in the Orongorongo
Valley
In total, across the three seasons, the data set consists of 127583 records. Each record in the data set details
one contact between a pair of collared possums, and contains the collar IDs of both possums, the date and
time the contact began recording, and the length of time, in seconds, of the contact recording.
2.2.1 Data cleaning
Of the 127583 records, 7510 were corrupted or invalid. Invalid records included those referring to contacts that
occurred outside of the date range during which the collars could be guaranteed to be working (2122), and self
contacts (20). There were 120073 usable records (114929 in Season 1, 617 in Season 2, and 4527 in Season 3).
Data were cleaned by removing diurnal records (records recorded during the daytime), and then removing
isolated records (one second long records that are the only record of a contact between a given pair). We
document the effect of each step of the cleaning process on the data, by examining the remaining number of
records and amount of contact time, as well as the structure of the contact networks produced. Empirical
contact networks are produced by representing possums as nodes, and edges exist between a pair of possums
if either possum recorded a contact between them during the study. The locations of the nodes are not
representative of home-range centres or den locations, as we have no accompanying spatial information in our
data to utilise. The contact networks are examined because data cleaning may result in removal of edges
linking possum pairs. An illustration of the cleaning process on the contact networks from Season 2 is shown
in Fig. 2.5.








1 117081 2152 114929 54377 (47.31%) 44 54333 (47.28%)
2 734 117 617 537 (87.03%) 42 495 (80.23%)
3 9768 5241 4527 2782 (61.45%) 27 2755 (60.86%)
Table 2.1: Breakdown of records at each stage of cleaning. The effect of cleaning on the number of
records varies between seasons, with Season 1 most affected (having only 47.28% of its records remaining, and
Season 2 least affected (with 80.23%).
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1 24404498 196709 24207789 7066552 (29.19%) 44 7066508 (29.19%)
2 12092 8089 4003 3169 (79.17%) 42 3127 (78.12%)
3 2155991 7 2155984 524837 (24.34%) 27 524810 (24.34%)
Table 2.2: Breakdown of total time, in seconds, summed across all recorded contacts, at each
stage of cleaning.
Possum contact records by percentage
















(A) Breakdown of the effect of the different stages of cleaning on the
possum contact records.
Possum contact time by percentage
















(B) Breakdown of the effect of the different stages of cleaning on the
possum contact time.
Figure 2.4: The percentage of remaining records after data cleaning is approximately the same
across seasons. The percentage of contact time after data cleaning varies between seasons.
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Removing diurnal records
Our initial models of possum movement and interaction only model nocturnal behaviour, when possums
have left their dens and are moving around in their environment [Cowan and Clout, 2000]. As such, only
nocturnal records are appropriate when verifying these models. Therefore, we remove records recorded during
the daytime. The presence of daytime records may indicate that den-sharing has occurred, as it is otherwise
unlikely that two possums would meet during the daytime. Simultaneous sharing of dens between possums
does occur [Fairweather et al., 1987], as may sequential den-sharing [Green and Coleman, 1987].
We ignore seasonal variations in times of sunset and sunrise, and define diurnal records as records which
began recording between 6am and 5:59:59pm. This assumption was made for two reasons. The first reason is
pragmatism. There are algorithms for calculating the times of sunrise and sunset at a particular location on
a given day [Meeus, 1998]. However, implementing these algorithms requires an understanding of relevant
astronomical concepts that we do not possess and cannot justify allotting time and effort to gaining possession
of. The second reason is due to assumptions made in the individual-based model that we discuss in Chapter 3.
For ease of calculations and parameter estimation, a fixed 12 hour long nocturnal period is assumed. Therefore,
it is necessary to make an analogous assumption when cleaning the data. By disregarding seasonal variations
in the times of sunset and sunrise, a potentially significant amount of data could be erroneously included or
excluded. This could potentially result in the exclusion of viable contact data or inclusion of inviable data.
The latter refers to records labelled nocturnal in our cleaning, but were actually diurnal in reality.
The effect of removing diurnal records on the remaining number of records and contact time varies between
seasons, and is summarised in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. Season 2 is the least affected, with 87.03% of records
and 79.17% of recorded contact time remaining. With regards to the number of records, Season 2 is followed
by Season 3 and then by Season 1, with 61.45% and 47.31% remaining respectively. However, the opposite is
true of the recorded contact time, with 29.19% and 24.34% of contact time in Seasons 1 and 3 remaining
respectively.
By examining the contact networks after diurnal records records are removed, the effect of this stage of
cleaning is shown to be minimal. The number of unconnected individuals is not increased in Seasons 1 and 2,
and only increased by one in Season 3. Season 1 is the most affected with respect to the removal of edges,
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with 98.18% of the edges remaining, on average across the four sites. In contrast, 98.51% of edges remain
in the networks of Season 2, and 99.05% of edges in Season 3’s networks. This is further summarised and
expanded upon in Table 2.3. The similar effect on each season’s contact networks indicates that a similar
proportion of possum pairs were den-sharing.
Whilst a high percentage of recorded contact time in Seasons 1 and 3 is diurnal, the corresponding percentage
of diurnal records is smaller (illustrated in Fig. 2.4A and Fig. 2.4B). This indicates that, on average, the
diurnal records had a larger contact length than the nocturnal records. Due to possums’ solitary and mostly
nocturnal movements [Day et al., 2000], this gives an indication that there was den-sharing occurring during
these field seasons.
Removing isolated records
We define a record as being an isolated record if it is the sole record of any contact between a pair of possums
(meaning it has no corresponding record in the other possum’s record corpus) across the entire field season,
and has a contact length of one second. A contact between a pair of possums lasting at least one second is
sufficient for TB transmission [Rouco, C., personal communication, August 16, 2020]. Because an isolated
record is the only reference in either possum’s record corpus of a contact occurring, and only lasts a total of
one second, we make the assumption that it does not represent a valid contact. Subsequently, we are assuming
that any non-isolated records refer to contacts during which TB could have been transmitted.
There are 113 isolated records in total across the three seasons, with similar numbers between the seasons.
Removing these records has the greatest affect on both the number of records and total contact time for
Season 2, predominantly due to the relatively small number of records in the usable data. This is summarised
in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. A similar effect is seen in the contact networks produced, summarised in Table 2.3.
Season 2 sees the greatest percentage decrease in the number of edges, with Season 3 having the greatest




Figure 2.5: Illustration of the effect of data cleaning on empirical contact networks representing
possum populations in Season 2. The effect of data cleaning is greatest when removing isolated records.
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1 A 39 209 0 202 (96.65%) 0 189 (90.43%) 0
1 B 41 101 0 100 (99.01%) 0 88 (87.13%) 0
1 C 40 304 0 301 (99.01%) 0 293 (96.38%) 0
1 D 39 140 2 138 (98.57%) 2 128 (91.43%) 2
2 C & D 80 134 11 132 (98.51%) 11 90 (67.16%) 20
3 A & B 82 105 23 104 (99.05%) 24 77 (73.33%) 34
Table 2.3: Table of summary values for the empirical contact networks produced from the
totally cleaned data. UncYou should define this shorthand in the Table captionThe number of edges of the
empirical contact networks in is reduced slightly when the contact data is cleaned. The number of
unconnected individuals is not increased by cleaning the data in Season 1, but is increased by 9 and 11 in
Season 2 and 3 respectively. On average, the number of edges is reduced by 14.5% in Season 1, by 34.3% in
Season 2, 31.1% in Season 3. Further, by removing isolated records, we remove a singular edge connecting
sites C and D in Season 1, and two edges connecting sites C and D in Season 2.
*Shorthand for Unconnected Individuals.
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2.2.2 Summary of cleaned data
After cleaning, the number of of remaining records is 57583, with 54333 from Season 1, 495 from Season 2,
and 2755 from Season 3, representing 47.28%, 80.23%, and 60.86% of the usable records respectively. This
indicates that the proportion of clean records is dependent on the season during which they were collected. A
similar conclusion can be drawn for the amount of contact time recorded. After cleaning, a total of 7594445
seconds of recorded contact time remains, 7066508 from Season 1, 3127 from Season 2, and 524810 from
Season 3. Of the usable contact time, Season 3 retains the least, with only 24.34% remaining, then Season
1 with 29.19%, and Season 2 the most, with 78.12%. Overall, this indicates that a larger proportion of the
records, and contact time, between individuals in Season 2 occurred during nocturnal hours. However, they
met far less frequently than in either of Seasons 1 and 3. The breakdown of the data into clean, diurnal and
other categories is illustrated in Fig. 2.4A and Fig. 2.4B.
Data cleaning has a greater effect on Seasons 2 and 3 than Season 1. The number of edges is reduced by
8.66% in Season 1, 32.84% in Season 2, and 26.67% in Season 3. The number of unconnected individuals does
not increase in Season 1, but increases by 9 and 11 in Seasons 2 and 3 respectively. The exact numbers are
given in Table 2.3.
The variation between the field seasons can be explained by seasonality and the depopulations that occurred.
The contact data for each field season was collected at slightly different times of the year. As such, the possum
behaviour observed will vary field season to field season [Rouco, C., personal communication, August 16,
2020]. The populations in Season 1 were, presumably, stable. However, due to the depopulations taking place
after Season 1, the contacts recorded for Seasons 2 and 3 represent social relationships that were recovering
after being disrupted, and therefore the amount of data collected would have been impacted.
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2.2.3 Analysis of cleaned data
From our cleaned data, for each pair of possums i and j who came into contact, we produce three results that
measure the length and relative importance of their contacts:
1. The nightly contact probability Pij , calculated as the proportion of nights, between the first and last
contact (inclusive), during which a contact occurred.
2. The average nightly first contact time Fij . Each night during which a contact was made, the time the
first record began recording is taken. The value of Fij is calculated as the average of these, over the
number of nights during which a contact occurred.
3. The average total nocturnal time, Tij , spent in contact. For each night where a contact occurred, the
sum of all record lengths was taken. Tij is calculated as the average of these, over the number of nights
during which a contact occurred.
Here, a night is defined as the 12 hour period of time from 6pm to 5:59:59am. The empirical values of Pij ,
Fij and Tij that we calculate will be used throughout this thesis. For example, in Chapter 3 we use values of
Pij to estimate parameters of our possum movement model.
Mismatches between records for a single night are determined to have occurred either when only one possum
in a pair recorded a contact, or when both possums recorded a contact but the the first record’s time or the
total of all contact lengths differ. Any night during which either possum in a pair recorded a contact is used
when calculating Pij . Instances where only one possum in a pair recorded a contact on a given night, the
values from that night are used when calculating Fij or Tij . If both possums in a pair recorded a contact on a
given night, but the time of the first contact differs, the minimal value is taken, and if the total nocturnal
contact times differ, an average is taken.
Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of Pij , Fij and Tij are shown in Fig. 2.6. The CDFs of Pij vary
little site to site when focusing on Season 1, as shown in Fig. 2.6A. However, comparing season to season,
the proportion of smaller Pij values for Seasons 2 and 3 is greater than for Season 1. This indicates that the
possum pairs in Season 1 are meeting on a higher proportion of nights than the possum pairs of Seasons 2
and 3.
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Figure 2.6: Cumulative distribution functions of outputs from cleaned data.
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Throughout Season 1, the CDFs of Fij (shown in Fig. 2.6B) are similar, but the maximal values of Fij are
markedly different, with 7.4 hours and 10.6 hours for sites B and C respectively. This could indicate that
the topography of each site has an effect on the time taken for the first contact to occur. When considering
Seasons 2 and 3, the distributions of Fij consist of higher values. This indicates that possums were taking
longer to meet than those in Season 1. This, like the seasonal variation of the record corpus, can be explained
by both seasonality and the recovery and re-establishment of disrupted social relationships after depopulation.
The values of Tij vary greatly site to site and season to season, as shown by Fig. 2.6C. In Seasons 2 and 3,
there are a significantly higher proportion of one second values than in Season 1. In addition, the maximal
value of Tij varies. In Season 2 it is 215 seconds, or approximately 5.5 minutes, whereas the maximal Tij
value for site D in Season 1 is approximately 10.5 hours.
By also looking again at the distributions of Pij , we can conclude that not only were possums in Season 2
meeting less often, but also for a shorter period of time. When comparing Season 1 to Season 3, we can
conclude that possum pairs in Season 3 made contact less often, but for a longer period of time. This is
corroborated by examining the lengths of the records. As summarised in Table 2.4, the modal record length
is the same across each season, at one second, whereas the median is the same in Seasons 1 and 2, but
comparatively larger in Season 3. The mean record length is smallest at 6.32 seconds in Season 2, and largest
in Season 3 at 190.49 seconds.
Cleaned data Record length (s)
Season Time (s) # Records Mean Median Mode
1 7066464 54292 130.06 1 1
2 9199 488 6.32 1 1
3 765577 2747 190.49 13 1
Table 2.4: The distributions of record lengths vary between seasons. The modal record length in
each season is one second. The median, whilst the same in Seasons 1 and 2, but comparatively larger in
Season 3. The mean record length is smallest at 6.32s in Season 2, and largest in Season 3 at 190.49s.
We produce binary contact networks from our cleaned data, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Fig. 2.8 shows the degree
distributions of the empirical contact networks shown in Fig. 2.7. The distributions differ site to site, and a
hypothesis for the variation between seasons is that possum population density (Table 3.1) is highest on site
B, and lowest on site C. According to Richardson (2016), mean possum population density is significantly
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negatively correlated with mean home-range size. Individuals on site C will therefore have a larger home-range
than those on site B, and make contact with a greater number of individuals. However, they would come into
contact less frequently, resulting in lower values of the total contact time Tij . Overall, this would lead to a
higher mean degree, and could lead to the degree distribution we see for site C, in addition to the greater




(A) Empirical contact networks representing the populations in Season 1.
(B) Empirical contact networks representing the populations in Season 2.
A B
(C) Empirical contact networks representing the populations in Season 3.
Figure 2.7: Contact networks for each of the field seasons, produced from cleaned data.
Fig. 2.9 shows the distribution of the numbers of nightly contacts. For each possum pair on each night during
which a contact was recorded, the number of contacts between them were recorded. From this we can conclude
that, for each site and season, the modal number of contacts per night, where a contact occurred, is one.
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Figure 2.8: The degree distributions of the empirical contact networks differ site to site. The
distributions differ site to site and season to season. An explanation for the variation between seasons is that
possum population density (Table 3.1) is highest on site B, and lowest on site C. Richardson (2016) found
that mean possum population density is significantly negatively correlated with mean home-range size.
Therefore, individuals on site C for example will have a larger home-range than those on site B, and could
make contact with more individuals. This would lead to a higher mean degree, and could lead to the degree
distribution we see for site C. However, individuals on site C would come into contact less frequently,
resulting in the greater proportion of lower Tij seen in Fig. 2.6C.
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A table of summary statistics for the binary contact networks is shown in Table 2.5. From the table we can
see that there is a positive correlation between the mean degree and the number of length-3-cycles. This could
simply be a natural feature of networks, as the higher the mean degree, the greater number of edges, which










1 A 39 189 0 9.69 0.255 359
1 B 41 88 0 4.29 0.107 50
1 C 40 293 0 14.65 0.376 943
1 D 39 128 2 6.56 0.173 167
2 C & D 80 90 20 2.25 0.028 23
3 A & B 82 77 34 1.88 0.023 34
Table 2.5: Summary statistics of the empirical possum contact networks produced from the
cleaned data. There is a positive correlation between the mean degree and the number of length-3-cycles.
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Figure 2.9: The distribution of the numbers of nightly contacts. For each possum pair on each night
during which a contact was recorded, the number of contacts between them were recorded. As shown by the
bar chart, the modal value for each site and season is one contact per night.
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2.3 Data of the transmission of Bovine Tuberculosis between common brushtail
possums in the Orongorongo Valley
Each record in the data details a single instance of the detection of a secondary infection, an infection found
in an individual who was not in the seed population, and therefore not experimentally infected. Each record
contains the unique ear tag designation(s), the first trapping date, site, and infection detection date. Records
referring to collared possums also contained their collar ID. A summary of this data is given in Table 2.6.
There is no correlation in the data between the number of individuals that are experimentally infected, and the
number counted as secondary infections. However, it should be noted that because of the time-span and the
small size of the data, it is entirely possible that bovine tuberculosis spread to other possums before and after
the populations were examined for disease. Fig. 2.10 shows the contact networks of the populations in each
site and season, highlighting in green individuals who were primary infections, and those who were secondary
infections in red. The two secondary infections of site B in Season 3, that were detected in November 2014,
were as a result of infections conducted during Season 1. These individuals are highlighted in the blue box in
the plot of site B in Fig. 2.10C.
We refer to a secondary infection as explainable if there exists a determinable infection pathway between the
secondary infection and at least one primary infection. A determinable infection pathway is a path between
two nodes in the network, where each node in the path is infected (either a primary of secondary infection).
Examples of explainable secondary infections are given by the three red circular nodes in the plot of site C in
Fig. 2.10B.
A secondary infection is unexplainable if there is no determinable infection pathway between any primary
infection and the secondary infection. We can examine the unexplainable secondary infections, and categorise
them according to the possible ways in which they may arise. They can arise in three possible ways:
(i) The individual is uncollared.
(ii) The individual is collared, but is not connected to a component of the network containing a primary
infection.





































Table 2.6: Table of experimental primary, and subsequent secondary, infections. Dates individuals
were experimentally infected on each site during each season, with counts of the number infected on each date.
Months of secondary infection detections for each site and each season, with counts of the number of
secondary infections detected during each month.
*These two individuals are the result of infections conducted during Season 1.
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no determinable infection pathways containing the individual.
Examples of the first two types of unexplainable secondary infection are highlighted in Fig. 2.10C. The circular
red node, highlighted in the blue box in Fig. 2.10C would have the singular example of a the third type of
unexplainable secondary infection, however the individual’s infection status was determined in November
2014, and is the result of deliberate infections carried out in Season 1. Therefore, it is in fact of the first type,
as it was uncollared when infected. Table 2.7 gives the number of explainable and unexplainable secondary
infections. The presence of unexplainable secondary infection highlights that there are individuals important to
the spread of disease about whose interactions we know very little. This indicates the necessity for attempting






Type (i) Type (ii) Type (iii)
A 0 0 0 0
B 0 1 0 0
C 0 1 0 0
D 0 1 0 0
C 3 4 0 0
D 0 1 0 0
A 0 5 0 0
B 0 10 1 1









(A) Empirical contact networks representing the populations in Season 1.
(B) Empirical contact networks representing the populations in Season 2.
A B(i)
(ii)
(C) Empirical contact networks representing the populations in Season 3.
Figure 2.10: Binary contact networks of common brushtail possum populations, during the
three seasons of the experiment. The vertices represent individual possums (circular for collared and
rhomboid for uncollared), with edges between possums pairs who had at least one contact during the
respective field season. The green vertices represent experimental infections (In Season 1, July ’12 infections
are shown in light green and November ’12 infections in dark green). The red vertices are secondary
infections, those individuals trapped during later trapping sessions and found to be infected with TB. The
experimental infection, as well as the secondary infection detection dates are shown in Table 2.6. The two
nodes in Fig. 2.10C highlighted by the blue box were a result of infections conducted during Season 1. The
other nodes highlighted in are examples of different types of unexplainable secondary infections.
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Chapter 3
Using individual contacts to make
weighted networks
3.1 Background
The preceding chapter presented and examined a data set of contacts between common brushtail possums
in four distinct populations. In addition, metrics were calculated to describe the length and importance of
contacts between possum pairs. These data have no spatial component, meaning there is no information
about the locations of contacts, nor of where individuals den. As a result, whilst insight into possum contacts
can be made from these data, individual movements are unable to be directly analysed.
In this chapter, we describe a model of possum movement and concurrent contacts, that will produce
results about the length and importance of these contacts with an additional associated spatial component.
Subsequently, this will also allow us to produce binary and weighted contact networks representing possum
populations.
The movements of individuals in a possum population are modelled using a spatial, individual-based approach,
specifically an unbiased random walk on a lattice structure. The choice of a random walk was made because
of an assumption about the nightly activity or home-range of an individual. Richardson et al. (2017) provided
parameter estimates for the population we study, that allow us to calculate home-range area estimations
using the technique of Efford (2004) and Efford et al. (2005). However, they used a minimum convex polygon
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approach, using trapping-location data, to estimate home-range sizes. We instead use the assumption of
Efford et al. (2005), that the distribution of an individual’s locations in their home-range can be described
using a bivariate normal distribution. This assumption fits with results of individual location distributions
produced by a random walk.
The modelling of possum movements using a random walk is not novel to this thesis. James et al. (2017)
described the movements of possums using a mean-reversion random walk. Here, possums’ movements tend
towards the centre of their home-range, the area where they live, feed, and breed. As the distance from the
centre increases, movements towards the home-range centre are more likely. This differs to the random walk
we utilise, as there is no preference towards a particular location. The choice of an unbiased random walk
was made because of the intention to investigate the effect of distance between dens on the contacts between
possums, without the added complexity of home-range centre preference.
The movement and contact model produces simulated values of three measures of contact length and relative
importance. Each of these measures is a function of the distance between two individuals’ home-range centres.
This allows a relationship between spatial information and contact results to be formed. We also investigate
the effect of the distribution of home-range centres on results produced.
We model the structure of a population using a network, consisting of points representing individuals in a
population, and a set of links between the points, representing relationships between individuals. Empirical
contact networks created from data sets that, like ours are generated using proximity loggers, have been
produced for animal populations including Tasmanian devils (Sarcophilus harrisii), in Hamede et al. (2009).
Though empirical contact networks of common brushtail possums have been produced before, not all have
been produced through the use of explicit contact data. In Corner et al. (2003), an edge exists between a pair
of possums if they share the same den at any point during the diurnal hours of the study. In addition to
the edge condition, Corner et al. (2003) also differs in the respect that the possums were captive, meaning
that their social structure is not necessarily the same as the free-living possums we study here. Porphyre
et al. (2008), on the other hand, produce networks of free-living possums. However, whilst edges in our
empirical contact networks are contingent on explicit contact, edges in the networks of Porphyre et al. (2008)
exist between pairs if either sequential trap use or trapping in the activity range of another possum was
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documented.
Empirical contact networks have previously been produced from data on the explicit contacts between possums.
Ji et al. (2005) used data collected by proximity loggers to produce contact networks of wild-living common
brushtail possums. Even the data we study has been used in this manner before. Both James et al. (2017)
and Rouco et al. (2018) use the same data set as is analysed and used in this thesis, to produce contact
networks, where edges exist between possum pairs if they came into contact during the field study.
After showcasing our model, and the results we can produce from it, we discuss three models to describe
the home-range centre distribution of a subset of collared individuals from a larger population of trapped
individuals. Following on from that, we describe our process for estimating the diffusion coefficient of our
possums’ random walks. The diffusion coefficient is a parameter that describes the rate at which individuals
spread out through an area. Using these diffusion coefficients, we estimate the home-range size of our
individuals, finding that home-range sizes calculated from data in Richardson et al. (2017) are well estimated
by our model results on two field sites, and greatly overestimated on the other two field sites.
To validate our models, results are compared with the data set described in Section 2.2. We show that,
with appropriate choice of parameters and of home-range distribution models, certain aspects of possum
population structure and behaviour are replicable well to some extent by our work. The results from this
chapter, specifically the weighted contact networks, will be used in Chapter 5 to model the spread of a bovine
tuberculosis epidemic through a possum population.
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3.2 Setting
In this section we describe mathematical techniques that are necessary for the models of possum population
structure, movement, and contact that we produce in this chapter.
3.2.1 Random walks
A random walk is a stochastic process that describes the movements of an individual, with initial position
vector x0, over a period of n steps. The vectors {X1, . . . ,Xn} describing the individual’s movements are a
set of random vectors, each vector drawn from a distribution with a given probability mass function. The
sequence of position vectors (xk)k≥0, where xn = x0 +
∑n
k=1 Xk, forms a random walk.
For a simple, unbiased random walk on a regular square lattice in R2, with spacing δ, the random vectors Xk
have a probability 1− p of being (0, 0) and probability p4 of being one of {(δ, 0), (−δ, 0), (0, δ), (0,−δ)}. Each
of the Xk are i.i.d. random variables, with expected value (0, 0) and covariance matrix
pδ2
2 I2. Therefore, by
the multidimensional central limit theorem, when n is large the position vectors xn are distributed according
to a bivariate normal distribution, with mean x0 and covariance matrix
npδ2
2 I2, i.e. xn ∼ N2(x0,
npδ2
2 I2). We
define t = nτ and let xt be the position vector of the individual at time t. This vector xt is a random variable
and, by taking the continuum limit δτ →∞, we have that xt ∼ N2(x0,DtI2), where D = pδ
2/2τ is a constant,
known as the diffusion coefficient [Codling et al., 2008].
Now let us consider two individuals, i and j, who each follow unbiased random walks as described above,
starting at their respective home-range centres zi and zj . Let zij = (zi − zj) denote the vector difference
between the home-range centres of i and j. Then d̂ij = ‖zij‖2 is the Euclidean distance between their
home-range centres. Each individual’s random walk has diffusion coefficient D. We denote the vector different
between i and j at step n by wn, with w0 = zij . The sequence (wk)k≥0 of vector differences between the two
individuals at each step also forms a random walk, and is expressed as wn = zij +
∑n
k=1 Wk, where the Wks
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4 , if w = [0, 0],
p−p2
2 , if w ∈ {[δ, 0], [−δ, 0], [0, δ], [0,−δ]} ,
p2
8 , if w ∈ {[δ, δ], [δ,−δ], [−δ, δ], [−δ,−δ]} ,
p2
16 , if w ∈ {[2δ, 0], [−2δ, 0], [0, 2δ], [0,−2δ]} .
From the central limit theorem, the vector difference between the two individuals at time t, wt, satisfies
wt ∼ N2(zij , 2DtI2). The Euclidean distance between the individuals at time t is ‖wt‖2, and we define
∆t = ‖wt‖2/
√
2Dt. In the continuum limit, we can express the variable ∆t as the difference between two
independent bivariate normally distributed random variables, both with covariance matrix I2 and respective
means [0, 0] and [0, d̂ij/
√
2Dt]. The square of the difference between two independent bivariate normals
with unit covariance matrices and means µ1 and µ2 is distributed according to the noncentral chi-squared




t ∼ χ2(2, d̂2ij/2Dt).
Let Pt(w) be the probability of the random walk, consisting of the vector differences between two random








[φ(θ)]t exp (−iθ ·w) d2θ, (3.1)
where φ(θ) =
∑
w∈V f(w) exp (iθ ·w) and V = {[0, 0], [±δ, 0], [0,±δ], [±δ,±δ], [±δ,∓δ], [±2δ, 0], [0,±2δ]}.
Let Ft(w) be the probability that the random walk, starting at the origin, reaches w for the first time after t
steps. Let F (w, s) =
∑∞
n=1 s
nFn(w) and P (w, s) =
∑∞
n=1 s
nPn(w). From Montroll and Weiss (1965), we
have that













Here, in this context, δw,0 refers to the Kronecker delta function, and is unrelated to the previous and
subsequent uses of δ. Further, from Montroll and Weiss (1965) we also have the denominator of the fraction,
P (0, s), is evaluated as:







[1− sφ(θ)]−1 d2θ. (3.3)
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By evaluating P (0, s), and equating coefficients of s, we can determine an expression for Fn(w).
3.2.2 Population networks
A binary network G is an ordered pair of sets (V,E), where the elements of V are called the vertices of G
and the elements of E are called the edges of G. An edge of G is an unordered double of the form {u, v}, for
u, v ∈ V (for ease of notation, we will denote the element {u, v} by uv), and two vertices u and v are said to
be adjacent in G if there exists uv ∈ E. The network density of a network G is the fraction of edges in the
network out of the number of possible edges. The degree of a vertex u is the number of edges incident to it. A
triple of vertices forms a 3-cycle if each pair in the triple are adjacent.
We can express a binary network using its adjacency matrix A, a symmetric N ×N matrix with entry aij
equal to 1 if an edge exists between individuals i and j, and 0 otherwise. By assigning to each edge a non-zero
value, the edge weight, we form a weighted network. Similar to the binary network case, we can express
this weighted network using a weighted adjacency matrix W , a symmetric matrix of size N ×N where each
non-zero entry wuv is the weight of the edge between u and v. Individuals cannot contact themselves, so the
diagonal entries of W are zero, i.e. wuu = 0.
3.2.3 Two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
The Two Sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test is a statistical test used to compare two samples. For two samples,
A and B, the null hypothesis is that these two samples are both drawn from the same population or probability
distribution [Lin et al., 2010]. The test is conducted by comparing the cumulative distribution functions
of A and B, fA and fB respectively, over the range of values in A ∪ B, calculating the maximum absolute
difference between fA and fB . This difference is called the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistic and, for A and
B, is defined as:
max
z∈A∪B
‖fA(z)− fB(z)‖1 . (3.4)
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3.3 An individual-based model of movements and contacts
We assume there are N individuals. During a 24-hour period, each individual spends a continuous period of
12 hours, corresponding to night-time, moving, and spends the other 12 hours denning in a single location,
assumed to be the centre of their home-range. Seasonal variations in the times of sunset and sunrise mean
that this assumption is not realistic, as the range in the length of night-time is approximately four hours,
dependent on the location. Despite this, for the parameter estimation conducted later in this chapter, the
assumption of a fixed night-time/day-time divide simplifies calculations considerably.
At the beginning of each night, individuals start from centre of their home-range. Let zi be the centre of
individual i’s home-range. Individuals move according to a simple unbiased random walk on a regular square
lattice of spacing δ, as per Section 3.2.1. We define an individual’s home-range to be the area that, on average,
95% of their movements during any given night lie within. We assume that each individual’s home-range is
identical and circular. The assumption of identical sizes is made to simplify the calculations and analysis
that will be performed later in this chapter. If instead the two individuals has different home-range sizes,
then their random walks must also have differing diffusion coefficients. Further, if the home-ranges were not
circular, then the covariance matrix of the distribution describing xt would not be a scalar multiple of the
identity matrix. This would prevent the use of the non-central chi-squared distribution, as unit covariance
matrices are required.
The value of the diffusion coefficient D is assumed to be the same for each individual. A contact between a
pair of individuals occurs if they occupy the same point on the lattice. Contacts have no effect on the random
walk. After 12 hours, the individuals return directly to their home-range centre. No contacts occur during
this return journey.
Fig. 3.1 shows the paths of two possums, who den 20 metres apart, over a period of 12 hours. Starting from
their denning locations (green dots) each possum follows a simple unbiased random walk for a period of 12
hours, where each second they have a probability 0.6 of remaining in the same position, and probability 0.1 of
moving one space away on the lattice. Their position after 12 hours is shown as red dots. Their random walks
have a diffusion coefficient of D = 0.2m2s−1. A contact occurs if the possums are less than 1 metre apart
which, in this example, occurs 18 times over the 12 hours, and the locations of which are shown as white dots.
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of the random walks of two possums, who den 20 metres apart, over
a period of 12 hours. Each possum follows a simple unbiased random walk, where each second they have a
probability 0.6 of remaining in the same position, and probability 0.1 of moving one space away on the lattice.
As p = 0.4, δ = 1m, and τ = 1s, their random walks have a diffusion coefficient of D = 0.2m2s−1. Starting
from their denning locations (green dots) they walk for a period of 12 hours, after which they immediately
return to their dens. Their positions after 12 hours are shown as red dots. A contact occurs if the possums
are less than 1 metre apart, which occurs 18 times, and the locations of which are shown as white dots.
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3.3.1 Measures of contact length and importance
In real-world possum populations, the distribution and length of possum contacts is not uniform. Some
possum pairs may meet frequently, others may meet infrequently but for long periods of time, and others may
never meet, among other scenarios. From our model, we produce three measures of the length and importance
of contacts between a given pair of individuals for a given night:
1. The probability that at least one contact will occur.
2. The expected first time that a contact occurs, given that a contact does occur.
3. The expected total time spent in contact.
Each of these measures depends only on the distance d̂ij = ‖zij‖2 = ‖zi − zj‖2 between the home-range
centres of individuals i and j, and on the diffusion coefficient D of their random walks. As per Section 3.2.1,
we let wt denote the vector difference between i and j at time t.
There exist results for 2-dimensional random walks that can be utilised to give analytical values of the first
two measures [Montroll, 1964, Montroll and Weiss, 1965, Lindenberg et al., 1980]. In the following section,
we give an example of how to apply results from Montroll (1964) and Montroll and Weiss (1965) to the first
two contact measures, the probability that at least one contact will occur, and the expected first time that a
contact occurs, given that a contact does occur. Unfortunately, an expression necessary for their evaluation
has so far proven intractable to evaluate. Therefore, we use random walk simulations to generate our results.
With the third measure, we use a standard analytical result from the continuum limit theory of random walks.
Probability Pij of a contact occurring.
We define Pij as the probability that at least one contact will occur between individuals i and j during a
given night. This is equivalent, from the perspective of the real-world study, to the proportion of nights a
particular possum pair come into contact with each other over an observation period. We can calculate an
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analytical value for Pij as:
Pij = P (∃t, 0 ≤ t ≤ tmax, s.t. wt = 0)













where tmax = 12 hours and Pt(zij) is the probability of the random walk being at the point zij after t
steps, having started at the origin. The final step uses the symmetry of random walks to establish that
P (wt = 0) = Pt(zij). From Section 3.2.1, we have an expression for Pt(zij) in the form of Eq. (3.1). However,
the integral in Eq. (3.1) has so far proven intractable to evaluate, so instead we use random walk realisations
to produce values of Pij .
We calculate Pij for a particular pair of individuals, using realisations of two random walkers, on a square
lattice of spacing δ = 1 metre. These random walks are performed for the equivalent of 12 hours, with a
time-step of τ = 1 second. The values of δ and τ are chosen to correspond, respectively, with the contact
distance and separation time of the proximity loggers used in the experiment described in Section 2.2.
The individuals start at [0, 0] and [x, 0], for x an integer multiple of δ. Both random walks have a diffusion
coefficient D = pδ2/2τ . To alter the value of D, the probability p is altered. The probability Pij is calculated
from simulations as the proportion during which a contact occurs. The values of the lattice spacing δ and
time step τ chosen result in a maximal diffusion coefficient of 0.5 m2s−1. To increase the range the maximal
value of D, the time step τ is decreased.
Calculating Pij for a given value of D is computationally expensive. Because of the quantity of diffusion
coefficients used in this chapter, we first calculate Pij for a fixed value of the diffusion coefficient, and then




D . The fixed value chosen was 0.2 m
2s−1, and was chosen because it was of the
same order of magnitude as the largest diffusion coefficient estimated in Section 3.5.
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Figure 3.2A shows the contact probability Pij , calculated for distances between 0 m and 500 m. For each
distance, Pij was calculated by performing 10
6 realisations of a pair of random walkers as described above.
The solid lines show the values of Pij , calculated for each distance by performing 10
6 realisations of a pair
of random walkers as described above, for diffusion coefficients 0.02 m2s−1, 0.1 m2s−1, and 0.2 m2s−1. The
dashed lines show the approximated values of Pij , calculated for D′ = 0.1 m2s−1 and D′ = 0.02 m2s−1, using
a fixed value of D = 0.2m2s−1. As the distance between the centres of the individuals’ home-ranges increases,
the contact probability decreases. Conversely, for any given initial distance, Pij increases as the diffusion
coefficient increases. In practice, as the distance between two individuals’ home-range centres is not necessarily
an integer multiple of δ, we obtain Pij by performing realisations of random walks for a range of values of x,
and then interpolate from the resultant probabilities.
Expected first contact time Fij.
We define Fij as the expected first time that a contact occurs between individuals i and j during a given
night, given that a contact occurs. From Section 3.2.1 and , we can calculate an analytical value for Fij as:
Fij =
∑tmax
t=0 tFt(zij), where tmax = 12 hours and Ft(zij) is the probability of the random walk, starting
at the origin, being at the point zij for the first time after t steps. As shown in Eq. (3.2), an expression for
Ft(zij) relies on Pt(zij). However, as discussed when examining Pij , the integral in Eq. (3.1) has so far proven
intractable to evaluate. Therefore, we instead use random walk realisations to produce values of Fij .
We perform the same random walk realisations as with the probability Pij to obtain a value for Fij , but
instead calculate the average first contact time for realisations where contacts occur. Figure 3.2B shows values
of Fij for the integer distances and diffusion coefficients given in Section 3.3.1. The value of Fij increases as
the distance between the centres of the individuals’ home-ranges increases. For any given initial distance, as
the diffusion coefficient increases, Fij decreases. Again, d̂ij may not be an integer multiple of δ so, as with
Pij , we interpolate using the results from random walk realisations to obtain values of Fij .
Expected total time Tij spent in contact.
We define Tij as the expected total time individuals i and j spend in contact during a given night. We
calculate Tij by integrating the probability that a contact occurs at time t, for the time period between 0 and
tmax = 12 hours. This probability is equivalent to the probability that the Euclidean distance between i and
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Figure 3.2: For distances between 0 m and 300 m, and for diffusion coefficients 0.02m2s−1
(blue), 0.1m2s−1 (red), and 0.2m2s−1 (green), values of the nightly contact probability Pij
(Fig. 3.2A), the expected first contact time Fij (Fig. 3.2B), and the total time spent in contact
Tij (Figs. 3.2C and 3.2D) are calculated. The dashed lines show the values of the contact measures Pij




0.2/0.02, for 0.1 m2s−1 and 0.02 m2s−1
respectively. As the distance between the centres of the individuals’ home-ranges increases, the values of both
Pij and Tij decrease, whereas the value of Fij increases. Conversely, for any given initial distance, as the
diffusion coefficient D increases, Fij decreases, whereas Pij increases. For small initial given distance, the
value of Tij decreases as D increases, but as the initial distance increases, this relationship is inverted.
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P (∆t < δ) dt,
where ∆0 = d̂ij is the distance between the home-range centres of i and j. Defining Dt = ∆t/
√
2Dt, we can











From Section 3.2.1, we have that D2t ∼ χ2(2, d̂2ij/2Dt). Fig. 3.2C shows values of Tij for the range of distances
(0 m to 500 m) and diffusion coefficients given in Section 3.3.1. As the distance d̂ij between the centres of the
individuals’ home-ranges increases, the value of Tij decreases.
Empirical values from data
As detailed in Section 2.2.3, we can calculate analogous values of the three contact measures from empirical
data, collected on populations of common brushtail possums. These possums populations lived in and around
four non-contiguous study sites, designated A, B, C, and D, in mixed beech-podocarp forest in the Orongorongo
Valley on the North Island of New Zealand (41◦21′S 174◦58′E, Fig. 2.1). During the field season, which
ran from April to November 2012, trapping sessions occurred at regular intervals. Each trapping session
involved traps being set and physical data of trapped possums collected. During the first trapping sessions,
approximately 40 adult possums on each site were also collared with proximity loggers. These collars were
designed to record any collar within a 1 metre distance.
Each record in this dataset corresponds to a single contact between a pair of possums. From these data,
we can calculate the analogous value of the three contact measures. The nightly contact probability Pij is
calculated as the as the proportion of nights, between the first and last contact (inclusive), during which a
contact occurred. The average nightly first contact time Fij is calculated as the first time a record began
recording, averaged over nights during which contacts occurred. The average total nocturnal time spent in
contact Tij is calculated as the total nocturnal time spent in contact, averaged over nights during which
contacts occurred.
We plot the measures against one another, and also plot the empirical values produced from the data. When

















































Figure 3.3: Comparison of contact importance measures from model results and from empirical
data. From our model, and from the empirical data, we produce values of the three contact importance
measures, the nightly contact probability Pij , expected first contact time Fij , and expected total time spent
in contact Tij . The coloured points represent the empirical data values, and the red line the model results.
We conclude that the contact importance measures are deterministically related in the model but weakly
correlated, if at all, in the empirical data. The exception is Pij and Tij , which appear to be correlated in the
empirical data.
Pij , Fij and Tij (most likely arising because each measure is a function of the distance between home-range
centres), there is at most a weak correlation between any pair of measures in the empirical data, with the
exception of Pij and Tij . This could indicate that our model is not adequately reflecting some aspect of
possum movement or behaviour. For example, the lack of correlation between Pij and Fij could be explained
by the topography of the sites. If there was an obstacle between the denning sites of two possums that lived
close to one another, then they might not make contact very often, resulting in a low contact probability but,
due to being close by, when they do come into contact the first contact time is also low. Furthermore, all three
measures produced from our model exhibit a ‘memory-less’ property, as the movements on previous nights do
not influence the movements during the current night. This is unrealistic, as it is likely that a possum will
have preferred locations that they travel to in search of resources.
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3.3.2 Effect of model assumptions on the contact measures
As discussed in the last part of Section 3.3.1, the discrepancy between the empirical values from the data, and
those we produce from our model could indicate that our model is not adequately reflecting some aspect of
possum movement or behaviour. The individual-based model presented in this section makes a variety of
assumptions regarding the movements and behaviours of possums. Here, we examine these assumptions and
consider the affect they exhibit on the values of the three contact measures previously defined and discussed.
No attraction or repulsion between possums
Possums are solitary animals, spending approximately 1% of their time interacting with other possums [Day
et al., 2000]. Our model assumes that the movements of the possums are independent, that they do not
change their behaviour regardless of any other possums in the vicinity. Introducing to the model some aspect
of attraction between individuals would result in the values of the contact probability Pij and nightly contact
time Tij increasing, and the value of the first contact time Fij decreasing, as possums make contact more
often, stay in contact longer, and meet sooner during any given night. The opposite effect would be seen if
some aspect of repulsion were introduced instead.
Lack of modelling behaviour when contacts occur
When two individuals in our model make contact, the behaviour during the contact is not modelled, and
their subsequent movements are unaffected by the contact. The first two contact measures, Pij and Fij , only
consider the time from when a pair of individuals start moving to when they first come into contact with each
other, if that happens at all. Any subsequent movements or behaviour are ignored, and do not affect their
values. Conversely, the third measure Tij takes into account the entirety of the individuals’ movements over a
given night. This could therefore explain the lack of correlation between Pij and Tij , and between Fij and
Tij , in addition to the greater values of Tij seen in the data compared with the model, as shown in Fig. 3.3.
If we were to model more realistically the behaviour exhibited during and after a contact, we would expect
that Pij and Fij would remain unchanged, but Tij would be different. Whilst modelling their interactions
could possibly increase the value of Tij , modelling the behaviour subsequent to a contact could either increase
or decrease Tij , dependent on whether or not the two individuals would avoid each other afterwards.
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A nocturnal period lasting 12 hours
We have made the assumption that each individual spends a period of exactly 12 hours each night outside
of their dens. This assumption, as mentioned in Section 3.3, is unrealistic. Whilst we will be using this
assumption in our model, it is of worth to consider the effect that changing this 12 hour value will have on
the contact measures we produce.
As the amount of time spent outside of dens increases, the values of the nightly contact probability Pij , the
expected first contact time Fij , and the total time spent in contact Tij increase. For Pij and Tij , this is
most likely caused by the increase in the possibility of contacts occurring due to the additional time spent
moving in the environment. As for Fij , this is most likely caused by the increase in realisations during which
contacts occur, allowing for individuals to meet later than previously allowed for in the model. Values of Pij
(Fig. 3.4A), Fij (Fig. 3.4B), and Tij (Figs. 3.4C and 3.4D), are shown in Fig. 3.4. These values were calculated
for a diffusion coefficient of D = 0.1 m2s−1, a range of initial distances between individuals’ home-range
centres, and a range of times spent by the individuals outside their dens.
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Figure 3.4: As the amount of time spent outside of dens increases, the values of the nightly
contact probability Pij (Fig. 3.4A), the expected first contact time Fij (Fig. 3.4B), and the
total time spent in contact Tij (Figs. 3.4C and 3.4D) increase. Across a range of initial distances
between individuals’ home-range centres, the values of Pij , Fij , and Tij are calculated for a range of times
spent by the individuals outside their dens. The values were calculated for a diffusion coefficient of
D = 0.1 m2s−1. As the amount of time outside their dens increases, the values of Pij and Tij increase, due to
the increased possibility of contacts occurring. Surprisingly, the value of Fij also increases. This is most likely
correlated with the increase in Pij , caused by the increase in realisations during which contacts occur.
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3.3.3 Summary
In this section we have produced an individual-based model of possum movement and contact. Individuals
move in their environment for 12 hours, according to an unbiased random walk on a lattice, starting from the
centre of their circular home-range. From this model, we produce three measures of the length and importance
of their contacts: the nightly contact probability Pij , the average nightly first contact time Fij , and the
total nocturnal time spent in contact Tij . Each of these are dependent on the distance between individuals’
home-range centres, and the diffusion coefficient parameter. We go on to discuss methods, both analytical
and, in the case of Pij and Fij , simulated, for calculating these contact measures. Finally, after comparing
with empirical values of the contact measures, we discuss ways in which our model assumptions could impact
the model outputs.
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3.4 Models of possum home-range centre distribution and collaring
In the model of possum movement described in Section 3.3, each individual in a population is assumed to have
an identically sized, circular home-range. The model produces measures of contact length and importance
that are functions of the distance between the centres of these home-ranges. In order to model a population of
possums, a method for describing the distribution of their home-range centres in an environment is required.
Furthermore, the possum populations, whose contact data we use, are in fact a collared subset of larger
populations consisting of trapped possums. As such, in additional to describing a model for the distribution of
the home-range centres of a population of trapped individuals, in this section we go on to model the selection
of a collared subset.
3.4.1 Home-range centre distribution model
To model a population of trapped individuals, N points, representing the individuals’ home-range centres,
are placed in a circle of radius RI , centred at the origin. We follow the methodology of Richardson et al.
(2017), distributing the home-range centres using a homogeneous spatial Poisson point process with density
parameter λ > 0. Here RI =
√
N/πλ. For each site, values of the parameters used in these models (N , C, RI
and λ) were taken from data (see Table 3.1).
The possum pair contact data, described in Chapter 2, has no accompanying information about the locations
of the possums’ dens, nor of the topography of the areas they inhabited. Because of this, a homogeneous
spatial Poisson point process is the most appropriate model to use. As discussed in Efford and Fewster
(2013), spatial Poisson point processes, both homogeneous and inhomogeneous, have been used to distribute
home-range centres, due to computational convenience. However, other methods have been used. In Reich
and Gardner (2014), a Strauss process, which involves repulsion between individuals’ home-ranges, is used to
model the home-range centre distribution.
3.4.2 Models of possum collaring
Here we describe three different models for collaring a subset of a population of trapped individuals. Each
model assigns to an individual a probability of being collared, and a subset of the trapped individuals are
sampled using this collaring probability. During the trapping sessions of the possums in the data, which
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amounted to k = 16 nights, N possums were trapped by any of the ntraps = 100 traps arranged in a square
grid, of spacing 40 m and covering 13 ha, and C of those possums were then collared. To each individual i we
assign a collaring probability ci, calculated using a trapping function evaluated at zi, the centre of individual
i’s circular home-range. We collar C individuals by sampling individuals without replacement, using the
values of ci as weights.
Model 1: Uniform collaring probability
We assume all individuals in a population are equally likely to be collared. This gives us a uniform collaring
probability, where for a given individual i, ci =
1
N
. For clarity, we refer to this model as the Uniform Collaring
Model.
Model 2: Central trapping function Tcentral
For clarity, we refer to this model as the Central Trapping Model. We assume that an individual’s likelihood
of being collared is determined by the probability of them being trapped at any point during an observation
period. An individual whose home-range centre is at the origin is expected to be trapped on each of the k
nights of the trapping sessions whereas, if the home-range centre is Euclidean distance RI from the origin, the
individual is expected to be trapped on only one of the k nights. We also assume that the probability of an
individual being trapped is an exponential function of their distance from the origin. The collaring probability
ci is therefore equal to this central trapping function Tcentral, evaluated at zi. Hence, for a given individual i,




, where k = 16.
Fig. 3.5A shows the probability density function of Tcentral for RI = 300 m.
Model 3: Grid trapping function Tgrid
For future clarity, we refer to this model as the Grid Trapping Model. As with the Central Trapping Model, it
is assumed that the collaring probability, ci, is determined by the probability of them being trapped at any
point during an observation period. We assume individuals whose home-range centres are closer to the grid of
ntraps traps are trapped more frequently that those further away.
In Efford (2004), a two-parameter model for the detection probability of a single animal by a single trap is
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described, as a half-normal function of the distance between the animal’s home-range centre and the trap’s
location. The model has parameters g0, the detection probability at the home-range centre, and σ, which
describes the spatial scale over which the detection or trapping probability declines. For an individual i, with
home-range centre zi, and a trap at location y, the detection probability is given by:








We build on this model by describing a function Tgrid, that gives the probability that individual i is trapped
at least once by any of the grid of ntraps traps at least once during the k = 16 nights of the trapping sessions.
We arrange the ntraps traps on a square lattice, with yj denoting the location of the j
th trap. The collaring
probability ci is equal to this grid trapping function Tgrid, evaluated at zi, that is:






Values of g0 and σ for the specific possum populations we are studying are estimated in Richardson et al.
(2017), and are shown in Table 3.2. The traps are laid on a square lattice of length 360 metres, at a granularity
of 40 metres. This distribution of traps was also estimated from Richardson et al. (2017). Fig. 3.5B shows
the probability density function of Tcentral for RI = 300 m, k = 16, g0 = 0.08 and σ = 48m.
3.4.3 Summary
We have described a model for the distribution of home-range centres of a population of N trapped individuals.
We have also discussed three different models for producing a population of C collared individuals from these
trapped individuals. Each collaring model attempts to recreate the distribution of the home-range centres of
the collared possums for whom we have contact data. Example populations of 40 individuals produced using
the three collaring models are shown in Fig. 3.6. For each, an inhabiting radius RI of 300m was used. In the
Grid Trapping Model, values of g0 = 0.08 and σ = 48m are used.
The locations of the individuals’ home-range centers are more concentrated in the Central Trapping Model
than the Grid Trapping Model. This is a result of the trapping functions used, with an illustration given in
Fig. 3.5. The distribution of possum home-range centres differs little between the Uniform Collaring Model
and the Grid Trapping Model. This is due to the value of the grid trapping function Tgrid being close to 1
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Figure 3.5: When the central trapping function Tcentral is used to collar individuals, their
locations are more tightly centred about the origin than when the grid trapping function Tgrid
is used. The trapping functions, Tcentral and Tgrid, are shown above. For both, an inhabiting radius RI of
300m and k = 16 are used. For Tgrid, values of g0 = 0.08 and σ = 48m. Further, the locations of the traps
used are shown as black squares. Because of the wide distribution of the traps in the individual’s inhabiting
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Figure 3.6: Example populations of 40 individuals produced using the three collaring models.
For each, an inhabiting radius RI of 300m was used. In the Grid Trapping Model, values of g0 = 0.08 and
σ = 48m are used. The locations of the individuals’ home-range centers are more concentrated in the Central
Trapping Model than in either the Grid Trapping Model or the Uniform Collaring Model. This is a result of
the trapping functions used, with an illustration given in Fig. 3.5.
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almost everywhere except for the boundaries of the study area. The goal of this is to provide a mechanism for
linking the contact results to the distribution of possums in an environment, something that we are unable to
do using the empirical data alone. Later in this chapter, we will build contact networks (both binary and
weighted) to compare with empirical networks.
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3.5 Estimating diffusion coefficients and home-range size from data
The diffusion coefficient D is a necessary parameter for the individual based model discussed in Section 3.3.
We produce distributions of D for each of the four study sites (which we examine separately), that will allow
our model to match closely with the data in Section 2.2. This is achieved by fitting pairwise distances between
collared individuals in a model population to estimated distances between possum pairs in the data. We
employ a procedure to estimate a single optimal value of the diffusion coefficient D. To produce distributions
of D, we perform this procedure many times, each with a different model population.
3.5.1 Procedure for estimating a diffusion coefficient
The following four steps are an outline of the procedure for estimating a diffusion coefficient. Each step will
subsequently be described in detail (see Fig. 3.9 for visual representation of this procedure).
1. Simulate the spatial locations of a model population’s home-range centres, and the subset of individuals
that are collared. Produce the set dmodel of pairwise distances between these model collared individuals.
2. For a given value of D, use contact probabilities of possum pairs in the data to produce a set ddata of
estimated distances between their home-range centres. The contact probabilities and their associated
distances are dependent on D.
3. Quantify the difference between the distributions of dmodel and ddata.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for each value of D in a predetermined set of discrete values ranging from
0 m2s−1 to 0.5 m2s−1. Determine the optimal value of D such that the difference between the empirical
cumulative distribution functions of dmodel and ddata is minimised.
We repeat Steps 1-4 a set number of times to produce the distribution of D.
Step 1: Produce a set of pairwise distances, dmodel, between the simulated home-range centres
of a model population of C collared individuals.
We simulate the home-range centre locations of C collared individuals, sampled from a larger popula-
tion of N trapped individuals distributed as per Section 3.4.1. The parameters used are given in Ta-
ble 3.1. Calculating the pairwise distances between these home-range centres produces a set of distances



















A 146 39 4.87×10−4 308.91 189 741 0.2551
B 178 41 6.92×10−4 286.14 88 820 0.1073
C 144 40 4.08×10−4 335.18 293 780 0.3756
D 140 39 4.20×10−4 325.74 128 666 0.1922
Table 3.1: Summary data of the possum populations. Values, pertaining to the real-world possum
populations discussed in Chapter 2. The values of N , C, λ are taken directly from Richardson et al. (2017),
whereas RI is calculated as RI =
√
N/πλ). The number of pairs who made contact is drawn from Table 2.5.
The number of possible pairs is calculated as C(C−1)2 . The exception is site D. There were two possums who
had no contact with any other possum during the field study. Therefore, we use a value of C = 37 when
calculating the number of possible pairs. The scaling factor ω is calculated as the quotient of the preceding
two columns.
Step 2: Estimating pairwise distances ddata between possums in the data for a given value of D
For possum pairs in the data, we have estimated values of the contact probability Pij as the ratio of nights
where contacts occurred to the total nights that the possum pairs could have met. From these contact
probabilities we use the relationship shown in Fig. 3.2A to estimate the Euclidean distance between pair’s
home-range centres from the contact probabilities, for a given value of D. This gives us a set of distances,
ddata = {dij | i, j possums in the data who made contact}, one for each possum pair that had a contact.
Step 3: Quantifying the difference between the distributions of dmodel and ddata
To quantify the difference between the distributions of pairwise distances from our model population and
from the real-world possums, we calculate the mean squared error (MSE) between their empirical cumulative
distribution functions (eCDFs).
Firstly, we produce the eCDFs of both dmodel and ddata. We refer to them respectively as fmodel and fdata.
These functions are evaluated at the unique values of dmodel and ddata respectively, which we denote as Umodel
and Udata.
The set of distances produced in Step 1 represents the entirety of all pairs in a model population, whereas
the set of distances produced in Step 2 represents only a proportion of all possible real-world possum pairs,
as only some pairs made contact during the study period. When comparing fmodel and fdata, it is therefore
necessary to scale fdata by the proportion, ω, of possum pairs it represents. The values of ω are given in
Table 3.1, and calculated as the quotient of the number of pairs who made contact (drawn from Table 2.5),
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and the number of possible pairs. The number of possible possum pairs is calculated as C(C−1)2 . A small
caveat is site D, where there were two possums who had no contact with any other possum during the field
study. Therefore, we use a value of C = 37 when calculating the number of possible pairs.
To calculate the MSE between the eCDFs fmodel and fdata, we first define the error between fmodel and fdata
for a given pairwise distance dij , calculated as
Error(dij) = ‖ωfdata(dij)− fmodel(dij)‖1 .
The MSE is the sum of the squares of these errors, evaluated at the unique values of ddata, Udata, and
of dmodel, Umodel. The formula for the mean squared error between dmodel and ddata is given in Eq. (3.5).
We discard any errors calculated for dij ∈ Umodel where dij > max(Udata), as the value of Error(dij) at
these points is meaningless. Because of the meaninglessness of the discarded errors, we cannot use the
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic, as defined in Section 3.2.3. However, the maximal value of the















The process of calculating the MSE is illustrated in Fig. 3.7, where the exemplar MSE equals 2.67×10−3, and
the maximal error equals 8.10×10−2.
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Errors using estimated data distances
Errors using model distances
eCDF of model distances (fmodel)
eCDF of estimated data distances (fdata)
Maximum error
Figure 3.7: An illustration of the method for quantifying the difference between the
distributions of ddata and dmodel. For D = 0.06m2s−1, we calculate the pairwise distances ddata between
individuals in the data. Simultaneously, we create a single model population, using the Uniform Collaring
Model and parameters for site A, and determine pairwise distances dmodel. We produce the empirical
cumulative distribution functions (eCDFs) of dmodel and ddata, respectively fmodel and fdata, and calculate
the mean squared error between them. This is done by calculating the squares of the lengths of the light blue
and orange lines, as detailed in Section 3.5.1. The maximal error is shown in yellow and is analogous to the
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic. In this example the MSE = 2.67×10−3, and the maximal
error equals 8.10×10−2.
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Step 4: Finding global optimal value of D.
We perform Steps 2 and 3 on every value of the diffusion coefficient D in a predetermined set of values. When
calculating the mean squared error for these D, there may not exist a singular optimal value of the diffusion
coefficient. Instead, there is a range of values in our predetermined set that produce the minimal mean
squared error. This is because of the granularity of the diffusion coefficients. For values of D close to one
another, the values of the error function are the same, meaning that the MSE overall will also be the same. In
a handful of realisations, the minimal range is non-contiguous. Due to the infrequency of this occurring, if the
minimal range is non-contiguous, we repeat Steps 1-3 until a contiguous minimal range is produced. Only
then is the minimal range recorded and the repetition number advanced by 1. We take the mid-range value as
our optimal diffusion coefficient D.
Fig. 3.8 shows the mean-squared errors (in black) calculated for a single population, using the Uniform
Collaring Model and parameters for site A, and for diffusion coefficients between 0 m2s−1 to 0.5 m2s−1. The
mean-squared errors are shown in black. The minimum value of the MSE is 1.0379×10−4, shown by the blue
dashed line. The contiguous minimal range of D is [0.14189 m2s−1, 0.14192 m2s−1], with the optimal value of
the diffusion coefficient being the mid-range value 0.141905 m2s−1, shown in red.


























Mean squared error (MSE)
Minimum MSE
Optimal diffusion coefficient
Figure 3.8: There exists a contiguous global optimal range of values for the diffusion coefficient
D that gives the minimum mean squared error. We create a single population, using the Uniform
Collaring Model and parameters for site A, and perform Step 3 for diffusion coefficients between 0 m2s−1 to
0.5 m2s−1. The mean-squared errors are shown in black. The minimum value of the MSE is 1.0379×10−4,
shown by the blue dashed line. The contiguous minimal range of D is [0.14189 m2s−1, 0.14192 m2s−1], with
the optimal value of the diffusion coefficient being the mid-range value 0.141905 m2s−1.
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Producing a distribution of D
We repeat Steps 1-4 for a set number of times. Each repetition uses a different model population. These
repetitions result in a distribution of diffusion coefficients D that allow our model to match closely with the






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.5.2 Diffusion coefficient estimation results
Fig. 3.10 shows four distributions of estimated diffusion coefficients for sites A to D, corresponding to the
possum home-range distribution models. The variation in D is a result of the stochastic nature of the method
employed to create a model population. Each distribution was produced using the method detailed in the
previous section, with 104 repetitions of Steps 1-4. Values of D between 0 m2s−1 and 0.5 m2s−1, with steps of
1× 10−5 m2s−1, were tested. Table 3.2 shows the mean (µD) for each of the diffusion coefficient distributions,
with the standard deviation in brackets. Whilst the results for sites A and D are similar, there are clear
differences between each site. As shown in Fig. 2.6A, the distributions of empirical values of Pij are similar
enough across the four sites that they are unlikely to cause the differences in minimal diffusion coefficient
distributions. Instead, the differences are most likely caused by the values of N , C, λ, RI and other parameters
that are used to create the model populations.











































Figure 3.10: Distributions of D estimated for each of the four possum distribution models. The
diffusion coefficient distributions are broadly similar between the distribution models. The values produced
using the Uniform Collaring Model are consistently larger site to site when compared to any other model.
Local minima do occur, but in each repetition, a well-defined global minimal range was found. Therefore
a grid-search, rather than an optimisation, approach was implemented. During the production of these
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Mean optimal diffusion coefficient µD (m
2s−1)






A 0.088 45.82 (8.81) 0.12542 (0.014098) 0.07932 (0.012297) 0.11274 (0.012899)
B 0.105 31.68 (6.28) 0.04361 (0.005276) 0.02791 (0.004635) 0.03717 (0.004644)
C 0.054 60.03 (16.00) 0.22366 (0.024693) 0.13955 (0.020600) 0.19869 (0.022797)
D 0.059 59.29 (12.99) 0.09819 (0.011129) 0.06309 (0.009992) 0.09023 (0.010482)
Table 3.2: The mean optimal value of the diffusion coefficient is smallest when using the
Central Trapping Model, and greatest when using the Uniform Collaring Model. Values of g0, σ
for each site, obtained or calculated using values from Richardson et al. (2017). Further, the mean optimal
diffusion coefficient is calculated (s.d. is given in brackets). The distribution of these diffusion coefficient is
shown in Fig. 3.10.
distributions of D, approximately 0.23% of repetitions performed resulted in a non-contiguous minimal range.
As mentioned previously, when this occurred the procedure was repeated until a contiguous minimal range
was produced. We chose not to use the maximal error to determine the optimal diffusion coefficient, as the
minimal range of D determined by the maximal error is between 42 and 250 times as large (depending on the
site and possum collaring model) as that determined using the mean squared error.
Fig. 3.11 shows the distributions of the minimal diffusion coefficient range sizes. The most common outcome
of a repetition is that of a unique optimal D, with the Central Trapping Model resulting in the highest
proportion of realisations where this occurs. This is most likely due to the shape of the empirical cumulative
distribution function of the model population, resulting in fewer values of D with the same values of the
error function. The distributions from site C of minimal D range consistently have the highest proportion of
realisations with unique D, with site B consistently having the lowest proportion. Conversely, the maximal
value of the distributions from site B are larger than site A, C and D. This is most likely due to the shape of
the eCDF of the estimated pairwise distances from the data.
The mean estimated diffusion coefficients produce sensible percentages of time spent by possums travelling.
Using the parameter values, δ = 1 metre and τ = 1 second, we have that the diffusion coefficient is D = p/2.
This therefore means that the proportion of time steps where an individual moves from its position is 2D,
which is analogous to the real-world nocturnal time spent travelling. Table 3.3 shows the percentages of time
spent travelling, calculated using the mean values given in Table 3.2. Maclennan (1984) found that possums,
living in an open eucalypt woodland near Lake Manchester in Australia, spent approximately 30% of the time
outside their dens travelling. Whilst the possums we study live in a different environment to those near Lake
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Figure 3.11: The most common outcome of a realisation is a unique optimal diffusion coefficient
D. Distributions of the minimal diffusion coefficient range sizes are shown. The Central Trapping Model
results in the highest proportion of realisations where a unique D is produced. The distributions from site C
of minimal D range consistently have the highest proportion of realisations with unique D, with site B
consistently having the lowest proportion. Conversely, the maximal value of the distributions from site B are
larger than site A, C and D.
Manchester, the percentages of time spent by possums travelling, calculated using our estimated diffusion
coefficients, are similar. This gives some indication that our model replicates some aspects of real-world
possum behaviour.
We compare the distributions of diffusion coefficients with those from the Uniform Collaring Model, which
are consistently larger across each site. The values of µD from the Uniform Collaring Model are on average
57.6% greater than the Central Trapping Model and 12.5% greater than the Grid Trapping Model. Values
of the standard deviation from the Uniform Collaring Model are on average 14.9% greater than the Central
Trapping Model and 9.3% greater than the Grid Trapping Model.
This difference can be explained by the distribution of individuals’ home-range centres. Comparing to
the Uniform Collaring Model, locations of the home-range centres in each of the other models are more
concentrated about either the origin in the Grid Trapping Model and the Central Trapping Model. This
decreases the values of the distances dmodel between pairs of collared individuals, which in turn means a
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Percentage of nocturnal time spent travelling
Site Uniform collaring
probability
Central trapping Grid trapping
A 25.08% 15.86% 22.55%
B 8.72% 5.58% 7.43%
C 44.73% 27.91% 39.74%
D 19.64% 12.62% 18.05%
Table 3.3: The mean estimated diffusion coefficients produce sensible percentages of time spent
by possums travelling. As D = p/2, we have that the proportion of nocturnal time spent travelling is
given by 2D. Maclennan (1984) found that possums, living in an open eucalypt woodland near Lake
Manchester in Australia, spent approximately 30% of their time travelling. Comparing the proportions
calculated using the mean values given in Table 3.2 with this real-world information shows our estimated
diffusion coefficients give sensible percentages of time spent by possums travelling. It should be noted that
the possums we study live in different conditions to those in Australia.
smaller value of D is required in order for the MSE between the CDFs of dmodel and ddata to be minimised.
Distributions of the central and grid trapping functions are illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The comparatively small
difference between the Uniform Collaring Model and the Grid Trapping Model is due in part to the trapping
function being close to 1 at almost all points in the distribution area. This in turn, causes only a slight
difference between the distributions of home-range centres between the Grid Trapping Model and the Uniform
Collaring Model.
Using the values of µD from each model, given in Table 3.2, we produce sets of pairwise distances for idealised
model populations of size C × 104 and calculate the mean squared error between the eCDFs of these sets and
of the data. The mean squared errors are given in Table 3.4, and the eCDFs are shown in Fig. 3.12. The





Central trapping Grid trapping
A 2.708×10−4 3.474×10−4 2.737×10−4
B 1.888×10−4 2.175×10−4 1.925×10−4
C 6.904×10−4 8.389×10−4 7.344×10−4
D 1.900×10−4 2.485×10−4 1.981×10−4
Table 3.4: The mean squared error between the empirical cumulative distribution functions of
pairwise distances between individuals in an idealised model populations of size C × 104, and
of estimated distances between possum pairs in the data produced using the mean optimal
value of the diffusion coefficient given in Table 3.2. The value of the mean squared error is greatest
when using the Central Trapping Model, and smallest when using the Uniform Collaring Model. The eCDFs

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.5.3 Home-range size prediction
We investigate our model’s ability to predict the size of an individual’s home-range. We define an individual’s
home-range to be the area that, on average, 95% of their movements during any given night lie within. Each
individual’s home-range is assumed to be identical and circular. We calculate the home-range sizes of possums
in the data, and compare this with home-range sizes calculated using our estimated diffusion coefficients.
Using estimated diffusion coefficients, we calculate home-range areas for possums in each of our four possum
distribution models by first assuming that each individual has a circular, bivariate normally distributed
area of activity. This bivariate normal distribution has an associated covariance matrix (Dtmax)I2, where
tmax = 12 hours. We calculate the radius r such that P(Z ≤ r2) = 0.95, for Z ∼ N2(0, (Dtmax)I2). Using the
relationship between the bivariate normal and Rayleigh distributions, given in Fletcher (2017), we have that
this radius is calculated as r =
√
−2(Dtmax) ln (1− 0.95). Hence, for a diffusion coefficient D, the circular
home-range area is given by −2π(Dtmax) ln (1− 0.95).
Richardson et al. (2017) provides estimated sizes of home-range areas, using trapping-location data. During a
field study conducted between April and November 2012, 608 possums were trapped on four non-contiguous
field sites. On each site, a square grid of 100 baited traps placed at 40m intervals was used. The locations,
time, and possum details of each of the 7697 trapping events was recorded. A detailed description of how
these trapping location data were collected is given in Section 2.1. Home-range size estimates were calculated
for possums trapped on ten or more occasions, by drawing convex polygons that encompassed the locations of
their trapping events. This approach resulted in a mean (across all the possums) home-range area of 1.52ha.
Our model does not describe the trapping of individuals during their nocturnal movements. Therefore, the
approach taken in Richardson et al. (2017) cannot be directly compared to the results from our model. Instead,
we use the approach from Efford (2004). Here a possum’s activity range is assumed to be circular and bivariate
normally distributed, with covariance matrix σ2I2, where σ is the spatial scale parameter. An estimate of the
home-range radius is then calculated as
√
−2σ2 ln (1− 0.95) ≈ 2.45σ. Squaring and multiplication by π then
gives the home-range area. Using values of σ calculated in Richardson et al. (2017) a mean home-range area
(across the entire possum corpus) of 4.46ha is calculated.
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We compare home-range area estimations for each site from σ (mean ± s.e., see Table 3.2), with estimations
from each of our four possum distribution models, using D (mean ± s.d., see Table 3.2). Fig. 3.13 shows these
estimations. For sites A and C, no model predicts the home-range size well. For site B, the Central Trapping
Model gives a range with the closest mean and standard deviation to that of the data. The same holds for
site D and the Grid Trapping Model. The overestimation of the home-range sizes for sites A, B and C is most
likely due to the assumption that our random walkers follow an unbiased random walk. Due to the lack of
tendency towards a particular point, especially their home-range centre, the individuals in our model are
moving around in a much larger area than is realistic.







































Figure 3.13: Comparison of estimated ranges of home-range area, from data [Richardson et al.,
2017], and from our possum distribution models. Home-range areas calculated from values of σ
(mean ± s.e.) drawn from Richardson et al. (2017) are compared with ranges of home-range area calculated
using the distributions of D (mean ± 1 s.d.) from each possum distribution model (see Table 3.2). For sites B
and D, the Uniform Collaring Model gives the closest results. For sites A and C, no model performs well.
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3.5.4 Summary
We have presented a method for estimating a diffusion coefficient for our individual-based model of possum
movement. We produce a set of pairwise distances between individuals in a model population, and then
compare the distribution of those distances with the distribution of estimated distances between possum pairs
in our data set. The comparison is done by calculating the mean squared error (MSE) between the empirical
cumulative distribution functions (eCDFs) of the model and data distances. We then find a value or range of
values of D that minimise the MSE.
Distributions of estimated diffusion coefficients for each site and possum collaring model were then produced.
The Uniform Collaring Model consistently gives a higher mean optimal diffusion coefficient and standard
deviation compared with the Grid Trapping Model and the Central Trapping Model. We showed that these
estimated diffusion coefficients give sensible percentages of nocturnal time spent by individuals traveling.
Further, a comparison was made between the eCDFs of idealised populations and of pairwise distances between
possum pairs in the data, calculated using the mean optimal diffusion coefficient. This comparison showed
that, for the Central Trapping Model, the mean squared error calculated is consistently larger than when
using either the Grid Trapping Model or the Uniform Collaring Model, the latter of which consistently gives
the smallest MSE.
Finally, we estimated home-range sizes from both our estimated diffusion coefficients, and population-relevant
parameters drawn from Richardson et al. (2017). We showed that for sites A and C, no possum collaring
model replicates the home-range size well, whereas for sites B and D, the Central Trapping Model and the Grid
Trapping Model respectively provide ranges closest to that of the data. The discrepancies and overestimation
of the home-range sizes is most likely a result of the use of an unbiased random walk, resulting in individuals
travelling in a larger environment than is realistic.
Having now estimated diffusion coefficients for our individual-based model, we go onto produce binary and
weighted networks from the model, and then compare network characteristics between our model networks
and empirical networks produced from the data.
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3.6 Constructing binary contact networks from model simulations
For a population of N individuals, a binary contact network G is constructed by first assuming each individual,
positioned at their home-range centre, is a vertex. The home-ranges centres are distributed as per Section 3.4.
Using pairwise distances and a diffusion coefficient D, values of the contact measure Pij , discussed in
Section 3.3.1, are calculated. Edges exist between individuals if Pij is greater than or equal to a given
threshold value θ.
We investigate the validity of our home-range centre distribution model and our possum collaring models by
comparing certain network characteristics between binary networks produced from each model, and empirical
binary contact networks produced from data (illustrated in Fig. 2.5). For each model, 104 binary networks
are produced. Home-range centres are distributed as per the model given in Section 3.4.1, and possums are
collared according to the collaring models described in Section 3.4.2. The mean value, µD, from the estimated
diffusion coefficient distributions (Table 3.2), is used to calculate the values of Pij for each pair. A threshold
value of θ = 1/190 is used. This value is used because it replicates the value of the probability Pij such that




We compare five metrics of population network structure between the data and our models: network density,
number of 3-cycles, transitivity coefficient, number of components, and the size of the giant component. A
summary of this comparison is given in Table 3.5, and illustrated by boxplots in Fig. 3.14. The interquartile
ranges are shown as the coloured boxes, with the whiskers going from the minimum to the maximum values.
The number of components and giant component size are best estimated by the Uniform Collaring Model on
every site except D, where a better estimated is given by the Central Trapping Model. There is a negative
correlation between mean diffusion coefficient and number of components. As the diffusion coefficient increases,
the threshold distance will also increase, which will connect more individuals and result in fewer components.
Each of the network density, number of length-3-cycles, and the transitivity coefficient, are overestimated by
our models in comparison with the empirical values. This could possibly be caused by our possum movement
and contact model not accurately reflecting the tendency of possums to remain solitary except for during the
mating season. As such, the number of possum pairs that come into contact, and thereby the network density,
will be overestimated. The Uniform Collaring Model, across every site, gives the closest mean network density
to that of the empirical contact networks (Table 3.5). As illustrated in Fig. 3.14A, the network density is
consistently lowest in that model, with the Grid Trapping Model and the Central Trapping Model having
larger values, always in that order. This order is most likely a result of distribution methods of the possums.
The Uniform Collaring Model is the most spread out, resulting in a higher network density. Looking then to
the Grid Trapping Model and the Central Trapping Model, each model’s home-range centres are progressively
more concentrated about various points.
Similarly, the propensity of pairwise connections to form between groups of three might also be overestimated,
hence why the number of length-3-cycles is not well estimated on any site, and the number is consistently
higher in our model populations than in the empirical data. Alternatively, it could instead be a result of the
possums in the data being actually clustered, meaning that they are likely to come into contact with others in
their cluster and form 3-cycles. Overall, the Uniform Collaring Model produces the closest mean value, across
all sites, to the empirical value (Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.14B).
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The transitivity coefficient is always overestimated (Table 3.5). As illustrated by Fig. 3.14C, the transitivity
coefficients of the Central Trapping Model, the Grid Trapping Model, and the Uniform Collaring Model are
similar, which is a result of the similarity in the distribution of their home-range centres. However, the closest
mean transitivity coefficient to the empirical value is produced using Central Trapping Model in the cases of















1 39 0.2551 359 0.1841
Uniform Collaring 1.0035 38.99448 0.29986 582.1911 0.2209
Central Trapping 1.0915 38.88866 0.30652 652.8414 0.2197




1 41 0.1073 50 0.1362
Uniform Collaring 1.7065 38.41539 0.13766 133.1555 0.2080
Central Trapping 3.0835 37.29201 0.14050 154.5003 0.2043




1 40 0.3756 943 0.2028
Uniform Collaring 1.0000 39.99999 0.41663 1274.8661 0.2310
Central Trapping 1.0051 39.99436 0.42307 1387.6783 0.2321




3 37 0.1922 167 0.1745
Uniform Collaring 1.0469 38.89118 0.22351 313.0605 0.2148
Central Trapping 1.4052 38.44159 0.22843 354.8133 0.2121
Grid Trapping 1.0594 38.87399 0.22416 316.0954 0.2144
Table 3.5: Comparison of summary statistics from empirical contact networks and from binary
networks produced from each of the possum distribution models.
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Figure 3.14: Box plots for the network density, number of 3-cycles, and transitivity coefficient
produced from the various models. The interquartile ranges are shown as the coloured boxes, with the
whiskers going from the minimum to the maximum values. The network density is well-estimated
(Fig. 3.14A), as is the number of 3-cycles, with the exception of site B (Fig. 3.14B), but the transitivity
coefficient is not well estimated on any site (Fig. 3.14C).
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3.7 Constructing weighted contact networks from model simulations
From each possum collaring model, three weighted contact networks are produced. The underlying binary
network of all three is produced as per Section 3.6. The edge weightings are calculated using the pairwise
distances d̂ij between nodes, the mean diffusion coefficient for each model given in Table 3.2, and the measures
of contact length and importance shown in Fig. 3.2.
Two of the weighted networks are weighted with, respectively, the contact probability Pij and the expected
total time spent in contact Tij . A higher value of Pij or Tij indicates a higher importance of the contacts
between pairs of individuals. However, the opposite is true for Fij , with a higher value of the first contact
time indicating a lower contact importance. Therefore, networks weighted with Pij or Tij cannot directly be
compared with networks weighted with Fij . To address this, the edges of the third weighted contact network
are weighted with Fmax − Fij , as a higher value of Fmax − Fij indicates a higher contact importance. Here



































































(D) Network weighted by Tij (s).
Figure 3.15: Toy example of the construction of weighted contact networks from model
simulations. Vertices, representing individuals, are embedded in R2 at their home-range centres. Contact
importance measures, described in Section 3.3.1, are calculated using pairwise distances and D = 0.1m2s−1.
Edge exist between vertices if the contact probability Pij ≥ 1/190. We can produce three weighted contact
networks from our initial binary network, weighted using the three contact importance measures.
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3.7.1 Results
To assess the validity of each of our possum collaring models, we compare the distributions of edge weights
between weighted contact networks produced from these models and empirical weighted networks from the
data. We produce multiple weighted contact networks and, for each network, use the two-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test to test the null hypothesis, H0, that the edge weights of our simulated contact network are from
the same distribution as the empirical edge weights.
Summarised in Tables 3.6 to 3.8 are the results of performing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. In these table are
the mean Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistic (with its standard deviation in brackets), the mean asymptotic
p-value, and the proportion of realisations where the null hypothesis H0 was rejected. From these large mean
test statistics, low p-values, and consistent rejection of H0, we can conclude that our weighted network models
do not replicate well the distributions of Fmax − Fij and Tij edge weights. When considering these results in








where H0 is rejected
A
Uniform Collaring 0.1701 (0.0322) 0.0268 0.8668
Central Trapping 0.1832 (0.0310) 0.0113 0.9494
Grid Trapping 0.1707 (0.0321) 0.0257 0.8727
B
Uniform Collaring 0.2979 (0.0426) 0.0030 0.9900
Central Trapping 0.3111 (0.0413) 0.0014 0.9965
Grid Trapping 0.2996 (0.0422) 0.0026 0.9917
C
Uniform Collaring 0.1432 (0.0186) 0.0103 0.9550
Central Trapping 0.1536 (0.0182) 0.0040 0.9916
Grid Trapping 0.1428 (0.0180) 0.0090 0.9650
D
Uniform Collaring 0.1837 (0.0366) 0.0502 0.7613
Central Trapping 0.1985 (0.0352) 0.0250 0.8786
Grid Trapping 0.1853 (0.0367) 0.0470 0.7771
Table 3.6: The Pij edge weight distributions are best replicated by the Uniform Collaring










where H0 is rejected
A
Uniform Collaring 0.7057 (0.0244) 2.52×10−31 1
Central Trapping 0.7168 (0.0228) 6.26×10−34 1
Grid Trapping 0.7069 (0.0241) 6.25×10−33 1
B
Uniform Collaring 0.8064 (0.0264) 2.20×10−21 1
Central Trapping 0.8135 (0.0254) 5.18×10−22 1
Grid Trapping 0.8079 (0.0261) 1.33×10−22 1
C
Uniform Collaring 0.7859 (0.0190) 2.03×10−58 1
Central Trapping 0.7957 (0.0172) 3.80×10−65 1
Grid Trapping 0.7866 (0.0184) 5.07×10−59 1
D
Uniform Collaring 0.7838 (0.0253) 1.85×10−28 1
Central Trapping 0.7933 (0.0237) 3.74×10−30 1
Grid Trapping 0.7856 (0.0250) 2.99×10−29 1
Table 3.7: No model replicates the Fmax − Fij edge weight distribution well, but the Uniform









where H0 is rejected
A
Uniform Collaring 0.8129 (0.0163) 3.27×10−48 1
Central Trapping 0.7533 (0.0182) 5.97×10−41 1
Grid Trapping 0.7992 (0.0167) 5.18×10−46 1
B
Uniform Collaring 0.6179 (0.0338) 3.69×10−13 1
Central Trapping 0.5330 (0.0311) 5.03×10−10 1
Grid Trapping 0.5851 (0.0327) 3.50×10−12 1
C
Uniform Collaring 0.8971 (0.0101) 2.58×10−87 1
Central Trapping 0.8472 (0.0151) 8.05×10−76 1
Grid Trapping 0.8866 (0.0112) 3.38×10−86 1
D
Uniform Collaring 0.6821 (0.0279) 1.06×10−20 1
Central Trapping 0.5983 (0.0314) 9.63×10−16 1
Grid Trapping 0.6670 (0.0288) 1.26×10−19 1
Table 3.8: No model replicates the Tij edge weight distribution well, but the Central Trapping
Model produces the lowest mean Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistic, and the largest
asymptotic p-values.
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We consider the distributions of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistic, defined in Section 3.2.3, which are
illustrated for site D in Fig. 3.16. We can conclude that, when considering the networks weighted with Pij
and Fmax−Fij , the Uniform Collaring Model and the Grid Trapping Model produce edge weight distributions
with a lower test statistic than those produced using the Central Trapping Model. The opposite is true for
networks weighted with Tij , where the Central Trapping Model outperforms the Grid Trapping Model, which
in turn outperforms the Uniform Collaring Model.
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Figure 3.16: Distributions of Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistics produced by performing the
two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test on edge weight distributions produced from model
networks, and from the empirical data networks. For networks weighted with Pij and Fmax −Fij , the
Uniform Collaring Model and the Grid Trapping Model produce edge weight distributions with a lower test




In this chapter we presented a model that aimed to describe the nocturnal movements of and contacts between
members of a possum population.
From our movement model, we can produce simulated and analytical values of three contact measures. The
deterministic relationships, shown in the simulated values, between these measures are not also shown in
empirical values from the data, with the exception of the contact probability Pij and total contact time Tij .
This could indicate that our movement model is not replicating some aspect of possum behaviour. Two
possible aspects come to mind. The first is the ‘memory-less’ property that all three measures exhibit. Our
model assumes that events on previous nights do not affect future nights. This is unrealistic as possums may
have preferred locations for resources, and may avoid other locations because of terrain or other possums.
The second is the assumption that our model make, that behaviour subsequent to a contact is not affected by
the contact, which again is unrealistic. For example, if two possums meet and then fight, their subsequent
movements are likely to be in different directions, as to avoid meeting again.
Due to a lack of spatial information in the data set we compare our results to, we have described three different
models for the distribution of C collared possum home-range centres. We use each of these models to estimate
values of the diffusion coefficient D and home-range areas. On each site, the Uniform Collaring Model provides
diffusion coefficients that give the best fit between an idealised population and the data. When examining the
estimated home-range area, the Uniform Collaring Model performs best for sites B and D, whereas no model
performs well for sites A and site C.
We produce binary networks representing our populations, using mean estimated diffusion coefficients µD
and the contact measure Pij . When comparing with empirical contact networks from data, we examine the
network density, number of 3-cycles, transitivity coefficient, number of components, and the size of the giant
component. No one model performs well when estimating each network metric, but the Uniform Collaring
Model performs best overall.
Summarised in Tables 3.6 to 3.8 are the results of performing the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
In these table are the mean Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistic (with its standard deviation in brackets),
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the mean asymptotic p-value, and the proportion of realisations where the null hypothesis H0 was rejected.
From these large mean test statistics, low p-values, and consistent rejection of H0, we can conclude that our
weighted network models do not replicate well the distributions of Fmax − Fij and Tij edge weights. When
considering these results in the case of the Pij edge weights, our models perform comparatively better.
Finally, weighted contact networks are also produced. We perform the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
to test the null hypothesis, H0, that the edge weights of our simulated contact network are from the same
distribution as the empirical edge weights. Our weighted network models do not replicate the Fmax − Fij and
Tij edge weight distributions well, but do replicate the Pij distribution comparatively better. Overall, for Pij
and Fmax − Fij , the Uniform Collaring Model produces the lowest mean Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic
and highest asymptotic p-values. The same holds for Tij and the Central Trapping Model.
In conclusion, the Uniform Collaring Model performs best for all sites. A summary of this is given in Table 3.9.
Site
Metric A B C D
Mean squared error
for D (Table 3.2)
Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring
Home-range area
estimation (Fig. 3.13)
- Uniform Collaring - Uniform Collaring
Network density
(Fig. 3.14A)
Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring
Length-3-cycles
(Fig. 3.14B)
Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring
Transitivity coefficient
(Fig. 3.14C)
Central Trapping Central Trapping Grid Trapping Central Trapping
Components
(Table 3.5)
Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Central Trapping
Giant component size
(Table 3.5)
Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Central Trapping
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test for Pij (Table 3.6)
Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test for Fmax − Fij
(Table 3.7)
Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring Uniform Collaring
Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test for Tij (Table 3.8)
Central Trapping Central Trapping Central Trapping Central Trapping
Table 3.9: The Uniform Collaring Model performs best for all sites.
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3.9 Glossary of notation used
Notation Meaning
i, j Individuals in our population.
zi Centre of an individual i’s home-range.
r Home-range radius (m).
zij Vector difference between the home-range centres of i and j. zij = zij − zij .
dij Distance between the home-ranges centres of i and j. dij = ‖zij‖2.
p Probability of moving on the lattice from the current position, in any direction.
δ Spacing of the regular square lattice.
τ Time step.
D Diffusion coefficient (m2s−1). D = pδ2/2τ .
µD Mean of the diffusion coefficient (m
2s−1).
xt Position vector of an individual at time t. x0 = zi.
wt Vector difference between a pair of individuals at time t. w0 = zij .
∆t Scaled Euclidean distance between i and j at time t. Dt = ‖wt‖2/
√
2Dt.
Pij Probability that at least one contact will occur between i and j during a given night.
Fij Expected nightly first contact time between i and j, given a contact occurs.
Tij Expected total time i and j spent in contact during a given night.
tmax Variable equivalent to 12 hours.
Fmax Maximal first contact time.
A, B, C, D Study site designations.
N Number of (trapped) possums.
C Number of possums collared on a given study site.
ω Proportion of possible possum pairs that came into contact.
λ Density parameter of the spatial Poisson point process. λ > 0.
RI Radius of the area model individuals’ home-range centres lie in (m). RI =
√
N/πλ.
ci Probability of an individual i being trapped during the observation period.
Tcentral, Tgrid Functions describing the probability qi of being trapped during the observation period.
ntraps Number of traps. ntraps = 100.
yj Location of the j
th trap.
g0 One-night probability of capture at the home-range centre.
σ Measure of home-range size (m). r =
√
−2σ2 ln 1− 0.95.
dmodel Pairwise distances between home-range centres of model individuals.
ddata Estimated pairwise distances between home-range centres of possum pairs in the data.
Umodel, Udata Unique values of dmodel and ddata respectively.
fmodel, fdata Empirical cumulative distribution functions of dmodel and ddata respectively.
Table 3.10: Table of notation
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Chapter 4
A stochastic transmission model for
the spread of an epidemic through a
network
4.1 Background
In Chapter 2, we discussed data regarding the experimental infections of possums in a population, and the
subsequent secondary infections. In order to model this effectively, which we do in Chapter 5, we present in
this chapter a stochastic transmission model for the simulation of an epidemic through a population. Our
model utilises a weighted contact network representation of the population to inform the disease spread.
By performing simulations on toy networks, we then investigate the effect on epidemic spread of changing
aspects of the epidemic, including the disease incubation period and the likelihood of a contact resulting
in infection transmission, in addition to network topology. We find that the biggest effect can be seen
when altering either the parameters determining how the epidemic progresses, or the network density. This
transmission model will be used in the next chapter to simulate bovine tuberculosis epidemics spreading on
the weighted contact networks produced from the contact model presented in Chapter 3.
The dynamics of disease spread will be modelled using a compartmental epidemic model, specifically an
SEIR-model. Here, the population is compartmentalised according to what stage of the epidemic individuals
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are currently at. Individuals can move between compartments according to certain parameters. For example,
in the SEIR-model, the population is divided into susceptible (meaning not currently or previously infected)
individuals, who have a probability per unit time of being exposed to the disease by any of their currently
infectious neighbours in the contact network. This probability increases with the number of infectious
individuals. Exposed individuals are initially noninfectious, but become so after a latency period. These now
infectious individuals are removed from the population after a period of time.
Compartmental models date back to the 1927 paper by Kermack and McKendrick. Many different processes
have been modelled using a compartmental framework, including predator-prey models (see [Kohlmeier and
Ebenhöh, 1995, Pitchford and Brindley, 1998, Wang et al., 2011] and references within), interactions between
combatants during warfare (see [Ekchian, 1982, Johnson and MacKay, 2011, Armstrong, 2014] and references
within), chemical and biological reactions (see [Zhao et al., 2017, Darvey and Staff, 1966, Erban and Chapman,
2009] and references within), and even revolutions in dictatorial regimes [Lang and De Sterck, 2014].
Compartmental models have also been produced to describe the spread of various epidemics through a
variety of different species, including animal, plant and insect. Humans diseases in particular have been
modelled extensively. For example, compartmental models have been developed to describe outbreaks of Ebola
hemorrhagic fever. Lekone and Finkenstädt (2006) produced a model for the 1995 outbreak in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, and Getz et al. 2019 and others produced models for the 2014–2015 outbreak. Other
disease modelled include Spanish flu (Mills et al. (2004)), whooping cough in Nebraska, United States (Ameri
and Cooper (2019)), and cholera in East African refugee camps (Hailegiorgis and Crooks (2012)). Diseases in
animals and plants are also of interest, and pose different problems, as well as extensions, to those that arise
when modelling human populations. These obstacles include estimation of epidemic parameters such as the
rate of infection, and the determination the transmission route(s). Examples of animal diseases modelled
include the 2001 Foot and Mouth disease outbreak in the United Kingdom, which was modelled by both
Keeling et al. (2001) and Ferguson et al. (2001), and avian influenza in Pennsylvania, United States (see
Rorres et al. (2011)).
Contacts between individuals are not necessary uniform in frequency or length, and some individuals may
never meet. Therefore, the dynamics of epidemic spread, particularly for small populations, are better
modelled using a network framework, as we use in this chapter. The method of modelling an epidemic using a
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social network is a common one [Kenah and Robins, 2007, Keeling and Eames, 2005, Newman, 2002]. This
approach has been applied to many different diseases and contexts. Animal and plant diseases have been
modelled, including devil facial tumour disease in Tasmanian devils [Hamede et al., 2009]. In their 2017 paper,
Buddenhagen et al. built networks of the transfer of potato seeds between farmers, and simulated epidemics
on those networks.
Human diseases have also been modelled by using a network. The spread of A/H1N1 (also known as Swine
flu) has been modelled from a global perspective [Rausanu and Grosan, 2010], and in a single country, namely
Mexico [Frias-Martinez et al., 2011]. Other diseases modelled include obesity [González-Parra et al., 2010],
and the spread of dengue fever in Malaysia [Malik et al., 2017]. Weeden and Cornwell (2020) built networks
of students on the campus of Cornell University, New York, United States, with an aim of providing insight
into the spread of an epidemic such as COVID-19 through a unviersity population.
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4.2 Setting
In this section we describe mathematical techniques that are necessary for the models of epidemics through a
population that we showcase in this chapter.
4.2.1 Compartmental epidemic models
A compartmental model is a modelling technique where a population, be it of people, animals, chemical
reactants, or gases, are divided into compartments or states. Members of a given compartment are assumed
to be homogeneous with respect to some characteristic. In the case of epidemics, all individuals in the same
compartment are assumed to be at the same stage or state of the epidemic being modelled. Members of the
population can only inhabit one state at any given time, and have the ability to move between states at given
rates.
We model an epidemic, spreading through a population of individuals, using a compartmental model.
Individuals can occupy one of four states: Susceptible, Exposed (infected but not infectious), Infectious, and
Removed (dead or recovered). The model representation of this epidemic is referred to as an SEIR-model.
At each time t, the numbers of susceptible, exposed, infected, and removed individuals are given by S(t),
E(t), I(t), and R(t) respectively. By assuming that the population is of size N , and that the rates of
birth and non-disease-induced mortality are zero, the population size remains constant, and thus for each t,
S(t) + E(t) + I(t) +R(t) = N .
The following assumptions are made:
1. Disease is transmitted, at a rate β, from an infectious individual to a susceptible individual by contact.
2. Exposed individuals become infectious at a constant rate γ.
3. Infectious individuals die, or are removed, from the population at a constant rate δ. When an individual
is removed, no further contacts with it can occur, thus it cannot transmit the infection to any other
individuals.






Figure 4.1: Flowchart representing the state transitions in an SEIR-compartmental model.
4.2.2 Basic reproductive number R0
An important metric in epidemic modelling is the basic reproductive number R0. First used in demography,
where it was referred to as the ‘net reproductive rate’ and indicated the growth of a population [Dietz,
1993, Böckh, 1886], it started to come into use in an epidemiology context during the 20th century, and is
now widely used when studying the spread of disease [Heffernan et al., 2005]. A dimensionless variable, it is
defined as the average or expected number of secondary infections produced by one infected individual in a
completely susceptible population [Dietz, 1993, Fine, 1993, Diekmann et al., 1990, Heffernan et al., 2005].
Of particular importance to the study of epidemic spread are two features of R0. The first is called the
epidemic threshold, and refers to the threshold of R0 about 1, where below 1 the disease will not be able to
establish itself in a population, whereas above 1 it will. The second is that the proportion of a population
that need to be vaccinated in order to stop an epidemic establishing itself is calculated as 1− 1R0 .
4.2.3 Gillespie algorithm
The Gillespie algorithm is a computational method used to simulate the evolution of a continuous time Markov
process [Gillespie, 1977]. This method has been applied to a variety of different situations, including the
movement of cells [Binny et al., 2016] and epidemics such as HIV/AIDS [Kamina et al., 2019].
At each time t, each individual i in a population of size N has at most one transition it can undergo, with an
associated transition rate qi. Therefore the system is updated by undergoing one of N transitions. Some of
these transition rates are 0. The process can be described in four steps:
1. Initialise the system by setting t = 0. The initial state of the system is x(0).
2. For the current system state x(t), the N transition rates, qi(x(t)), are calculated as shown in Table 4.1.
For ease of notation, we will denote qi(x(t)) by qi(t). The total transition rate q(t) is then calculated as
their sum, q(t) =
∑N
i=1 qi(t).
3. Two random numbers are chosen. The first, ∆t, drawn from an exponential distribution with mean
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1/q(t), describes the time until the next event. The second is used to determine which of the transitions
will occur, and is drawn from a uniform distribution on (0, q(t)]. If the second number lies in the interval
(qi−1(t), qi(t)], then the i
th transition will occur, and the state of individual i is changed accordingly.
Here we define q0(t) = 0.
4. Time is then progressed to t+ ∆t, the occurrence of the next transition, and the system state x(t+ ∆t)
is updated to reflect the transition that just took place.
Steps 2-4 are repeated until either a preset time limit is reached, or q(t) = 0.
4.2.4 Random geometric graphs
A random geometric graph (RGG) is a network where the vertices are embedded in R2 and distributed
according to a random process. An edge exists between nodes i and j if the euclidean distance between them
is less than a certain threshold value. Random geometric graphs have been used to model networks of wireless
sensors [Kenniche and Ravelomananana, 2010], protein–protein interactions [Higham et al., 2008], and virus
spreading [Preciado and Jadbabaie, 2009].
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4.3 Well-mixed Transmission Model
An important step in building our stochastic network transmission model is to examine the well-mixed
epidemic model. We start off with the same population of size N as in Section 4.2.1. In the well-mixed model,
in addition to the three assumptions detailed in Section 4.2.1, an additional assumption is also made. This
assumption is that the population is well-mixed, meaning an individual in the population makes contact with
all other individuals at at given time. Therefore, the rate at which susceptible individuals become infected is
proportional to the product of the numbers of susceptible and infectious individuals.
Approaching this from a deterministic viewpoint, the SEIR-model can be expressed in the form of a system of
four ordinary differential equations, given in Eq. (4.1). A plot of the numerical solutions to this ODE system





= βSI − γE, dI
dt
= γE − δI, dR
dt
= δI (4.1)





























Figure 4.2: Plot of the numerical solutions to the ordinary differential equation system given in
Eq. (4.1), with N = 160, E(0) = 1, I(0) = R(0) = 0, β = 0.005, γ = 0.0133, and δ = 0.0074.
Let us examine assumptions (3) and (4) from Section 4.2.1, that individuals in states E and I leave that
state at constant rates γ and δ respectively. As explained in Bauer (2008), let L(t) denote the number of
exposed individuals who remained exposed but not infectious (i.e. latent) at time t after they were infected.
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Assumption (3), that exposed individuals become infectious at a constant rate γ, results in the relation
dL
dt = −γL [Brauer, 2008]. The solution to this ODE is given by L(t) = L(0) exp(−γt). Division by L(0)
shows that, at time t, the proportion of those exposed individuals who remain latent is exp(−γt).
Therefore, the length of time an individual spends in the exposed state is distributed according to an
exponential distribution with parameter γ. The same reasoning, but using assumption (4) instead, shows that
the length of time spent infectious is exponentially distributed with parameter δ. The mean of an exponential
distribution with parameter α is 1/α. Therefore, the mean length of time spent by an individual in states E
and I is 1/γ and 1/δ respectively.
4.3.1 Basic reproductive number R0 for well-mixed transmission models
In the well-mixed model, R0 is defined as the expected number of secondary cases transmitted directly by a
single infectious individual in an otherwise susceptible population. As discussed beforehand, the mean length
of time an individual spends infectious is 1/δ. The infection is assumed to spread to βS(0) individuals per





4.3.2 Final size relation
Let R∞ denote the final size of the epidemic, the number of individuals who, once the epidemic has ended,








βS . Integration of both sides with respect to S, and evaluation at 0 to find the integration
constant (R(0) = 0), gives:






with S(0) = N − 1, as the population is otherwise susceptible apart from a singular infectious individual. We
take the limit at t → ∞ and let S∞ = S(∞) and R∞ = R(∞). Dividing both sides by N , and using the
relationship R0 =
βS(0)





































W (−R0 exp (−R0)) (4.4)
Fig. 4.3 shows a plot of the relationship given in Eq. (4.3) for three finite populations of size N (40, 160, and
1000), in addition to the relationship given in Eq. (4.4) for an infinitely large population. As the population
grows, the relationship tends to that of the infinitely large population.
Figure 4.3: Plot of the relationship between basic reproductive number R0 and final epidemic
size R∞, in an SEIR-model performed on populations of size N . As N → ∞, the relationship
shown in the finite populations tends to that of the infinitely large population.
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4.4 Stochastic Transmission Model
A well-mixed model is not appropriate when studying small populations, as assumptions, including uniform
contact structure and contact frequency, can no longer be assumed [Britton, 2010]. As such, we employ
weighted contact networks to incorporate this contact heterogeneity.
Our stochastic transmission model has two components: the underlying weighted population network, and
the epidemic simulation model. Our population is assumed, as with the classical SEIR-model, to be of size
N and the population size remains constant because the rates of birth and non-disease-induced mortality
are zero. A contact occurs between two individuals if they come within 1 metre of each other. This value
reflects the detection distance of the collars used on the real-world possum population in Section 2.2. Since
the population is assumed to not be well-mixed, not every pair of individuals will come into contact.
The underlying structure of our population is modelled using a weighted contact network G. Each individual i
is represented by a node in G. Edges in G connect nodes, and represent the possibility of a contact occurring
between pairs of individuals. In order to account for the heterogeneity of individuals’ contacts, a nonzero
value, the edge weight is associated to each edge. The weight of the edge between i and j is denoted wij ,
which is the contact rate for the pair.
We use an SEIR compartmental model to simulate an epidemic spreading through our population. The state
of the population at time t is given by x(t) = (x1(t), . . . , xN (t)) where, for individual i, xi(t) is assigned a
label S, E, I or R, depending on its current status (we write xj(t) = S to denote that at time t, individual j
is susceptible). We denote x(0) = (x1(0), . . . , xN (0)) to be the initial state of the population.
The rate at which contacts between a susceptible individual i and an infectious individual j result in the
disease being passed from j to i is given by β. Thus, the transition rate from the susceptible to the exposed
state for individual i at time t, given by κi(t), is equal to β multiplied by sum of the edge weights of infectious
individuals incident to i. Exposed individuals become infectious at a constant rate γ. Infected individuals
die, or are removed, from the population at a constant rate δ. These assumptions correspond to individuals
remaining in compartments E and I for exponentially distributed times (with means 1/γ and 1/δ respectively),
which is consistent with the classical SEIR-model. When an individual is removed, no further contacts with it
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can occur, thus it cannot transmit the infection to any other individuals. The transition rates are summarised
in Table 4.1. We assume that β, γ and δ are identical for each individual.
Current state xi(t) Transition Transition rate qi(t)
S Susceptible to Exposed (S → E) κi(t) = β
∑
xj(t)=I,j 6=i wij
E Exposed to Infectious (E → I) γ
I Infectious to Removed (I → R) δ
Table 4.1: We calculate the rates of transition qi(t), between the four different states, that an individual i in
our population can undergo at time t.
At time 0, a small proportion of the individuals, referred to as the seed population, have been exposed to the
disease, and thus xi(0) = E for those individuals. The individuals in the seed populations are referred to
as seed cases. The remainder are susceptible. Any infectious individual who is not in the seed population is
referred to as a secondary infection, and an epidemic with at least one secondary infection is defined to be
an established epidemic. We implement a Gillespie algorithm, as described in Section 4.2.3, to simulate the





+ γE(t) + δI(t) (4.5)
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4.5 Basic Reproductive Number R0 for network models
As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the basic reproductive number R0 is defined as the expected number of secondary
infections directly transmitted from a singular infectious individual in an otherwise susceptible population.
In Section 4.3.1, we derived a formula for R0 in the case of a well-mixed transmission model performed on
a population of size N , showing that it was equal to the product of the number of individuals infected per
unit time (βS(0)) and the average time spent infectious (1/δ). The well-mixed model assumes that each
pair of individuals come into contact, and do so at the same rate. This assumption cannot be applied to our
stochastic transmission model, as both the contact structure and rate of contact are not homogeneous across
the population. In this section, we review the previous work conducted to find an analytical formula for R0 in
epidemic network models.
Building directly from the well-mixed model, the intuitive formula for R0 is given by Eq. (4.6), where 〈k〉 is
the mean degree of the network’s adjacency matrix. The reasoning behind this is that for an initially infectious
node in a network of otherwise susceptible nodes, the expected number of secondary infections is proportional
to the average number of connections of the infectious node, that is 〈k〉. This formula has been used when
modelling epidemics on both homogeneous networks (e.g. complete graphs), and Erdős-Rényi-Gilbert random
networks [Kephart and White, 1992]. However, when the contact structure of the network is sufficiently
heterogeneous, the assumptions that allow the use of this formula are not applicable. For example, the as the
degree distribution of a network becomes more broad, the mean degree may no longer be an accurate way of





For networks with more heterogeneity, a formula for R0 was developed that reflects the effect of the broader
degree distribution on the epidemic spread. The formula, given in Eq. (4.7), is proportional to the ratio of
the first and second moments of the degree distribution. First used to better understand HIV transmission
dynamics, this formula was developed to reflect the effect that highly connected nodes in the network have on
HIV epidemic spread [Anderson et al., 1986, May and Anderson, 1987, May and Anderson, 1988]. This formula
has been applied to not only the real-world sexual contact networks in Anderson et al. (1986) and subsequent
papers, but also scale-free networks (in particular certain Barabási-Albert networks) [Pastor-Satorras and
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A further development was made that related the basic reproductive number R0 to the eigenvalues of the
adjacency matrix. Wang et al. (2003) proposed a formula that did not rely on any particular network
topology. From their SIS-model, where individuals can move to and from Susceptible and infectious states,
they concluded that, for a given network with adjacency matrix A, R0 is proportional to the spectral radius,
the largest real eigenvalue, of A. This formula is given in Eq. (4.8). In the same paper, they showed that
the formula, when applied to homogeneous networks or Erdős-Rényi-Gilbert random networks, Eq. (4.8) is
equivalent to Eq. (4.6). Further, it was also shown that for finite scale-free networks, Eq. (4.8) is a more




, where ρ(A) is the spectral radius of A (4.8)
However, Van Mieghem et al. (2008) concluded that model of Wang et al. (2003) was only accurate when β/δ
was below the steady-state epidemic threshold. Furthermore, Omic (2010) discussed a potentially erroneous
assumption that Wang et al. (2003) made, that there is a probability of 0.5 that node i becomes cured after
being infected by its neighbours, noting that the assumption of the 0.5 probability was not an valid modelling
step. The model in Wang et al. (2003) was later improved upon in Chakrabarti et al. (2008) [Van Mieghem,
2011, Cator and Van Mieghem, 2012]. Youssef and Scoglio (2011) showed that this epidemic threshold holds
for SIR-epidemics taking place on networks. The networks we discuss throughout this thesis are weighted
random geometric graphs, and therefore of particular relevance is the application of this formula by Preciado
and Jadbabaie, (2009) and Estrada et al. (2016) to random geometric graphs or their extensions.
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4.6 Outputs from model simulations
We have now presented our stochastic transmission model, which allows us to simulate an epidemic spreading
from an initial group of exposed individuals, through a population represented by a weighted contact network.
In this section we detail the outputs that can be produced from a single epidemic simulation, and how results
from multiple simulations can be consolidated. The final part, concerning consolidating results, will be of
importance in Chapter 5, where we we perform multiple epidemic simulations on networks produced using the
models described in Chapter 3.
4.6.1 Outputs from a single model simulation
From each simulation of an epidemic, we can produce several results:
• A time series of the epidemic. At the end of each 24-hour period, we count the number of individuals in
each state.
• The final size R∞ of the epidemic, the number of individuals who have been removed from the population
during the simulation. Since an individual can only be removed if they were infectious, this is equivalent
to the number of individuals who were in state I at any point throughout the simulation.
• The directed ‘infection trees’ of the epidemic. For each infected individual i, our model gives, explicitly,
the individual j who infected i. We can create disjoint directed trees, each representing the infection
spreading from a single individual in the seed population.
• The number of infections transmitted directly by a single initially infected node, a seed case, in a
otherwise susceptible population, during the period in which the node is infectious.
• The numbers of days, from 0, until the last infection and last removal events.
To illustrate this, an example binary random geometric graph, with network density 0.2, is produced by
placing 40 vertices in a circle of radius 1 metre according to a spatial Poisson point process. Pairwise distances
between vertices are calculated, and edges representing the 156 pairs (thereby producing a network density of
0.2) with the shortest pairwise distances are chosen. This example network is shown in Fig. 4.4.
We perform a single simulation of an epidemic spreading on this network. In our simulation, we set β = 0.01,
corresponding to 1% of contacts causing infection. Further we set γ = 0.0166 and δ = 0.0133, which correspond
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Figure 4.4: An example random geometric
graph on 40 vertices, representing a
population of 40 individuals. This network
has network density 0.2, by the explicit choice of
156 edges corresponding to the 156 shortest
distances between individuals.
Figure 4.5: The ‘infection tree’ of an
epidemic simulation. From an epidemic
simulation, we produce the directed tree that
represents the spread of disease through the
population. The infection tree for the simulation
also shown in Fig. 4.6 is highlighted in red, with
the seed case highlighted in purple, and infected
individual who did not infect anyone themselves
in yellow.
to latent and infectious periods of 60 days and 75 days respectively. The epidemic started with a single seed
case, chosen from the population at random, and was run for 4000 days. The infection tree of the epidemic is
shown in Fig. 4.5. The seed case is highlighted in purple, and infected individual who did not infect anyone
themselves are highlighted in yellow.
The values of S(t), E(t), I(t), and R(t) at the end of each 24-hour period following the start of the epidemic
are calculated. Fig. 4.6 shows the plot of these values. The final size of this epidemic was 31. There were five
individuals to whom the infection was directly transmitted by the seed case. The last infection event occurred
on day 562, and the last removal event on day 750.
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Figure 4.6: Plot of values of S(t), E(t), I(t), and R(t). A single simulation of an epidemic spreading on
the network shown in Fig. 4.4 is performed. The numbers of individuals in each epidemic compartment at the
end of each 24-hour period is calculated.
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4.6.2 Consolidating the results of multiple epidemic simulations
When performing multiple simulations, we consolidate the results in the following ways:
• Calculating the average values of S(t), E(t), I(t), and R(t) for each 24-hour period.
• Producing distributions of:
– The final size R∞ of each epidemic.
– The number of infections directly transmitted to an individual by a seed case. By taking the
average value of this distribution, we calculate an estimation for the basic reproductive number R0.
– The days on which the final infection and final removal events took place.
To illustrate this, we perform ten simulations with the same population, parameters and initial conditions as
Section 4.6.1. Fig. 4.7 shows the distribution of the compartmental values for each simulation (in green), and
the average value over the ten simulations (in red). For simulations where the epidemic established itself, the
compartment numbers follow similar trends, with the curves shifted due the stochastic nature of the seed
case’s latency period.




































Average of simulated results
Figure 4.7: Numbers of individuals in each compartment, for each 24-hour period, from ten
epidemic simulations. The same population, parameters and seed case as with Section 4.6.1 are used.
Plots of S(t), E(t), I(t), and R(t) are shown in green, with the average values in red.
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of final epidemic
sizes R∞. There is one simulation where the
epidemic failed to establish, and thus R∞ = 1,
and another where only one individual was
removed. The majority of simulations resulted in
a large proportion of individuals in the
population being removed.
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of the number of
infections directly transmitted by the
seed case. The modal number of infections
from this single individual is one. By taking the
average over the ten simulations, we produce an
estimated value of R0 = 2.6.
The distribution of final epidemic sizes R∞, the number of individuals who were infectious during the epidemic,
is shown in Fig. 4.8. There is one simulation where the epidemic failed to establish, and another where only
one individuals was infected. The majority of simulations resulted in a large proportion of individuals in the
population being infected.
From each simulation, the number of infections directly transmitted by the single individual in the seed
population is calculated. The distribution of these values is given in Fig. 4.9. The modal number of infections
from this single individual is one. By taking the average over the ten simulations, we produce an estimated























Figure 4.10: Distributions of the final exposure and final removal event times.
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4.6.3 Comparison of analytical and simulated values of R0
As discussed in Section 4.5, there are various formulae to calculating the value of R0 for an epidemic on a
network. We can also calculate a value of R0 from epidemic simulations, as explained in Section 4.6.2. Fig. 4.11
shows a comparison between simulated values of R0 and values calculated using Eqs. (4.6) to (4.8), for three
different classes of network: Erdos-Reyni-Gilbert, small-world, and random geometric graphs. Regardless of
which analytical formula is used, Fig. 4.11 shows that the simulated value is always lower than the analytical





Figure 4.11: Plot of simulated against analytical values of R0, for three classes of network. For
Erdos-Reyni-Gilbert, small-world, and random geometric networks, we calculate analytical values of R0 using
Eqs. (4.6) to (4.8). Further, we perform epidemic simulations, calculating simulated values of R0 as per
Section 4.6.2. The black line is the line y = x. Regardless of which analytical formula is used, the simulated
value is always lower than the analytical value. This could be because we have in fact chosen an erroneous
definition for our simulated R0 value.
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4.7 Effect of changing parameters and network topology on an epidemic
In this section, we aim to better understand how different epidemic parameters and topological properties
of networks affect the spread of an epidemic. To achieve this, simplified toy networks are produced, and
SEIR-model epidemics are simulated on them. For each change of parameter, we produce 50 binary networks
on 40 vertices, in order to reduce the effect of a single network’s topology on the results. Each population
is produces using the same network construction method as in the previous subsection. For each network,
1000 epidemics were simulated, with different seed cases. Seed cases were chosen randomly from a possible
seed population, where the possible seed population is determined by a rule that we will explicitly state. We
investigate the effect of changing:
• The values of the epidemic parameters β, γ, and δ.
• The network density.
• The process by which the possible seed population is determined.
• The edge weight distribution.
Throughout this section, we will be comparing results from the stochastic transmission model discussed
in Section 4.4, with those of the well-mixed model, examining and highlighting any parameters, network
structures, or edge weight distributions makes the stochastic model to converge to the well-mixed model.
As an initial comparison, we compare the results from the stochastic transmission model with both a
deterministic and a stochastic version of the well-mixed model. To model a stochastic version of the well-mixed
model is described in Section 4.3, we implement a Gillespie algorithm, as defined in Section 4.2.3. At each
time t, the total transition rate is given by q(t) = βS(t)I(t) + γE(t) + δI(t). We perform multiple simulations
of the stochastic well-mixed model, in addition to our stochastic transmission model, performed on a complete
network, and summarise the results as discussed in Section 4.6.2. As shown in Fig. 4.12, the results from
the stochastic well-mixed model match closely with those of the stochastic transmission model. This is to be
expected, as simulating the model on a complete network is equivalent to the well-mixed assumption.
However, the results from the deterministic well-mixed model do not match up with those of either the
stochastic well-mixed or stochastic transmission models. This is most likely due to stochasticity; there is a
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non-zero probability that the epidemic will die out before infecting the entire population, as it does in the
deterministic model. Further, the stochasticity of individuals transitioning from the Exposed to the Infectious
compartments will also result in a difference between the stochastic and deterministic well-mixed models.
As the stochastic well-mixed model more closely matches our stochastic transmission model, in this section we
will use results from the stochastic well-mixed model when comparing with our transmission model.











































Figure 4.12: Comparison between results from the deterministic and stochastic well-mixed
models, in addition to the stochastic transmission model. The deterministic well-mixed model does
not match up with either the stochastic well-mixed or stochastic transmission models. This is most likely due
to stochasticity; there is a non-zero probability that the epidemic will die out before infecting the entire
population as it does in the deterministic model. Further, the stochasticity of individuals transitioning from
the Exposed to the Infectious compartments will also result in a difference between the stochastic and
deterministic well-mixed models. The stochastic well-mixed model, however, does match more closely
matches our stochastic transmission model.
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4.7.1 Altering the values of the epidemic parameters β, γ, and δ
In order to assess the effect of changing one of the transmission coefficient β, rate of becoming infectious γ,
and rate of removal δ, network density is fixed at 0.2, each individual in each population is a possible seed
case, and initial values of β, γ, and δ are set. When a single parameter is changed, the values of the other
parameters remain the same. Three values of each parameter were tested. The initial and tested values are
given in Table 4.2.
β γ δ
Initial value 0.01 160
1
75











Table 4.2: The initial and tested values for the the transmission coefficient β, rate of becoming infectious γ,
and rate of removal δ.
When looking at the average values of S(t), E(t), I(t), and R(t) for each 24-hour period, as shown in Figs. 4.13
to 4.15, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• Increasing the value of the transmission coefficient β results in a higher average value of the final
epidemic size R∞. It also results in more infection events in a shorter period of time, as shown by the
values of E(t), but the epidemic itself ends, on average, much more quickly.
• Increasing the rate of becoming infectious γ, and thereby decreasing the length of the latent period, has
no effect on the final epidemic size. This is to be expected. A shorter latent period results in individuals
becoming infectious quicker, but the the values of β and δ remaining constant means that the same
number of infection events will occur, only in a shorter period of time, causing the epidemic to end
earlier.
• Decreasing the length of the infectious period, that is increasing the removal rate δ, results in fewer
infections, and the epidemic dying slightly sooner. This is due to the shorter infectious period leading to
fewer infection events before an individual is removed from the population.
These conclusions are corroborated by the distributions of final infection and final removal events shown in
Figs. 4.16 and 4.17.
Similar conclusions can be drawn when looking at the distributions of the final epidemic sizes, as shown
in Fig. 4.18. As the transmission coefficient β increases, or the removal rate δ decreases, the number of
established epidemics (involving at least one infection from the seed population) increases. Further, as β
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increases, the overall final size of the epidemic increases as well. In fact, once β ≥ 0.1, most simulations result
in the epidemic infecting almost all individuals in a population. This results from a larger β allowing for
more infections before the individuals are removed from the population. A similar conclusion, with similar
justification, can be made when δ ≤ 1/150.
As shown in Fig. 4.19, altering the value of γ, the rate of becoming infectious, does little to change the
distribution of R0, though the mean value does increase as γ is decreased. This is possibly due to the time
spent in the exposed compartment. If an individual spends less time in the latent state, then they may infect
individuals who would have been infected by the seed case if the latent period were longer. This would then
result in a smaller value of R0. Increasing the value of β, or decreasing the value of δ, results in distributions
with higher values, and higher means.
When comparing the results between our stochastic transmission model and the well-mixed model, the only
parameter change that allows the two methods to converge is by increasing the value of the transmission
parameter β. When we increase β to 0.1, the results, shown in Figs. 4.13 and 4.16 to 4.18, match closely with
those of the well-mixed model. This is mostly likely due to the higher value of β causing a similar number of
infections to occur, allowing the epidemic to spread in a similar way to the well-mixed model, even with the
lower network density prohibiting all transmission routes fro mthe well-mixed model to be available to the
epidemic. However, the same phenomenon is not seen when the values of γ or δ are changed. This could be
due to the fixed value of β = 0.01 used, or that the values of γ and δ are not sufficient for the epidemic to
progress in the manner it does in the well-mixed model.
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Well-mixed model
Figure 4.13: Average numbers of individuals in each compartment, for each 24-hour period, for
three different values of the transmission coefficient β. As the value of β increases, the average value
of the final epidemic size R∞ increases. Additionally, more infection events occur in a shorter period of time,
as shown by the values of E(t), but the epidemic itself ends, on average, more quickly.
Well-mixed model
Figure 4.14: Average numbers of individuals in each compartment, for each 24-hour period, for
three different values of γ, the rate of becoming infectious. By increasing the rate of becoming
infectious γ, and thereby decreasing the length of the latent period, individuals become infectious quicker, but
as the the values of the transmission coefficients β and the removal rate δ remain constant, the same number
of infection events will occur, only in a shorter period of time. This results in an epidemic ending earlier, but
also little to no effect on the final epidemic size R∞.
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Well-mixed model
Figure 4.15: Average numbers of individuals in each compartment, for each 24-hour period, for
three different values of δ, the rate of removal. Increasing the removal rate δ, that is decreasing the
length of the infectious period, results in fewer infections, and thus both a smaller value of the final epidemic
size R∞ and the epidemic dying slightly sooner. This is due to the shorter infectious period leading to fewer
infection events before an individual is removed from the population.
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Figure 4.16: Plots of the final infection events for each epidemic simulation. Increasing either of
the transmission coefficient β or the rate of becoming infectious γ, causes the final infection events to occur
sooner. This is to be expected as a higher value of either parameter causes infection events to occur more
rapidly (β) or exposed individuals to become infectious sooner (γ). Increasing the removal rate δ does
decrease the final event time, but the effect is less than altering β or γ.
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Figure 4.17: Plots of the final removal events for each epidemic simulation. Increasing the removal
rate δ, that is decreasing the length of the infectious period, results in fewer infections, and thus both a
smaller value of the final epidemic size R∞ and the epidemic dying slightly sooner. This is due to the shorter
infectious period leading to fewer infection events before an individual is removed from the population.
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Figure 4.18: Cumulative distribution functions of the final epidemic sizes. Similar conclusions can
be drawn when looking at the distributions of the final epidemic sizes, as shown in Fig. 4.18. As the
transmission coefficient β increases, or the removal rate δ decreases, the number of established epidemics
(involving at least one infection from the seed population) increases. Further, as β increases, the overall final
size of the epidemic increases as well. In fact, once β ≥ 0.1, most simulations result in the epidemic infecting
almost all individuals in a population. This results from a larger β allowing for more infections before the
individuals are removed from the population. A similar conclusion, with similar justification, can be made
when δ ≤ 1/150. Results from the well-mixed model are shown as dashed lines, for comparison.
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Figure 4.19: Distributions of the number of infections directly transmitted from the seed case.
Increasing the value of the transmission coefficient β, or decreasing the value of the removal rate δ, results in
more individuals being infected by the seed case. However, altering the value of the rate of becoming
infectious γ does little to change the distribution. The mean values of these distributions, namely values of
R0, are shown as dash-dot lines. As β is increased, or δ is decreased, the value of R0 is increased. The value
of R0 does increase as γ is decreased. This is possibly due to the time spent in the exposed compartment. If
an individual spends less time in the latent state, then they may possibly infected individuals who, if the
latent period were longer, would be infected by the seed case. This would then result in a smaller value of R0.
Results from the well-mixed model are shown as dashed lines, for comparison.
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4.7.2 Changing the network density
Network density is the proportion of edges that exist in a network, out of the total that can possibly exist.
Changing the network density affects the spread of an epidemic through a network as a higher network density
corresponds to more edges in the networks, allowing the epidemic more opportunity to spread. We start by
fixing the transmission coefficient β, rate of becoming infectious γ, and removal rate δ, at the following values:
β = 0.01, γ = 160 , and δ =
1
75 . Each individual in each population is a possible seed case. Ten values of the
network density are tested, from 0.1 to 1.
As shown in Fig. 4.20, when the network density is increased, not only are more individuals infected overall,
more individuals are infected in a shorter period of time, and the epidemic dies out quicker. This is due
to the increased network density resulting in more individuals available to infect, causing the epidemic to
spread more rapidly, and burnt out quicker. Of interest is the distributions of final epidemic sizes, as shown in
Fig. 4.21. There seems to be two thresholds with regards to the network density. The first occurs between
0.1 and 0.3, where the epidemic goes from rarely infecting many individuals, to more often infecting the
majority of the population. Secondly, between 0.7 and 0.9, the epidemic goes from infecting the majority of
the population if it establishes itself, to almost every epidemic that establishes itself infecting every individual
in a population.

























































Figure 4.20: Numbers of individuals in each compartment, for each 24-hour period, for ten
different network densities. As the network density is increased, more individuals are infected overall,
more individuals are infected in a shorter period of time, and the epidemic dies out quicker. When the
network density reaches 1, the results match those from the well-mixed model discussed in Section 4.3.
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Well-mixed model
Figure 4.21: Cumulative distribution functions of the final epidemic sizes for different network
densities. Two threshold situations appear. The first occurs between 0.1 and 0.3, where the epidemic goes
from rarely infecting many individuals, to more often infecting the majority of the population. Secondly,
between 0.7 and 0.9, the epidemic goes from infecting the majority of the population if it establishes itself, to
almost every epidemic that establishes itself infecting every individual in a population. When the network
density reaches 1, the results match those from the well-mixed model discussed in Section 4.3.
The distributions of final infection event times are shown in Fig. 4.22. Here, we can see that as the network
density increases, the entire distribution at first (between 0.1 and 0.3) is shifted to the right, after which the
peak is shifted to the left. As the network density increases, the number of routes of infection also increase,
causing a higher number of infections, as shown in Fig. 4.21, but also for the epidemic to burn itself out
quicker, as it runs out of individuals or infection routes.
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Figure 4.22: Distributions of final infection event times for different network densities. As the
network density increases, the entire distribution at first (between 0.1 and 0.2) is shifted to the right, after
which the peak is shifted to the left. The number of routes of infection increases along with the network
density, meaning that not only are more individuals infected, but the epidemic burns itself out quicker, as it
runs out of individuals or infection routes. When the netowkr density reaches 1, the results match those from
the well-mixed model discussed in Section 4.3.
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Plots of the distributions of final removal event times are given in Fig. 4.23. As the network density increases,
the distribution changes in the same manner as with the final infection event times, with one added feature:
the number of small event times decreases. This is most likely due to the increased network density allowing
for more successful epidemics, which in turn last for a longer time.
When the network density is increased, the distribution of the number of infections from the seed case is
shifted to the right, and the mean value, R0, is increased, as shown in Fig. 4.24. An explanation could be
that a higher network density, resulting in a higher mean degree, results in more individuals available, to the
seed case, for infection.
When the network density approaches 1, each of the results that we examine match those from the well-mixed
model discussed in Section 4.3. This is because the well-mixed model is equivalent to simulating epidemics on
a complete network, that is one where all pairs of individuals are in contact.
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Figure 4.23: Distributions of final removal event times for different network densities. As the
network density increases, the distribution changes in the same manner as with the final infection event times.
However, an extra phenomenon appears. As the network density increases, the number of small final removal
event times decreases. An explanation for this is the increased network density allowing for more successful
epidemics, which in turn last for a longer time. When the network density reaches 1, the results match those
from the well-mixed model discussed in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.24: The value of R0 increases as the network density increases. When the network density
is increased, the distribution of the number of infections from the seed case is shifted to the right, and the
mean value of these distributions, R0, is increased. These values are shown as dashed lines. An explanation
could be that a higher network density, resulting in a higher mean degree, results in more individuals available,
to the seed case, for infection. Results from the well-mixed model are shown for comparison. As the network
density reaches 1, the results from our stochastic transmission model match up with the well-mixed model.
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4.7.3 Changing the choice of seed population
It is important, from both a theoretical and a real-world view point, to understand the effect upon a epidemic
of the characteristics of the initially infected (either accidentally or deliberately) individuals. For example,
if we desired to make sure that an epidemic spread as far through the population as possible, it would
advantageous to know who which individuals would be best to infect in order to achieve this.
In this section, the effect of the process by which the seed population is determined is examined. For a fixed
network density of 0.2, and parameters β = 0.01, γ = 160 , and δ =
1
75 , we investigate three scenarios for
the seed population: ‘low-social’ individuals, those whose degrees are less than two from the 25th percentile,
those with degrees less than two from the mean degree, and ‘high-social’ individuals, those whose degrees are
less that two from the 75th percentiles. These percentiles and mean are calculated from idealised random
geometric graphs on 40 individuals, and plots of these values for various densities are shown in Fig. 4.25.



















Figure 4.25: Plots of the 25th, 50th (mean), and 75th percentiles of the degrees of idealised random geometric
graphs on 40 individuals.
Altering the seed population has an effect on the epidemic simulations that we perform, though the effect is
lesser than when the parameters β, γ, and δ are varied. Seeding the epidemic in more social individuals results
in a higher final epidemic size (as shown in Fig. 4.27), higher numbers of exposed and infected individuals
and the epidemic ending marginally quicker (as shown in Fig. 4.26). Further, the time of both the final
infection and final removal events occurs earlier if a more social individual were chosen (as shown in Figs. 4.28
and 4.29). Finally, the value of R0 is higher if a more social individual were chosen, due tpo the higher number
of individuals that can be infected. This is shown in Fig. 4.30.
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Changing the seed population does allow the results from the stochastic transmission model to converge to
those from the well-mixed model. As shown in Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2, unless the values of the epidemic
parameters or network density are chosen accordingly, the results from the stochastic transmission and
well-mixed models will not converge.







































Figure 4.26: Numbers of individuals in each compartment, for each 24-hour period, for three
different seed population choices. When the seed population is chosen from individuals with higher
degrees, the number of removed individuals increases, as does the number of exposed and infected individuals,
and the epidemic ends quicker.
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Figure 4.27: Cumulative distribution functions of the final epidemic sizes for three different
seed population choices. As the degree of the seed case increases, so does the final epidemic size R∞. This
is a result of more individuals being infected in the first stages of the epidemic, allowing it to spread further.
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Figure 4.28: Distributions of final infection event times for three different seed population
choices. As the degree of the seed population increases, the final infection events occur earlier.
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Figure 4.29: Distributions of final removal event times for three different seed population
choices. As the degree of the seed population increases, the final removal events occur earlier.
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Figure 4.30: The value of R0 choice of seed case has a small effect on the value of R0. Histograms
of the number of infections directly transmitted from the seed case are calculated from simulations. The
values of R0 are shown as dashed lines. The results from the well-mixed model are shown for comparison.
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4.7.4 Changing the distribution of edge weights
In the following chapter, we present network models for the spread of bovine tuberculosis through possum
populations. The networks upon which epidemics are simulated are weighted, so it is necessary to understand
how changing the distribution of edge weights affected epidemic spread.
To achieve this, we fix the parameters and network density as before. Then we investigate three scenarios:
positively skewed edge weights, unweighted edges (binary networks), and negatively skewed edge weights.
Each scenario is designed to have a mean edge weight of 1. In the positively (negatively) skewed scenario,
the weight of an edge between nodes i and j is an increasing (decreasing) linear function of the distance
between them (see Fig. 4.31). Histograms of positively and negatively skewed edge weights produced from 2000
populations, each of network density 0.2 and size 40, are shown in Fig. 4.32. The means of these distributions
are represented by lines, and show that the means are approximately one.
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Figure 4.31: Plots of functions of distance between home-range centres that give edge weights.
The numbers of individuals in each compartment, for each edge weighting scenario are shown in Fig. 4.33. As
the edge weights become more negatively skewed, the number of susceptible individuals decreases, and there
are more infections events in a given period of time. This is corroborated by the distributions of final epidemic
sizes shown in Fig. 4.34. However, as shown in Figs. 4.35 and 4.36, the edge weightings have a comparatively
minor effect on the distributions of final infection and final removal event times, which could be due to the
edge weights being too similar. As illustrated in Fig. 4.37, the edge weights have little effect on the value of
R0. This could be due to the edge weights being too similar.
In each of the three edge weight distribution scenarios, the results from the stochastic transmission model do
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Figure 4.32: Distributions of positively and negatively skewed edge weights produced from 2000 populations,
each of network density 0.2 and size 40. The mean values of the distributions are shown as lines.
not match up with those from the well-mixed model. This is most likely due to the edge weights being very
similar and tightly distributed about one. As discussed in Section 4.7.3, unless the parameters are chosen
accordingly, the results will not converge. Furthermore, as the edge weightings are very similar to that of the
networks used in these aforementioned sections, the results will once again not converge.
Figure 4.33: Numbers of individuals in each compartment, for each 24-hour period, for
different edge weightings. As the edge weights become more negatively skewed, the number of susceptible
individuals decreases, and there are more infections events in a given period of time.
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Figure 4.34: Cumulative distribution functions of the final epidemic sizes. The numbers of
individuals in each compartment, for each edge weighting scenario are shown in Fig. 4.33. As the edge
weights become more negatively skewed, the number of susceptible individuals decreases, and there are more
infections events in a given period of time. This is corroborated by the distributions of final epidemic sizes
shown in Fig. 4.34.
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Figure 4.35: Distributions of final infection event times for different edge weighting scenarios.
The distributions are similar, regardless of the edge weighting. This is possibly due to edge weights being very
similar.
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Figure 4.36: Distributions of final removal event times for different edge weighting scenarios.
The distributions are similar, regardless of the edge weighting. This is possibly due to edge weights being very
similar.
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Figure 4.37: The edge weighting has little effect of the value of R0. Distributions of the number of
infections caused by the seed case are calculated from simulations. The distributions are similar, indicating
that the edge weight function shown in Fig. 4.31 has little effect of the values. Accordingly, the mean of the
distributions, R0, is also similar. These values are shown as dashed lines. Results from the well-mixed model
are shown for comparison.
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4.8 Discussion
In this chapter, we presented a stochastic transmission model for simulating the spread of an epidemic through
a population represented by a network structure.
We started by examining the classical deterministic well-mixed compartmental model, where individuals are
assigned to compartments according to their epidemic status and can move between compartments according
to given transition rates. The well-mixed model also assumes that all individuals are in contact and make
contact at the same rate. We highlighted important results from this model, including those concerning the
final epidemic size R∞ and basic reproductive number R0.
Following on from the well-mixed model, we discussed our stochastic transmission model. Performed on
a weighted contact network, we use an SEIR-model to simulate infection events between susceptible and
infectious individuals, in addition to events representing exposed individuals becoming infectious and infectious
individuals being removed from the population. From a given simulation, we can produce a variety of results
about the spread of a disease through a network. These results include the numbers of individuals in each
compartment (Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious, and Removed) at the end of each 24-hour period, the final
epidemic size R∞, and the basic reproductive number R0.
Subsequently, we compared our stochastic transmission model against both the deterministic and a stochastic
version of the well-mixed model. We found that simulating the stochastic transmission model on a complete
network allows the results to match up with the stochastic well-mixed model, but neither matched with the
deterministic well-mixed model. This is most likely due to stochasticity allowing for scenarios including a
non-zero probability of the epidemic dying out. We also examined analytical results for the basic reproductive
number R0, comparing them against values produced from simulations. We found that analytical results were
consistently greater than the simulated values, indicating that our process of calculating R0 from simulations
is potentially erroneous.
In the last part of this chapter, we used simulations on toy networks to investigate the effect of altering:
parameters including the transmission coefficient β, the rate of becoming infectious γ, and the removal rate
δ; network characteristics including network density and edge weights; and the initial condition of the seed
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population. We found that overall, changing either the epidemic parameters or the network density had the
largest effect on the evolution of an epidemic. When increasing β or the network density, or decreasing δ, not
only are more individuals infected, but specifically more individuals are infected by the seed case. Further,
when increasing β, γ, or the network density, the epidemic dies out sooner. Effects can also be seen when
altering the edge weights, or seeding the infection in individuals with a higher or lower than mean degree, but
the effects are much less stark.
When considering the well-mixed model, in comparison to our stochastic transmission model, we found that
when increasing the transmission coefficient β to a value above 0.1, or increasing the network density to close
to 1, the two methods converge. In other parameter, network topology and edge weight situations, this does
not hold.
The model we have presented in this chapter will be used in the following chapter to model the spread of a
bovine tuberculosis epidemic through a common brushtail possum population. We simulate epidemics on the
empirical contact networks from Chapter 2, in addition to networks produced from Chapter 3, with a view to
find appropriate parameter values that will allow results from our transmission model to match with those
from the real-world data discussed in Section 2.3.
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4.9 Glossary of notation used
Notation Meaning
N Population size.
S, E, I, R States of individuals in the population.
S(t), E(t), I(t), R(t) Number of individuals in each state at time t. S(t) + E(t) + I(t) +R(t) = N .
i, j Individuals in our population.
x(t) State of the population at time t. The initial state of the population is x(0).
xi(t) State of individual i at time t. Here, xi(t) ∈ {S,E, I,R}.
β Transmission coefficient.
γ Rate at which individuals who are exposed become infectious.
δ Rate at which infectious individuals are removed.
qk(t) Transition rate for transition k at time t.
q(t) Total transition rate for the system at time t. Here q(t) =
∑N
k=1 qk(t).
Pij Probability of a contact occurring between individuals i and j.
κi(t) Rate at which individual i is exposed to the disease at time t.
R0 Basic reproduction number.
R∞ The final size of the epidemic.
D Diffusion coefficient.
Table 4.3: Table of notation for Chapter 4
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Chapter 5
Fitting a stochastic transmission
model for the spread of bovine
tuberculosis through a possum
population to real-world data
5.1 Background
In Chapter 2, we examined two data sets, one of contacts between possums in four distinct populations, and
one of the introduction and later detection of bovine tuberculosis in these same populations. As discussed
in Section 2.3, secondary infections of individuals who were never collared were detected. Because of the
absence of contact data regarding these uncollared secondary infections, it is necessary for us to produce a
model describing the spread of a bovine tuberculosis epidemic through a possum population composed of both
collared and uncollared individuals. A model of possum movement and contact was presented in Chapter 3,
which allowed us to produce weighted contact networks representing possum populations. In Chapter 4, we
presented a stochastic transmission model for the spread of an epidemic through a population represented by
a weighted network.
This chapter brings together much of the work conducted in these preceding chapters to present an epidemic
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model for the spread of a bovine tuberculosis epidemic through a possum population. This has been modelled
previously, for example by Barlow in both 1991 and 2000, as well as Roberts in 1992 and 1996. Whilst these
models are well-established, they differ from the approach that we take in three keys areas. The first is the
contact structure of the population. In Barlow’s and Robert’s models, an assumption of population mixing is
made, where each possums has a chance of coming into contact with any other possum. However, that is not
necessarily realistic, as in our data we have seen that many possum never meet. We instead follow a similar
approach to that of Ramsey and Efford (2010), where possums are represented by points in space and the
infection transmission rate is a function of the distances between these points.
Second is the deterministic nature of the models. Barlow (1991a), Roberts (1992), Roberts (1996) and Barlow
(2000) all present deterministic models, whereas ours is instead fundamentally stochastic. The final key area
is population dynamics. In most preceding models, there is an assumption of birth, non-disease related death,
migration, and pseudovertical transmission. However, we do not incorporate these because on the timescale
we model they have less bearing on the results.
The method of using contact networks for understanding the spread of an epidemic through a real-world
population has been applied to many different diseases and contexts, including the spread of tuberculosis.
Drewe et al. (2011) for example, simulates an SEIR-model of TB spread in meerkats on empirical weighted
contact networks produced from contact data. Corner et al. (2003) and Porphyre et al. (2008) both investigated
the effect of contact structure on TB spread in possums, however, they did not utilise compartmental models
in their papers.
After describing the model, we utilise the secondary infection data discussed in Section 2.3, to estimate the
transmission coefficient β. Using the estimated values of β, we perform simulations on model networks and
discuss the resulting epidemics, finding that our stochastic network model is able to replicate certain aspects
of the disease spread.
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5.2 Stochastic network model of bovine tuberculosis spread in common brush-
tail possums
In this section, we present a stochastic network model for the simulation of a bovine tuberculosis epidemic
through a population of model individuals. We use the compartmental SEIR-model described in Section 4.4.
Recall from Chapter 4, that the following assumptions are made about the model population:
1. The rates of birth and non-disease induced mortality are zero, resulting in the population size, N ,
remaining constant.
2. The population is not well-mixed, so it is represented by a weighted contact network G, where the edge
between individuals i and j, if it exists, is weighted by wij , the contact rate.
3. Infection is transmitted from infectious individuals to susceptible individuals by contact. The rate at a
contact results in transmission is given by the transmission coefficient β.
4. Exposed individuals become infectious, and infectious are removed from the population, at constant
rates γ and δ respectively. Removed individuals do not make any further contact with other individuals,
and therefore cannot transmit the infection.
Simulations of an epidemic spreading through a weighted contact network, representing a possum population,
are performed as per Section 4.4. There are three aspects to our possum epidemic model that need to be
considered in further detail: the creation of the weighted contact network, the choice of seed population, and
determination of the epidemic parameters used. We examine each separately.
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5.2.1 Producing weighted contact networks
We create a population of individuals, representing possums, using the possum home-range centre distribution
model from Section 3.4.1. Here, a population of N individuals, are placed in a circular region of radius RI
according to a spatial Poisson point process with density parameter λ > 0. A subset of these individuals, of
size C, are then collared according to the Uniform Collaring Model described in Section 3.4. The parameters
used to produce the populations are given in Table 5.1. The Uniform Collaring Model was chosen because it
performed best when estimating the distribution of nightly contact probability edge weights, as discussed in
Section 3.7.
A binary network is produced from this model population, according to the method described in Section 3.6,
where each individual is associated to a node, located at the individual’s home-range centre. The pairwise
distances between nodes are calculated, and values of the nightly contact probability Pij (described in
Section 3.3.1) are calculated using the mean optimal diffusion coefficient estimated in Section 3.5. The
diffusion coefficients values that are used are given in Table 5.1. Edges exist between the nodes representing
individuals i and j if the value of Pij is greater than the threshold value 1/190, chosen to reflect the minimum
number of nights that a pair of possums in the real-world data discussed in Chapter 2 could have met. Fig. 5.1
shows an example model population, produced using the parameters for site A. The light grey nodes represent
individuals who are trapped but not collared, and the dark grey nodes represent collared individuals.
We weight the edges of this network by the contact rate wij . The value of wij is calculated as the expected
number of contacts per 24 hour period. We assume that possums do not contact each other during the day,
and therefore the number of diurnal contacts is zero. This assumption is unrealistic for two important reasons.
The first is that there exists diurnal data in the real-world data set discussed in Section 2.2, indicating that
daytime contact between possums took place, either through meeting one another, or by den-sharing. The
second reason is that, whilst contact may play a part in transmission of bovine tuberculosis, den-sharing will
also have an impact, and may even have a greater impact due to the close proximity and length of time spent
asleep increasing the chances of transmission. Despite those reasons, this assumption was made because our
model of possum movement and contact does not model the diurnal behaviours of possums. Therefore we



















A 142 35 4.87×10−4 308.91 0.03881 -
B 174 37 6.92×10−4 286.14 0.01162 0.02307
C 144 40 4.08×10−4 335.18 0.07004 0.00826
D 140 39 4.20×10−4 325.74 0.02986 0.02018
Table 5.1: Summary data of the possum populations. Values, pertaining to the real-world possum
populations discussed in Chapter 2. The values of N , C, λ are taken directly from Richardson et al. (2017),
whereas RI is calculated as RI =
√
N/πλ). The mean optimal diffusion coefficient is drawn from Table 3.2.
On sites A and B, there are four less individuals than when these sites were examined in Chapter 3. This is
due to the four possums who were experimentally challenged but died soon afterwards, see Section 2.1. The
values of the transmission coefficient are estimated by comparing simulated results to the real-world
secondary infection numbers.
Regarding nightly contacts, from Fig. 2.9 we have that the modal number of contacts per night is one.
Multiplying the modal number of contacts by the expected number of nights during which a contact will occur,
given by Pij , we have that the expected number of nightly contacts in equal to Pij . As we have assumed no




Figure 5.1: Example model population, produced using the parameters, given in Table 5.1, for
site A. The light grey nodes represent individuals who are trapped but not collared, and the dark grey nodes
represent collared individuals.
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5.2.2 Choosing the seed population
As discussed in Section 4.4, the seed population is composed of a small proportion of collared individuals who
are initially exposed to the disease at the beginning of the epidemic simulation. In the real-world population
whose data is discussed in Section 2.3, four individuals on each of the four study sites were experimentally
infected with bovine tuberculosis.
When performing epidemic simulations, we aim to match up the real-world seed populations with individuals
in our model population who are similarly connected in their respective network. To do this we perform the
following steps:
1. Calculate the degrees of each individual’s node in both the empirical (or real-world) and model networks.
2. Rank the nodes in the empirical network, and in the model network, from highest degree to lowest
degree. This gives two sorted lists of vectors.
3. Choose nodes from the model network by selecting those nodes with the same ranking as the empirical
nodes who were part of the real-world seed population.
An example of this process is given in Fig. 5.2, where nodes for site B and a model population of collared
individuals are matched up by degree. The black nodes are the seed population individuals.
The rationale for this process is that, whilst it could be more appropriate to match up an empirical node of
degree three with a spatial node of the same degree, there is no guarantee that there will always be. The nodes
of the same degree are permuted to remove any bias brought about by a sorting algorithm. A disadvantage






















Figure 5.2: An illustration of the node matching process for site B, as described in
Section 5.2.2. The nodes are ranked by degree, then those in the empirical data populations that were
experimentally infected are matched to corresponding individuals in the model population.
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5.2.3 Determining the appropriate values of the epidemic parameters γ and δ
When transitioning from a well-mixed SEIR-model to a network-based model, the rates of becoming infectious
γ and of removal δ do not need to be adjusted. This is because the movements of individuals between the
exposed and infectious, and the infectious and removed, compartments is not affected by the underlying
network structure. In common brushtail possums, clinical signs of TB infection begin to show 2-3 months post
infection [Roberts, 1992, Corner et al., 2002], and possums typically die within 4-5 months of clinical signs
appearing [Ramsey and Cowan, 2003]. Whilst possums may be infectious before clinical signs appear, we have
chosen to use values of γ = 0.0133 and δ = 0.0074, which are equivalent to an average latent period of 75
days, and average infectious period of 135 days. However, the same does not hold true for the transmission
coefficient β.
5.2.4 Estimating the transmission coefficient β
The well-mixed compartmental model assumes that all individuals are coming into contact at the same rate.
We do not make this assumption, so the value of the transmission coefficient β will be sensitive to the specific
contact structure of the population. The process by which β is calculated for network populations is less clear,
as the transmission of disease between individuals is directly affected by the population’s contact structure.
Barlow in his 2000 paper stated that “Disease transmission coefficients are notoriously hard to measure in
the field”, a conclusion that is even more applicable to our situation, with the calculation of β being very
sensitive to the specific contact structure of the population. Porphyre et al. (2008) calculated a lower estimate
for the transmission coefficient, finding that above a value of 0.08 an epidemic will establish itself. However,
their methodology is not totally applicable to us. Whilst they formed contact networks, the networks were
unweighted. Additionally, the definition of a contact is different to ours, inferring contact based on where
individuals were trapped.
We estimate values of β by performing epidemic simulations on model networks, and comparing the epidemic
evolution results to the real-world data discussed in Section 2.3. This process is carried out for a range of
values of β, and the value that produces results closest to the real-world data is then chosen.
From our data (see Chapter 2), we have for each site, except site A, a singular secondary infection. Each
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secondary infection occurred in an uncollared individual, whose infection could therefore not be explained.
We produce 2000 populations, and perform 50 epidemic simulations on each population, with a different seed
population in each simulation. Aggregating the results, we compare the number of secondary infections of
uncollared individuals with the real-world data. To compare appropriately, we determined the number of
secondary infections after the same amount of time had elapsed as between the initial experiment infections,
and the detection of the secondary infections.
For values of the transmission coefficient β between 0 and 0.05, we determined the error or difference between
the simulated results and the real-world data. A plot of this error is given in Fig. 5.3. From this plot, we
interpolate to find the value of β on each site that gives an error of 0. These interpolated values are given in
Table 5.1. The estimated values of the transmission coefficient are of the same order of magnitude as the
value given by Porphyre et al. (2008), which indicates that our estimated values are sensible.
Figure 5.3: Values of the difference between the simulated results and the real-world secondary
infection numbers, for a range of the transmission coefficient β.
Summary
We have now presents our stochastic transmission model for the simulation of a bovine tuberculosis epidemic
through a weighted network. We have detailed the process by which model populations are created, and
how weighted networks are then produced. We have estimated values of the transmission coefficient β by
performing simulations and determining the value that produces simulated results closest to the real-world
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data. By comparing with Porphyre et al. (2008), we can say that the values of β that we estimate are sensible.
These values will now used to simulate epidemics on model networks, allowing us to determine how effective
our stochastic transmission model is at replicating the epidemic dynamics.
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5.3 Results
We perform simulations on model weighted networks, using both the estimated transmission coefficient β, and
a fixed value of β = 0.0231. This fixed value of β was chosen because it is greater than each of the estimated
values given in Table 5.1, resulting in the overstimation of the number of secondary infections of uncollared
individuals. This is more realistic than choosing a value that would underestimate the number on a particular
site, as in reality it is likely that secondary infection did occur, but were not detected.
For each site, and for both the estimated and fixed values of β, we produce 2000 populations, and simulate
50 epidemics on each. Each epidemic simulation has a different seed population. Site A does not have an
estimated values of β, so we do note perform those corresponding simulations. Fig. 5.4 shows the average
number of individuals in each compartment for each day.
Fig. 5.5 shows the number of non-collared secondary infections at the end of each days. When comparing to
the secondary infections data (shown in the figure as a red dot), we can see that using the estimated values of
β allows for this number to be well-estimated. This is to be expected. When the larger, fixed value of β is
used, the number is overestimated, but not considerably.
Whilst R0 has been calculated for TB in New Zealand-based possums a number of times, the respective
models have assumptions that do not match with our model. Barlow (1991a), for example, does use an
SEIR-model, but when calculating R0 for the three different disease scenarios they include terms representing
pseudo-vertical transmission between mothers and young, as well non-disease-induced mortality. No aspect of
the explicit contact structure is included in the calculation of R0. Roberts (1996) and Barlow (2000) use a
different formula to calculate R0, however theirs still lacks information about the explicit population contact
structure, and includes population dynamic terms such as birth and non-disease-induced mortality. Overall, a
range of values of R0, from 1.13 to 2.13 have been calculated.
Fig. 5.6 shows the distribution of the number of secondary infections directly transmitted by the members
of the seed population. As there are four individuals in each seed population, we divide by four in order to
compare with the literature. The average number of secondary infections, that is the estimated R0 value, is
therefore approximately within the range 1.13 to 2.13 on each site, regardless of which values of β is used.
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Figure 5.4: The average number of individuals in each compartment at the end of each day, for
simulations on the empirical weighted contact networks. These values are calculated by averaging
over 50 simulations of an epidemic on the 2000 different model networks. Each simulation had a different seed
population, chosen by selecting individuals with similar degree ranking as the real-world seed population.
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Figure 5.5: The number of non-collared secondary infectious individuals is well estimated when
using the estimated β.
Figure 5.6: The value of R0 is similar to that of values from the literature. There are four
individuals in each seed population, so we divide the values shown above by four in order to compare with the
literature. The average number of secondary infections, that is the estimated R0 value, is shown by the




We presented a weighted contact network model, built upon networks produced from the possum movement
and contact models discussed in Chapter 3. We used this network to simulate bovine tuberculosis epidemics,
with an aim to replicating the secondary infections seen in the data set described in Chapter 2.
Moving from a classical SEIR-model to a network-based model requires us to examine how the transmission
coefficient β is calculated. We estimate values by performing simulations with a range of β values, finding the
value that produces results closest to the secondary infection data. We also chose a fixed value of β, so as to
overestimate rather than underestimate the number of secondary infections. This gives us, for each model and
each site, two values of β to use, with the exception of site A, which had no empirical data to use.
We then used the transmission coefficients o simulate epidemic on both network models detailed in Section 5.2.
Performing simulations on the model network we find that the average number of secondary infections from a
member of the seed population, that is the value of R0, is similar to values in the literature of R0 estimated
for TB in possum. Further, we showed that regardless of the transmission coefficient used, the number of
non-collared secondary infections is reasonably well-estimated.
In summary, we have developed a stochastic transmission model that, when utilising a spatial network model
to describe population structure, allows us to replicate aspects of bovine tuberculosis spread in common




The common brushtail possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) is an invasive pest in New Zealand, having been
introduced to the country from its native Australian homeland in the 1850s to establish a fur trade, and
subsequently released into the wild. It has many damaging effects on the flora and fauna of New Zealand,
which is often particularly vulnerable to invasions from abroad. Furthermore, they are also a vector of bovine
tuberculosis to cattle which, given the beef and dairy industry’s prominence to the New Zealand economy, is
of concern to farmers and government alike. Because of these reasons, various organisation, groups and bodies
are investigating methods to eradicate the possum population, or if that is not feasible, at least control their
numbers.
Thesis summary
The research conducted in this thesis aimed to provide insight into possum movement, contact nature and
structure, and transmission dynamics in order to aid the efforts currently underway. Our work was motivated
by two data sets collected on the contacts between, and TB infection statuses of, possum populations that
lived in The North Island.
Our work started with the analysis of these two aforementioned data sets. We cleaned the first data set, remov-
ing any daytime or diurnal records, as the model we presented in Chapter 3 only models nocturnal behaviour.
Following that, we analysed our cleaned data, showing how it were possible to produce metrics describing the
length and importance of the contacts between possum pairs, in addition to network representations. The
data sets were used through our work, to inform and verify our models.
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Our next step was to develop an individual-based model to describe the movements of, and contacts between,
individuals in a population. Individuals move on a square lattice according to a random walk with a given
diffusion coefficient, a parameter that describes the rate at which dispersal into an environment occurs. Pairs
of individuals can also come into contact when they occupy the same lattice space. By performing simulations
of our model for a range of diffusion coefficients and initial distances between dens, we produced measures of
the length and importance of these contacts are produced. The probability of two individuals coming into
contact during a given night, or the first time a contact occurs during a night where two possums meet are
two examples.
Possums typically occupy an area, known as a home-range. We discussed three models for producing
distributions of the centres of home-ranges of collared individuals. By then comparing results from model
populations to the contact data, we were able to determine a diffusion coefficient that produces populations
that are somewhat realistic, and use those diffusion coefficients to estimate home-range sizes. Following that,
we built binary and weighted networks from our home-range centre distribution models, and again compared
to data. Overall, the first of our home-range models performs best for each site. The implication of our work
is that we can produce for contact data a spatial component when the data has no such inherent spatial
information component. This could be useful for the planning of future field studies. GPS technology is
expensive but, our model shows a possible route such that the technology is not needed.
Due to lethality of bovine tuberculosis to possums, it has been proposed as a possible method for population
control. The next part of our work was to build a stochastic transmission model of the spread of this disease
through a population. We implemented a Gillespie algorithm to simulate epidemic spread on a network of
individuals. After detailing the outputs that can be produced from our model, we investigated what effect
changing epidemic parameters, network characteristics including density and edge weight, and the initially
infected nodes has on the outcome of a simulation. This was done by simulating epidemics on toy networks.
Overall, changing the epidemic parameters, namely the transmission coefficient β, rate of becoming infectious
γ, and removal rate δ, or the network density has the greatest effect. This effect is seen in both the final size
of the epidemic, as well as the number of individuals infected by the initial seed case.
Once our toy network investigation was concluded, we moved forward into presenting a network model upon
which we simulate epidemics. These networks are built on the networks produced in Chapter 3. We estimated
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values of the transmission coefficient by finding the β that gives similar results, and then secondly fixing a
value of β such that on each s to the secondary infection data. By then simulating epidemics on our model
networks, using our estimated βs, in addition to a larger fixed value, we showed that our contact model
networks reproduces aspects of the infection data. The implication of this work is that, by showing our model
can recreate disease dynamics, it could be possible to determine how best to exacerbate or reduce an epidemic
in a possum population. The former would be useful for population control and for reducing the incurred
costs.
Limitations of the data
For each of our data sets, that we use to verify our models and are described in Chapter 2, a limitation is
present. With the first, that is of contacts between possum pairs, the data we have only records the times and
participants of the contacts. As there is a lack of geospatial component, this unfortunately means that we can
only infer information about the geographical distribution of the possums, and are unable to know how they
actually moved through their environment.
The second data set, detailing secondary TB infections, is limited by its size. Even though the populations
of possums on each site number approximately 140 or more, very few secondary infections were recorded.
This could have been a result of not finding infected possums, or because of the disease spreading potentially
slowly. Whatever the reason, the limited data prevents us from using data points to estimate parameters such
as the transmission coefficient β.
Limitations of our models and possible future research
There is definite scope for the expansion and continuation of our work. When considering our individual-based
possum model, discussed in Chapter 3, there are certain assumptions that have been made, which lend
themselves to further inquiry.
The distribution of denning sites, or home-range centres, where we assumed that they were distributed
according to a spatial Poisson point process. However, possums may not be distributed that way. As typically
asocial creatures, they may try to den in locations that afford them a large distance from any other possum.
Therefore, a distribution method that maximises the pairwise distances might be more appropriate. Or, it
may be in fact the opposite. Simultaneous den-sharing between possums does occur [Fairweather et al., 1987],
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as may sequential den-sharing [Green and Coleman, 1987]. In those cases, we would desire to cluster the dens
in some manner.
This model only models the movement of possums until they first come into contact with one another.
When possums come in contact with each other, their behaviour changes, so a simple random walk, where
contacts have no affect on the movements of the random walkers, is potentially not realistic for modelling the
interactions of possums. One possible avenue that we could explore is the idea of a multi-level model, where
the movements of possums before and after their contacts are modelled using a simple random walk as before,
but their behaviour whilst in contact is modelled differently. This technique was first introduced by Morales
et al. (2004), and has also been used to model possum movements, as in Postlethwaite and Dennis (2013).
The environment in which the possums are moving is assumed geographically uniform, with no boundaries,
obstacles, or attractive features including water or food sources. This is of course unrealistic. However, given
our lack of information about the terrain of the possums’ habitat, this is not a viable avenue of inquiry for
this data set, but may be for a different data set.
In addition, our model assumes that all individuals behave in the same way, all the time. This is unrealistic,
as male and female possums may behave differently, and seasonal changes will affect behaviour. Further, we
make no distinction between non-mating and mating periods, when the behaviour of possums in those two
periods will definitely exhibit differences. We also do not taken into account juvenile vs adult behaviour.
Juveniles often remain close to their mothers, and then move a significant distance away to establish their
own distinct home-range. Our model doesn’t reflect that.
The stochastic transmission model that we discussed in Chapter 4 is built upon some assumptions that lend
themselves to possible future avenues of research. For example, our model assumes not only that the population
size remains constant (if disease-induced fatalities are included), but that there is no non-disease-induced
mortality. This may be unrealistic, as juvenile (as well as adult) possums can migrate into and out of the area
we are modelling, and possums can die of other things that just bovine tuberculosis. By including births and
non-disease-induced deaths, the model could become more realistic.
Furthermore, the assumption that the contact networks are static, where individuals are in contact and
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always have been in contact with the same neighbours, may also be unrealistic. By producing random,
weighted networks from our contact model, with the edge weights performing as edge probabilities, we could a
time-series of networks, representing the contact structure at each time interval. Finally, we assume that the
transmission coefficient β, rate of becoming infectious γ, and removal rate δ are identical for each individual.
As discussed in Lloyd-Smith et al. (2005), there is likely to be heterogeneity in the population with regards to
their susceptibility to a disease, and their infectiousness. A possible solution is to draw parameters from a
distribution, rather than have them identical for each individual.
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